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Introduction

In response to increasing demand for low-carbon technologies, we educate in 
hybrid and fully electric vehicle development from CRC Press. 

These books show students and professionals alike how electrical and mechanical 
engineers must work together to complete an alternative vehicle system. It 
empowers them to carry on state-of-the-art research and development in 
automotive engineering in order to meet today?s needs of clean, efficient, and 
sustainable vehicles! 
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Introduction to Electric Vehicles

1.1 Introduction

Growing concerns over the limited supply of fossil-based fuels are motivating
intense activity in the search for alternative road transportation propulsion
systems. In addition, regulatory pressures to reduce urban pollution, CO2

emissions and city noise have made plug-in electric vehicles [23, 166] a very
attractive choice as the alternative to the internal combustion engine [140].
However, despite the enormous benefits of such vehicles, their adoption and
uptake has, to this point, been disappointing. In this chapter we shall outline
some of the impediments to electric vehicles, and discuss some of the solu-
tions to these problems that will be addressed in this book, as well as other
opportunities that arise when using this new form of mobility.

1.2 Benefits and Challenges

Basically, an Electric Vehicle (EV) is a vehicle that no longer relies solely
on an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) as the only propulsion mechanism,
but rather uses an electric drive system as a replacement, or to enhance, the
ICE. Roughly speaking, three types of electrically propelled vehicles can be
distinguished.

• A Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) combines an ICE and an electric motor
within the drive train. Mostly, the electric motor supports the ICE for
fuel economy and/or performance. The vehicle is then either propelled by
the combustion engine or the electric drive.

• A Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
(PHEV)) is a vehicle equipped, in general, with a larger battery compared
to HEVs, that allows recharging of the battery via home outlets or at
charging stations. While in most cases both the electric drive and the ICE
are able to propel the vehicle, some vehicles use solely the electric drive.
In this latter case the ICE can be used to recharge the battery or directly
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2 Electric and Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle Networks

produce electricity for the electric drive. Also, in most cases PHEVs can
be used in a full electric mode if there is enough energy stored in the
battery. This allows one to select when and where to release pollutants.
This functionality shall be used in some applications discussed in the book.

• A Full Electric Vehicle (FEV) runs solely on an electric drive system. As
with PHEVs their batteries are large and can be recharged in charging
stations or at home. Since there are no pollutants released while driving,
these vehicles are often marketed as zero-emission vehicles. Naturally, this
is not exactly a correct terminology, since the recharging of the batter-
ies will cause emissions depending on the actual emissions of the power
generation in the country. Due to the fact that many power plants are
located in less populated areas, the use of FEVs still has beneficial effects
on emissions in population centers. Such vehicles may be considered as
filters for turning dirty into clean energy.

Of these three types, we shall distinguish PHEVs and FEVs from HEVs,
and we shall denote the former as plug-in EVs, to emphasize that they con-
tinuously have to recharge their batteries. In Figure 1.1 a graphical overview
over the various EV types is given.

Electric Ve-
hicles (EVs)

Plug-in Elec-
tric Vehicles

Full Electric Ve-
hicles (FEVs)

Plug-in Hybrid Elec-
tric Vehicles (PHEVs)

Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (HEVs)

FIGURE 1.1
Classification of some different EV types

While the deployment of plug-in EVs can give rise to various environmen-
tal and health improvements, their adoption to date has been disappointing.
According to initial reports [6], even in Europe, where the green agenda was
well received, fewer than 12 000 EVs were sold in the first half of 2012 (of
which only 1000 of these were sold in the UK). This number represented less
than 0.15% of total new car sales in that year. These figures were in spite
of the fact that many European governments had offered incentives for the
purchase of EVs in the form of subsidies and had also invested in enabling
infrastructure. There are however hints that the numbers may soon dramati-
cally change. For instance, growing 59% year over year (YoY), approximately
12 000 electric cars were sold across the US in January 2017, accounting for
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approximately 1% of US auto sales1. Similarly, the Chinese market had more
than 32 000 new electric cars on the streets in March 2017, an 89% increase
over the same month the previous year, with the annual growth rate at 31%2.
Numbers in Europe remain contradictory, with Northern countries leading the
market (e.g., in 2017 Norway has the highest per capita number of all-electric
cars in the world: more than 100 000 in a country of 5.2 million people3). How-
ever, things seem to be speeding up, recently Volvo have announced that all
new cars launched from 2019 onwards will be partially or completely battery-
powered. The company called this step a “historic end” to building models
that only have an internal combustion engine4. The day after the Volvo an-
nouncement, Emmanuel Macron’s government announced that France will end
sales of petrol and diesel vehicles by 2040, as part of an ambitious plan to meet
the targets of the Paris climate accord5. Only few days later, a similar plan
was unveiled to ban the sale of new diesel and petrol cars by 2040 in the UK
in a bid to encourage people to buy electric vehicles6.

Despite such recent promising signals, still the percentage of traveling EV
remains very low at a global scale. Some of the main factors hindering the
widespread adoption of EVs from the point of view of customers are as follows:

1. Price: EVs have, to date, been expensive, even when subsidized. A major
factor in the cost of such vehicles is the cost of the battery [13]. While
battery costs are forecast to reduce dramatically over the next few years
[27, 158], this is currently an important aspect in understanding the sales of
EVs. In response to this, some companies, are proposing to lease batteries
to the customer to offset some of the battery related costs.

2. Vehicle size: EVs are sometimes small with limited luggage space to
reduce energy consumption, or to accommodate batteries (in some hybrid
vehicles). This is sometimes a problem for potential purchasers of vehicles
who, on occasion, would like to transport significant loads using their
vehicles.

3. Long charging times: Charging times for plug-in EVs can be long [201].
An often cited fact by advocates of electric vehicles in response to this is
that fast charging methods can service average vehicles in about 30 min-
utes [35, 28]. Such time-scales may be just about acceptable to a normal

1https://cleantechnica.com/2017/02/04/us-electric-car-sales-59-january-

2017/. Last Accessed July 2017.
2https://evobsession.com/china-electric-car-sales-keep-soaring-march-2017/.

Last Accessed July 2017.
3http://e360.yale.edu/features/with-norway-in-the-lead-europe-set-for-

breakout-on-electric-vehicles. Last Accessed July 2017.
4https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/jul/05/volvo-cars-electric-

hybrid-2019. Last Accessed July 2017.
5https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/jul/06/france-ban-petrol-diesel-

cars-2040-emmanuel-macron-volvo. Last Accessed July 2017.
6http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/07/25/new-diesel-petrol-cars-banned-

uk-roads-2040-government-unveils/. Last Accessed July 2017.
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car owner. However, in the presence of queuing, 30 minutes can rapidly
become several hours, and push such fast charging stations into the realm
of “not acceptable”. Thus, it is likely that overnight or workplace charging
will be the principal method of vehicle charging for the foreseeable future.
An associated issue in large cities concerns the availability of charging
points. This is especially an issue in cities with large apartment block
type dwellings.

4. Limited range: Maximum ranges of less than 300 km in favorable con-
ditions are not unusual for EVs, and this reduces significantly when air-
conditioning or heating is switched on [49]. Hence, the range is not only
limited but to a certain degree also unpredictable, which worsens the is-
sue. Additionally, other issues, that are a nuisance for normal ICE vehicles,
are exacerbated as a result of the limited range. For example, the cost of
searching for a parking space at the end of a journey is much higher than
for a conventional vehicle, because the EV’s range is low and therefore
energy should not be wasted searching for a parking spot. Research is
ongoing to address these issues, with much of the current work focusing
on new battery types, optimal vehicle charging, vehicle routing, and in-
vehicle energy management systems with a view to minimizing wastage of
energy and thereby increasing vehicle range [162]. 7

The latter two issues are often grouped together as one and discussed under
the title of range anxiety [140, 180]. Further challenges that arise include the
following.

1. Charging (from the perspective of generation distributors): The
energy that will potentially be required to charge the large volumes of
batteries of EVs will considerably increase the load on the distribution
grid, and can cause power quality issues when not regulated.

2. Traffic management: While traffic management in general is an impor-
tant factor, the issue becomes more pressing if EVs are present due to
their limited energy availability. Hence, a traffic jam or rerouting due to
road work or accidents, can have a strong impact on the energy required
for the journey and in the worst case force the drivers to recharge before
the end of the journey.

3. Charging Infrastructure: While momentarily most charging occurs at
home during night-time, an important consideration is the availability and
distribution of charging stations. This is related to the issue of limited

7Some of these issues lead to changes in driver behavior when faced with the need
to increase range. For example, in [194], behavioral adaptations (in response to limited
available energy) were observed among participants of a study group, who were leased a
battery EV for a year. Some of these behavioral adaptations included turning off the air
conditioning or heater and driving more slowly, as well as swapping vehicles with other
users.
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range and long charging times, i.e. range anxiety. A major issue in this
context is charge point anxiety - that is the angst associated with not
being able to access a charge point when needed.

4. Electromagnetic emissions: Another issue regarding EVs concerns elec-
tromagnetic emissions. While there is no evidence that electromagnetic
radiation from EVs is dangerous, this issue is a focus point for regulatory
authorities (see e.g. the EU Green Car Programme) and has been raised
by several research agencies [7].

5. Battery related issues: A further concern is whether enough lithium
can be sourced to build batteries to construct enough vehicles to replace
the existing passenger vehicle fleet. Are we simply substituting one rare
resource (oil) with another (lithium)? Also, the transportation of batteries
is not trivial and necessitates special precautions [126, 9]. Finally, most
reasonably sized batteries are not capable of realizing the range enjoyed
by conventional ICE based vehicles, which comes in play in regard to
the above mentioned issue of range anxiety. While this latter issue is the
subject of much research, battery size and performance currently represent
one of the major determinants in the design of EVs today [14, 13].

1.3 Contribution of the Book

Our objective in this book is to address some of the issues that impede
the adoption of plug-in EVs. Rather than focusing on single vehicles, our
focus shall be on developing techniques to better use networks of electric
vehicles. We believe, at the time of writing this book, that this aspect of EV
technology has not been significantly documented elsewhere.

To this end we partitioned the book into four parts. The first part of the
book is concerned with energy management. Topics that we shall consider
include: plug-and-play infrastructure for charging fleets of vehicles; how
energy is dissipated in electric vehicles; how to avoid queuing at charging
stations; routing of EVs to consume energy efficiently; and a consideration of
some of the unintended consequence of plug-in EV usage.

The second part of the book will consider using ideas from the sharing
economy to better share “road electrification”. Topics that we shall consider
include: on demand mobility for EVs; and the sharing of personal charge
points.

The third part of the book will focus on the actuation possibilities
afforded by the use of PHEVs. By judiciously selecting when/where one
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engages the electric motor, a range of new ideas can be implemented in
cities. Specifically, we shall see how such ideas can be used to regulate
emissions in a local region, better balance the needs of the grid and the
transportation network, and manage energy consumption in a fleet of vehicles.

Finally, the last part of the book discusses analytics that can be used
to support the design and testing of electro mobility (E-mobility) concepts
without the need for large scale fleet testing.
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6
Electric	Machines

An.electric machine.is.an.electromechanical.device.used.for.energy.conversion.
from.electrical.to.mechanical.and.vice.versa..In.a.vehicle.system,.the.electric.
machine.can.be.designed.to.process.supplied.energy.and.deliver.power.or.
torque.to.the.transaxle.for.propulsion..The.machine.also.processes.the.power.
flow.in.the.reverse.direction.during.regeneration.when.the.vehicle.is.braking.
converting.mechanical. energy. from. the.wheels. into.electrical. energy..The.
term.motor.is.used.for.the.electric.machine.when.energy.is.converted.from.
electrical.to.mechanical,.and.the.term.generator.is.used.when.power.flow.is.
in. the.opposite.direction.with. the.machine.converting.mechanical.energy.
into. electrical. energy.. The. braking. mode. in. electric. machines. is. referred.
to. as. regenerative braking.. There. are. electrical,. mechanical,. and. magnetic.
losses.during.the.energy.conversion.process.in.either.direction.in.an.electric.
machine,.which.affect.the.conversion.efficiency..Some.energy.is.always.lost.
from.the.system.for.any.energy.conversion.process..However,.the.conversion.
efficiency. of. electric. machines. is. typically. quite. high. compared. to. that. of.
other.types.of.energy.conversion.devices.

In.electric.vehicles,.the.electric.motor.is.the.sole.propulsion.unit,.while.in.
hybrid.vehicles,.the.electric.motor.and.the.internal.combustion.(IC).engine.
together.in.a.series.or.parallel.combination.provide.the.propulsion.power..
In.electric.and.hybrid.vehicles,.the.electric.traction.motor.converts.electrical.
energy.from.the.energy.storage.device.to.mechanical.energy.that.drives.the.
wheels.of.the.vehicle..The.major.advantages.of.an.electric.motor.over.an.IC.
engine.is.that.the.motor.provides.full.torque.at.low.speeds.and.the.instanta-
neous.power.rating.can.be.two.or.three.times.the.rated.power.of.the.motor..
These.characteristics.give.the.vehicle.excellent.acceleration.with.a.nominally.
rated.motor.

Electric.motors.can.be.DC.type.or.AC.type..The.DC.series.motors.were.
used. in. a. number. of. prototype. electric. vehicles. in. the. 1980s. and. prior. to.
that.due.to.its.excellent.match.with.the.road.load.characteristics.and.ease.of.
control..However,.the.size.and.maintenance.requirements.of.DC.motors.are.
making.their.use.obsolete.not.just.in.the.automotive.industry,.but.in.all.motor.
drive.applications..The.more.recent.electric.and.hybrid.vehicles.employ.AC.
and.brushless.motors,.which.include.induction.motors,.permanent.magnet.
(PM).motors,.and.switched.reluctance.motors..The.AC.induction.motor.tech-
nology.is.quite.mature,.and.significant.research.and.development.activities.
have.taken.place.on.induction.motor.drives.over.the.past.50.years..The.con-
trol.of.induction.motors.is.much.more.complex.than.DC.motors,.but.with.the.
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availability.of.fast.digital.processors,.the.computational.complexity.can.be.
easily.managed..Vector.control.techniques.developed.for.sinusoidal.machines.
make.the.control.of.AC.motors.similar.to.that.of.a.DC.motor.through.refer-
ence.frame.transformation.techniques..The.computational.complexity.arises.
from.these. reference. frame. transformations,.but. today’s.digital.processors.
are.capable.of.completing.complex.algorithms.in.a.relative.short.time.

The.competitor.to.induction.motors.is.the.PM.motors..The.PM.AC.motors.
have.magnets.on.the.rotor,.while.the.stator.construction.is.the.same.as.that.
of.the.induction.motor..The.PM.motors.can.be.of.surface-mounted.type.or.
the.magnets.can.be.inset.within.the.rotor.in.the.interior.permanent.magnet.
(IPM).motors..The.PM.motor.can.also.be.classified.as.sinusoidal.type.or.trap-
ezoidal.type,.depending.on.the.flux.distribution.in.the.air.gap..The.trapezoi-
dal.motors.have.concentrated.three-phase.windings.and.are.also.known.as.
brushless.DC.motors..The.PM.motors.are.driven.by.a.six-switch.inverter.just.
like.an.induction.motor,.but.the.control.is.relatively.simpler.than.that.of.the.
induction.motor..The.use.of.high-density,.rare.earth.magnets.in.PM.motors.
provides.high.power.density,.but.at.the.same.time.the.cost.of.magnets.is.on.
the.negative.side.for.these.motors..For.electric.and.hybrid.vehicle.applica-
tions,.the.motor.size.is.relatively.large.compared.to.the.other.smaller.power.
applications.of.PM.motors,.which.amplifies.the.cost.problem..However,.the.
hybrid. vehicle. motors. are. much. smaller. than. electric. vehicle. motors,. and.
the.performance.and.efficiency.achievable.from.PM.motors.may.be.enough.
to.overcome.the.cost.problem..The.IPM.motors.have.excellent.performance.
characteristics,.much.superior. than. the.surface-mount.PM.motors,.but. the.
manufacturing.complexity.is.one.of.the.drawbacks.of.these.motors.

Another. candidate. for. traction. motors. is. the. switched. reluctance. (SR).
motors..These.motors.have.excellent.fault.tolerance.characteristics.and.their.
construction.is.fairly.simple..The.SR.motors.have.no.windings,.magnets,.or.
cages.on.the.rotor,.which.helps.increase.the.torque/inertia.ratio.and.allows.
higher.rotor.operating.temperature..The.constant.power.speed.range.is.the.
widest.possible.in.SR.motors.compared.to.other.technologies,.which.makes.
it.ideally.suitable.for.traction.applications..The.two.problems.associated.with.
SR. motors. are. acoustic. noise. and. torque. ripple.. There. are. well-developed.
techniques.to.address.both;.moreover,.for.several.traction.applications,.noise.
and.torque.ripple.are.not.of.big.concern.

6.1	 Simple	Electric	Machines

The. torque. in. electric. machines. is. produced. utilizing. the. basic. principles.
of.electromagnetic.theory.in.one.of.two.ways:.(1).by.the.mutual.interaction.
of. two.orthogonal.magnetomotive. forces. (mmf).utilizing. the.Lorentz. force.
principle,. and. (2). by. using. a. varying. reluctance. flux. path. where. the. rotor.
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moves.toward.attaining.the.minimum.reluctance.position..The.DC.and.AC.
machines,.including.the.PM.machines,.work.on.the.first.principle,.while.the.
switched.and.synchronous.reluctance.machines.work.on.the.latter.principle..
The.fundamental.machine.phenomenon.responsible.for.inducing.voltage.and.
producing.torque.is.explained.in.this.section.followed.by.two.simple.machine.
configurations.that.operate.based.on.the.two.different.principles.

6.1.1 Fundamental Machine Phenomena

An.electric.machine.converts.electrical.energy.to.mechanical.energy.in.the.
motoring.mode.and.mechanical.energy.to.electrical.energy.in.the.generat-
ing.mode..The.same.electric.machine.can.be.used.to.serve.either.as.a.motor.
or.a.generator.with.appropriate.changes.in.the.control.algorithm..Two.basic.
phenomena.responsible.for.this.electromechanical.energy.conversion.occur.
simultaneously.in.electrical.machines..These.are

. 1..Voltage.is.induced.when.a.conductor.moves.in.an.electric.field.

. 2..When.a.current-carrying.conductor.is.placed.in.an.electric.field,.the.
conductor.experiences.a.mechanical.force.

6.1.1.1  Motional Voltage

When.a.conductor.is.moving.in.a.uniform.magnetic.field.B
→

.with.a.velocity.v→,.
there.will.be.voltage.induced.in.the.conductor.given.by

.
� � � �
e v B l= × ⋅( ) . (6.1)

The. voltage. induced. is. known. as. motional. voltage. or. speed. voltage.. The.
above.is.a.mathematical.definition.of.Faraday’s.law.of.electromagnetic.induc-
tion,.which.is.written.as

.
e

d
dt

N
d
dt

= − = −λ φ
.

(6.2)

where
λ.is.the.flux.linkage
ϕ.is.the.flux
N.is.the.number.of.turns

For.the.conductor.of.length.l.shown.in.Figure.6.1,.which.is.moving.with.
a.velocity.v→. in.a.magnetic.field.B

→
. that.is.perpendicularly.directed.into.the.

plane.of.the.paper,.the.induced.voltage.is

. e Blv= . (6.3)
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6.1.1.2  Electromagnetic Force

A.current-carrying.conductor.placed.in.a.magnetic.field.experiences.a.force.
given.by.the.Lorentz.force.equation..For.a.conductor-carrying.current.i.in.a.
uniform.magnetic.field.B

→
,.this.electromagnetic.force.(emf).is.given.by

.
� � �
f i l B= ×( ) . (6.4)

Let.us.consider.a.magnetic.field.established.by.a.pair.of.magnets.and.a.con-
ductor.of.length.l.carrying.current.i,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.2..The.force.in.this.
case.is

. f Bil= . (6.5)

6.1.2 Simple DC Machine

Let.us.consider.a.simple.one-turn.loop.placed.in.a.magnetic.field.to.under-
stand.the.principles.of.voltage.induced.and.torque.developed..This.magnetic.
field.can.be.established.by.a.magnet.pole-pair.directing.flux.from.the.North.
pole.to.the.South.pole,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.3a..The.one-turn.loop.is.placed.in.
the.gap.between.the.pole-pair.where.it.can.freely.rotate.around.a.pivot.axis.
under.the.influence.of.the.magnetic.field..The.magnet.pole-pair.and.the.one-
turn.loop.forms.the.simple.electric.machine.that.we.will.use.to.discuss.the.

B vl e
B

v

e
=(v×B).l

FIGURE 6.1
Induced.voltage.in.a.conductor.

i
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S

F

(a)

B
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i
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i

i
B

F = (i×B)l

(b)

FIGURE 6.2
Force.on.a.current-carrying.conductor.in.a.magnetic.field;.(a).magnets.and.conductor;.(b).force,.
flux,.and.current.directions.
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principles.of.electromagnetic.energy.conversion..Another.view.of.the.one-turn.
loop.under.the. influence.of. the.magnetic.field. is.shown.in.Figure.6.3b..The.
one-turn.coil.cuts.the.magnetic.field.as.it.rotates.around.its.pivot.axis.

6.1.2.1  Induced Voltage

The. one-turn. rotating. part. of. the. simple. machine. is. the. rotor,. while. the.
.permanent.magnets.(PMs).form.the.stator..The.flux.from.the.stator.magnet.
pole-pair.establish. the.magnetic.field. for. the.machine,.which. is.known.as.
the.field.flux..Let.us.assume.that.the.flux.established.in.between.the.magnet.
pole-pair.is.uniform,.flowing.from.the.North.pole.to.South.pole.in.the.nega-
tive.y-direction,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.3b..Now,.if.the.single-turn.conductor.
rotates.in.this.uniform.magnetic.field.at.a.constant.angular.velocity.ω,.a.volt-
age.will.be. induced. in. the.sides.of. the.coil.according. to.Equation.6.1..The.
sides. of. the. one-turn. loop. of. length. l,. which. passes. under. the. pole. faces,.
are.called.the.coil sides..The.side.in.the.back.of.width.W,.which.connects.the.
coil.sides,.is.known.as.the.end turn..The.one-turn.coil.rotating.at.an.angu-
lar.velocity.of.ω.makes.an.angle.θ.with.the.magnetic.field.B

→
,.as.shown.in.

the.Figure.6.3a..The.cross.product.(.v→ × B
→

).for.the.coil.sides.at.any.instant.of.
time.is.vBcosθ,.and.this.resultant.is.always.parallel.with.the.length.l.of.the.
coil.sides..Therefore,.the.induced.voltage.in.each.of.the.coil.sides.is.vBl cosθ.
according.to.Equation.6.1..There.will.be.no.voltage.induced.on.the.end.turn.
since.(v→ × B

→
).is.always.perpendicular.to.the.end.turns.that.result.in.a.zero.dot.

product.with.the.width.W..Therefore,.the.total.voltage.induced.in.the.one-
turn.loop.accounting.for.the.two.coil.sides.and.the.end.turn.is

. e vBlab = 2 cosθ

Since.the.linear.velocity.v.can.be.expressed.in.terms.of.the.angular.velocity.ω.
as.v.=.ω(W/2).=.ωr,.the.voltage.induced.in.the.one-turn.loop.can.be.expressed.as
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FIGURE 6.3
A.one-turn.coil.in.a.magnetic.field:.(a).top.view.and.(b).front.view.
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. e Blrab = 2 ω θcos . (6.6)

The.induced.voltage.can.also.be.derived.from.the.alternative.form.of.Faraday’s.
law.(e = −N(dϕ/dt)).with.the.flux.linkage.for.the.one-turn.coil.expressed.as

. φ θ θ( ) sin= −2Blr . (6.7)

The.peak.flux.linking.the.coil.is

. φP Blr= 2 . (6.8)

The.simple.electric.machine.of.Figure.6.3.will.produce.sinusoidal.voltages.
when.rotated.at.a.constant.speed.in.the.uniform.magnetic.field..The.alter-
nating.voltage.generated.at. the. terminals.ab.need. to.be. rectified. into.uni-
directional.voltages. to.obtain.a.DC.output..This. is.achieved.with.pairs.of.
commutators.and.brushes.attached.at.the.ends.of.the.one-turn.conductor.for.
the.simple.machine.to.produce.a.DC.voltage.(Figure.6.4)..The.commutators.
are.connected.to.the.ends.of.the.turn.and.rotate.with.the.coil..The.brushes.
are.stationary.for.connection.with.an.external.circuit..The.two.brushes.are.
positioned.in.alignment.with.one.of.the.stator.magnetic.poles.such.that.they.
can.collect.the.voltage.created.by.that.magnet.pole.and.one.of.the.coil.sides.
through.the.commutator.segment..The.voltages.seen.by.the.brushes.are.thus.
unidirectional..The.commutator.and.brush.arrangement.is.a.mechanical.rec-
tifier. that.converts. the.alternating.voltage.on. the.coil. side.eab. into.a.unidi-
rectional.or.DC.voltage.E12..The.field.flux,.the.induced.voltage,.and.the.DC.
voltage.are.shown.in.Figure.6.5..The.average.DC.voltage.at.the.terminal.of.
the.brushes.is
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y

z

a b

FIGURE 6.4
Commutators.and.brushes.attached.to.the.one-turn.coil.
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6.1.2.2  Force and Torque

In.the.one-turn.coil.of.Figure.6.4,.the.circuit.is.open.at.the.terminals.1–2..If.a.
resistor.is.connected.between.the.terminals.1–2,.current.starts.to.flow.within.
the.coil.as. long.as. there. is.motion.of. the.conductor. in. the.presence.of. the.
magnetic.field..This.current.is.the.armature.current.in.a.DC.machine;.for.the.
one-turn.coil,.the.current.for.a.resistance.R.is.given.by

.
I

e
R

Blr
R

a m= =12 2 ω θcos

The.coil. sides.experience.a. force.when.current.flows. through. the.conduc-
tor.according.to.Equation.6.5..The.forces.on.the.two.coil.sides,.as.shown.in.
Figure.6.6,.are.given.by

. F F BI la1 2= =

The. electromagnetic. torque. of. the. machine. can. be. derived. from. the. two.
forces.F1.and.F2.forming.a.couple..The.torque.Te.on.the.armature.turn.about.
the.axis-of-rotation.is
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FIGURE 6.5
Field.flux,.induced.voltage,.and.DC.voltage.
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6.1.2.3  DC Machine Back-EMF and Torque

In.a.practical.machine,.the.coil.would.be.wound.around.an.iron.structure.
which.is.the.rotor.of.the.electric.machine..The.rotor.in.the.magnetic.circuit.is.
free.to.turn.about.the.vertical.axis..The.reluctance.of.the.iron.is.much.smaller.
than.the.reluctance.of.the.air..The.rotor.iron.material.must.have.much.higher.
relative.permeability.than.air.to.facilitate.the.flux.flow.from.one.stator.pole.
to.another.through.the.rotor..The.rotor.iron,.together.with.its.curved.shape,.
provides.a.constant.width.air.gap.between.the.stator.and.the.rotor..The.uni-
form.air.gap.maintained.between.the.stator.and.rotor.poles.allows.the.flux.
to.be.radially.directed.between.the.stator.and.the.rotor.

The. simple.machine.of.Figure.6.3. is. shown. to.have. two.poles.only,.one.
N-pole.and.one.S-pole..The.number.“2”.in.Equation.6.9.represents.those.two.
poles. in. the.machine.. In.a.practical.machine,. there.can.be.more. than. two.
poles,.but.always.in.pairs,.for.better.utilization.of.the.space.around.the.stator.
and.rotor.circumference,.and.also.for.different.torque–speed.characteristics.
of.the.machine..In.general,.the.higher.speed.machines.will.have.few.num-
ber. of. pole. pairs,. and. higher. torque. machines. will. have. more. number. of.
pole.pairs..In.addition,.the.machine.geometry.is.better.utilized.when.there.
are.multiple. turns. in.a.coil. instead.of. the.single. turn.shown.in.Figure.6.3.
for.the.simple.machine..The.multiple.turns.will.increase.the.induced.voltage..
The.multi-turn.arrangement,.known.as.the.conductor,.is.shown.in.Figure.6.7..
The.sides.of.the.turn.along.the.z-direction.are.known.as.the.coil side.similar.
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FIGURE 6.6
Forces.on.the.coil.sides.due.to.current.
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to. the. one-turn. coil.. In. the. machine,. many. conductors. are. arranged. radi-
ally.along.the.rotor.surface.and.connected.in.a.series-parallel.combination.
depending.on.the.number.of.poles.used..In.DC.machines,.the.conductor.con-
nectors.are.arranged.in.one.of.two.winding.patterns.known.as.lap.winding.
or.wave.winding..The.induced.voltage.and.torque.equations.for.the.simple.
machine.can.be.generalized.using.the.number.of.turns.Nt.in.each.conduc-
tor,.the.number.of.poles.P,.and.the.type.of.winding.arrangement.used..The.
equations.then.become

. E Ka m P= φ ω . (6.11)

. T K Ie m P a= φ . (6.12)

where.Km.is.a.machine.constant.given.by.Km.=.NtP/πa,.a.is.the.number.of.par-
allel.paths.used.in.the.conductor.arrangement;.a.=.2.for.wave.winding,.while.
a = P. for. lap. winding.. Ea. is. the. induced. voltage. or. motional. voltage,. more.
commonly.known.as.back-emf.of.the.machine..Equation.6.12.shows.that.for.
the.DC.machine,.the.back-emf.Ea.is.proportional.to.speed.while.the.torque.is.
proportional.to.current.when.the.flux.is.held.constant,.since.for.a.designed.
machine.Km.is.constant.

The.end.turns.in.a.conductor,.as.was.shown.earlier,.does.not.contribute.to.
voltage.generation.or.torque.production,.but.contributes.only.to.losses.due.to.
the.resistances.in.that.segment.of.the.coil.length..Therefore,.one.of.the.objec-
tives.in.machine.design.is.to.minimize.the.end-turn.lengths.

The.flux.in.the.simple.machine.shown.is.radially.directed.from.the.rotat-
ing. component. to. the. stationary. component..The. rotor. rotates.around. the.
axis-of-rotation. resulting. in. rotary. motion.. These. machines. are. known. as.
radial flux machines..Electric.machines.can.also.be.constructed.to.deliver.lin-
ear.motion,.which.are.known.as.linear machines..The.movable.component.in.a.
linear.machine.has.linear.or.translator.motion.over.the.stationary.structure.
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FIGURE 6.7
A.multi-turn.conductor.
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6.1.3 Simple Reluctance Machine

The.reluctance.machines.have.a.variable.reluctance.path.for. the.magnetic.
flux.as.the.rotor.rotates.about.its.axis-of-rotation..The.saliencies.in.both.the.
stator.and. the. rotor.poles.provide.a.variable. reluctance.path. for. the.mag-
netic.flux.as. the. rotor.position. changes..The.windings.are.on. the. station-
ary.member,.while.the.rotor.is.a.stack.of.laminations.without.any.windings.
or.magnets..A.simple.reluctance.machine.with.only.one.phase.is.shown.in.
Figure. 6.8.. The. reluctance. of. the. air. gap. varies. as. a. function. of. the. rotor.
angular.displacement.θ..The.reluctance.of.the.air.gap.is.minimum.when.the.
rotor.and.the.stator.are.in.perfect.alignment.at.θ.=.0°..The.minimum.reluc-
tance.position.corresponds.to.the.maximum.inductance.seen.by.the.current.
flowing.through.the.coil..The.reluctance.becomes.maximum.when.the.rotor.
attains.the.position.with.the.largest.air.gap,.which.occurs.when.θ.=.90°..The.
inductance.in.this.position.is.the.minimum..The.stator.coil.inductance.varia-
tion.as.a.function.θ.can.be.expressed.by

. L L L( ) cos( )θ θ= +1 2 2

The.torque.for.the.simple.reluctance.machine.can.be.expressed.as

.
T i

L
e = ∂

∂
1
2

2

θ .
(6.13)

The. single-phase. simple. reluctance. machine. operates. as. a. synchronous.
machine. when. supplied. with. an. AC. voltage.. The. machine. will. produce.
torque.as. long.as. the.stator.excitation. frequency. is. synchronized.with. the.
rotor.speed..If.the.initial.rotor.position.is.δ,.the.rotor.angular.displacement.
for.a.rotor.speed.ω.is.given.by

. θ ω δ= +t

Rotor
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θ

i

v
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–

FIGURE 6.8
A.simple.reluctance.machine.
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The.average.torque.produced.for.an.excitation.current.of. i = Im cos.ωt.at. the.
synchronous.speed.is

.
T L Ie m= − 1

4 2
2 sinδ

The. simple. reluctance. machine. will. produce. the. average. torque. only. at.
synchronous.speed..The.torque.will.be.maximum.when.the.initial.position.
is.45°.and.zero.when.it.is.0°..The.machine.will.not.be.able.to.start.rotation.if.
the.rotor.is.in.the.aligned.position.initially.

The.reluctance.machines.used.for.high.power.applications.are.of.multiple.
phases.irrespective.of.whether.they.are.of.synchronous.or.switched.types..
Both.the.type.of.machines.use.power.electronic.inverters.for.controlling.the.
torque.and.the.speed.of.the.machine..However,.the.fundamental.principle.
for.torque.production.is.essentially.the.same.as.that.described.in.this.section.
with.the.simple.reluctance.machine..The.principles.and.characteristics.of.the.
switched.reluctance.machines.will.be.discussed.further.later.in.the.chapter.

6.2	 DC	Machines

DC.machines.have.two.sets.of.windings,.one.in.the.rotor.and.the.other.in.
the.stator,.which.establish.the.two.fluxes;.hence,.the.mmfs.that.interact.with.
each.other.produce.the.torque..The.orthogonality.of.the.two.mmfs,.which.is.
essential.for.maximum.torque.production,.is.maintained.by.a.set.of.mechan-
ical.components.called.commutators.and.brushes..The.winding.in.the.rotor.
is.called.the.armature winding,.while.the.winding.in.the.stationary.part.of.the.
machine.is.called.the.field winding..Both.the.armature.and.the.field.windings.
are. supplied. with. DC. currents.. The. armature. windings. carry. the. bulk. of.
the.current,.while.the.field.windings.carry.a.small.field.excitation.current..
The.armature.and.the.field.currents.in.the.respective.windings.establish.the.
armature.and.field.mmfs..The.magnitude.of.the.mmfs.is.the.product.of.the.
number.of.turns.in.the.windings.and.the.current..Depending.on.the.number.
of.supply.sources.and.the.type.of.connection.between.the.armature.and.field.
windings,.there.can.be.several.types.of.DC.machines..When.the.armature.
and.field.windings.are.supplied.from.independently.controlled.DC.sources,.
then.it.is.known.as.a.separately.excited.DC.machine..The.separately.excited.
DC. machine. offers. the. maximum. flexibility. of. torque. and. speed. control.
through. independent. control. of. the. armature. and. field. currents.. The. DC.
shunt.machine.has. the. similar.parallel. configuration.of. the.armature.and.
field.windings.as.in.the.separately.excited.motor,.except.that.the.same.DC.
source.supplies.both.the.armature.and.field.windings..In.the.shunt.motors,.
the.simplicity.in.power.supply.is.compromised.for.the.reduced.flexibility.in.
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control..In.another.type.of.DC.machine,.known.as.the.series.DC.machine,.the.
armature.and.the.series.windings.are.connected.in.series.and.the.machine.
is.supplied.from.a.single.source..Since.the.armature.and.the.field.windings.
carry.the.same.current,.the.field.is.wound.with.a.few.turns.of.heavy.gauge.
wires.to.deliver.the.same.mmf.or.ampere-turns.as.in.the.separately.excited.
machine..The.greatest.advantage.of.the.series.machine.is.the.very.high.start-
ing.torque.that.helps.achieve.rapid.acceleration..However,.the.control.flex-
ibility.is.lost.due.to.the.series.connection.of.armature.and.field.windings.

The.positive.attributes.of.DC.machines.are

•. Ease.of.control.due.to.linearity
•. Capability.for.independent.torque.and.flux.control
•. Established.manufacturing.technology

The.disadvantages.of.DC.machines.are

•. Brush.wear.that.leads.to.high.maintenance
•. Low.maximum.speed
•. Electromagnetic.interference.(EMI).due.to.commutator.action
•. Low.power-to-weight.ratio

The.separately.excited.DC.motor.used.in.an.electric.or.hybrid.electric.vehi-
cle.has. two.separate.DC/DC.converters. supplying. the.armature.and.field.
windings.from.the.same.energy.source,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.9..The.DC/DC.
converters.process.the.fixed.supply.voltage.of.the.energy.source.to.deliver.
a. variable. DC. to. the. armature. and. field. circuits.. The. power. rating. of. the.
converter. supplying. the. armature. windings. is. much. larger. than. that. of.
the. converter. supplying. the. field. winding.. The. control. inputs. to. the. con-
verter.circuits.are.the.desired.torque.and.speed.of.the.motor,.and.the.outputs.
of.the.converters.are.the.voltages.that.are.applied.to.the.armature.and.field.
circuits.of.the.DC.motor.
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FIGURE 6.9
DC.motor.drive.including.the.power.electronics.and.battery.source.
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The. independent.armature.voltage.and.field.current. control,.possible. in.
separately.excited.DC.machines.or.motors,.offer.the.possibility.of.additional.
performance.optimization.in.addition.to.meeting.the.torque–speed.require-
ments.of.the.machine..The.indices.used.for.measuring.performance.in.motor.
drives. include.efficiency,. torque.per.ampere,. torque. ripple,. response. time,.
etc..The.weights.on.the.individual.performance.indices.depend.on.the.appli-
cation.and.the.design.requirements..The.most.critical.performance.index.for.
electric.and.hybrid.vehicle.applications.is.the.efficiency..The.analysis.to.fol-
low.on.DC.motors,.based.on.separately.excited.DC.motors,.is.intended.to.set.
forth.the.premise.for.performance.analysis.of.DC.drives.in.the.next.chapter.

The.armature.equivalent.circuit.of.a.DC.motor.is.shown.in.Figure.6.10a..The.
circuit.consists.of. the.armature.winding.resistance.RA,. the.self-inductance.
of.armature.winding.LAA,.and.the.back-emf.eA..The.variables.shown.in.the.
figure.are

VA.=.armature.voltage
IA.=.armature.current
Te.=.developed.motor.torque
ωm.=.shaft.speed
ϕ.=.armature.linking.flux.(primarily.from.field.current)

Applying. Kirchhoff’s. voltage. law. (KVL). around. the. armature. circuit,. the.
voltage.balance.equation.is

.
V R i L

di
dt

eA A A AA
A

A= + +
.

(6.14)

where

.

e K

T K i

A m

e A

=

=

φω

φ . (6.15)

where
eA.is.known.as.the.back-emf
K.is.a.machine.constant.that.depends.on.the.machine.construction,.num-

ber.of.winding,.and.core.material.properties
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FIGURE 6.10
Equivalent.circuit.representation.of.a.DC.motor:.(a).armature.circuit;.(b).field.circuit.
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The.field.equivalent.circuit.of.the.DC.motor.is.shown.in.Figure.6.10b..The.field.
circuit.consists.of.the.field.winding.resistance.RF.and.the.self-inductance.of.
the.field.winding.LFF..VF.is.the.voltage.applied.to.the.field.

The.field.circuit.equation.is

.
V R i L

di
dt

F F F FF
F= +

The. resistance. of. the. field. winding. in. separately. excited. and. shunt. DC.
motors.is.very.high,.since.there.are.a.lot.of.turns.in.the.winding..The.tran-
sient. response. in. the. field. circuit. is. thus. much. faster. than. the. armature.
circuit..The.field.voltage.is.also.typically.not.adjusted.frequently,.and.for.
all. practical. purposes,. a. simple. resistor. fed. from. a. DC. source. character-
izes.the.electrical.unit.of.the.field.circuit..The.field.current.establishes.the.
mutual.flux.or.field.flux,.which.is.responsible.for.torque.production.in.the.
machine..The.field.flux.is.a.nonlinear.function.of.field.current.and.can.be.
described.by

. φ = f iF( )

The.electromagnetic.properties.of.the.machine.core.materials.is.defined.by.
the.relationship

. B H= µ

where
B.is.the.magnetic.flux.density.in.T.or.Wb/m2

H.is.the.magnetic.field.intensity.in.A.turn/m
μ.is.the.permeability.of.the.material

The.permeability.in.turn.is.given.by.μ.=.μ0μr.where.μ0.=.4π.×.10−7.H/m.is.the.
permeability. of. free. space. and. μr. is. the. relative. permeability.. The. relative.
permeability.of.air.is.1..The.B–H.relationship.of.magnetic.materials.is.non-
linear.and.is.difficult.to.describe.by.a.mathematical.function..Likewise,.the.
field.circuit.of.the.DC.machines.is.characterized.by.nonlinear.electromag-
netic.properties.of.the.core,.which.is.made.of.ferromagnetic.materials..The.
properties.of.core.materials.are.often.described.graphically.in.terms.of.the.
B–H.characteristics,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.11..The.nonlinearity.in.the.charac-
teristics.is.due.to.the.saturation.of.flux.for.higher.currents.and.the.hysteresis.
effects..When.an.external.magnetization. force. is.applied. through. the.cur-
rents.in.the.windings,.the.magnetic.dipole.moments.tend.to.align.to.orient.in.
a.certain.direction..This.dipole.orientation.establishes.a.large.magnetic.flux,.
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which. would. not. exist. without. the. external. mag-
netization.force.applied.on.the.core..The.magnetic.
dipole.moments.relax.toward.their.random.orienta-
tion.up.on.removal.of. the.applied.magnetic. force,.
but.few.dipole.moments.retain.their.orientation.in.
the.direction.of.the.previously.existing.magnetiza-
tion.force..The.retention.of.direction.phenomenon.
of.the.dipole.moments.is.known.as.magnetic.hys-
teresis..The.hysteresis.causes.magnetic.flux.density.
B.to.be.a.multivalued.function.that.depends.on.the.
direction. of. magnetization.. The. magnetic. effect.
that. remains. in. the. core. after. the. complete. removal. of. the. magnetization.
force.is.known.as.the.residual.magnetism.(denoted.by.Br.in.Figure.6.11)..The.
direction.of.the.residual.flux,.as.mentioned.previously,.depends.on.the.direc-
tion.of.field.current.change..The.B–H.characteristics.can.also.be.interpreted.
as.the.ϕ-iF.characteristics,.since.B.is.proportional.to.ϕ.and.H.is.proportional.
to.iF.for.a.given.machine..The.saturation.in.the.characteristics.reflects.the.fact.
that.more.magnetic.dipole.moments. remain. to.be.oriented.once.sufficient.
magnetization. force. has. been. applied. and. the. flux. has. reached. the. maxi-
mum.or.saturation.level.

The. energy. required. to. cause. change. in. the. magnetic. orientations. is.
wasted.in.the.core.material.and.is.referred.to.as.hysteresis.loss..The.area.of.
the.hysteresis.loop.in.the.magnetization.characteristics.is.proportional.to.the.
hysteresis.loss.

For.most.applications,. it. is.sufficient. to.show.the.magnetic.properties.of.
core. materials. through. a. single-valued,. yet. nonlinear. function,. which. is.
known.as. the.DC.magnetization.curve..The.magnetization.curve.of.a.DC.
machine. is. typically. shown. as. a. curve. of. open-circuit-induced. voltage. E0.
versus.field.current.iF.at.a.particular.speed..The.open-circuit-induced.voltage.
is.nothing.but.the.back-emf.eA,.which.is.linearly.proportional.to.the.flux.at.a.
constant.speed.(refer.to.Equation.6.15)..Therefore,.the.shape.of.this.charac-
teristic,.shown.in.Figure.6.12,.is.similar.to.that.of.the.magnetic.characteristics.
of.the.core.material.

The. torque–speed. relationship. of. a. DC. motor. can. be. derived. from.
Equations.6.14.and.6.15.and.is.given.by

.
ω

φ φm
A A

e
V
K

R
K

T= −
( )2

.
(6.16)

The.torque–speed.characteristic.is.shown.in.Figure.
6.13..The.positive.torque.axis.represents.the.motor-
ing.characteristics,.while.the.negative.torque.region.
represents. the. generating. characteristics.. The.

Br

–Br

B

H    iF

FIGURE 6.11
Typical.DC.motor.magneti-
zation.characteristics.

E0

iF

FIGURE 6.12
Magnetization. characteris-
tics.of.DC.machines.
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torque–speed. characteristic. is. adjusted. through.
either. the. armature. voltage. or. the. field. current..
For.a.given.speed.and.torque.(i.e.,.a.point.(T*,.ω*m).
in. the.ω-T.plane),. there.are.an. infinite.number.of.
corresponding. armature. voltage. and. field. cur-
rent,. as. shown. in. Figure. 6.14a. that. would. satisfy.
Equation.6.16..A.possible.control.design.is.one.that.
optimizes. one. or. more. performance. indices. and.
operates.the.motor.on.the.optimized.characteristic.
curve..To.follow.up.on.the.concept,.let.us.assume.
that. the. controller. can. set. both. the. field. current.
and.the.armature.voltage.and.we.are.interested.in.minimizing.the.loss.in.
the.machine..The.driver.input.commands.set.the.desired.torque.and.speed.
(T*,.ω*m).of.the.machine..Inserting.the.operating.point.in.the.armature.volt-
age.Equation.6.14,.we.have

.
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(6.17)

Equation.6.17.gives.all. the.possible.combinations.of.armature.voltage.and.
field.flux.that.will.give.the.same.operating.point.(T*,.ω*m)..The.possible.com-
binations.are.shown.graphically.in.Figure.6.14b..The.optimization.algorithm.
will.select.the.right.combination.of.VA.and.ϕ.that.will.minimize.the.losses..
The. loss. in. DC. machines. is. minimized. when. armature. circuit-dependent.
losses. equal. the. field. circuit. dependent. losses. [1].. Knowing. the. machine.
parameters,.VA.and.ϕ.commands.can.be.set.such.that.the.armature.circuit.
losses.equals.the.field.circuit.losses.to.minimize.the.overall.loss,.hence.maxi-
mizing.the.efficiency.
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(K )2
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K
VAωmNL =

ωm

FIGURE 6.13
Torque–speed. characteris-
tics.of.a.DC.motor.

ωm
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VA3, IF3
VA2, IF2

VA1, IF1
T

(a)

VA

(b)

FIGURE 6.14
(a).Steady-state.operating.point.. (b).Required.armature.voltage.vs..flux.at. a.fixed.operating.
point.
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6.3	 Three-Phase	AC	Machines

The.primary.difference.between.AC.and.DC.machines.is.that.the.armature.
circuit.of.the.former.is.located.in.the.stationary.piece.of.the.structure.while.
for. the. latter. it. is. in. the. rotor.. The. advantage. gained. in. having. the. arma-
ture.circuit. in. the.stator. is. the.elimination.of. the.commutator.and.brushes.
of. the.DC.machines..The.AC.machines.require.alternating.supply. that.can.
be.derived.from.a.DC.source.using.a.DC/AC.inverter..The.machines.can.be.
single-phase.or.multiple-phase.types..Single-phase.AC.machines.are.used.for.
low-power.appliance.applications,.while.higher.power.machines.are.always.
of.three-phase.configuration..The.second.mmf.required.for.torque.production.
in.AC.machines.(equivalent.to.the.field.mmf.of.DC.machines).comes.from.the.
rotor.circuit..Depending.on.the.way.the.second.mmf.is.established,.the.AC.
machines.can.be.induction.type.or.synchronous.type..For.either.of.the.two.
types.of.AC.machines,.the.stator.windings.are.similar.in.configuration.

6.3.1 Sinusoidal Stator Windings

The. three-phase.stator.windings.of.AC.machines.are.sinusoidally.distrib-
uted. spatially. along. the. stator. circumference,. as. shown. in. Figure. 6.15a. to.
establish.a.sinusoidal.mmf.waveform..Although.the.windings.are.shown.as.
concentrated.in.locations.aa′,.bb′,.and.cc′.for.the.three.phases,.the.number.of.
turns.for.each.of.the.phase.windings.vary.sinusoidally.along.the.stator.cir-
cumference..This.space.sinusoidal.distribution.of.Phase-a.winding.is.shown.
in.Figure.6.15b,.which.has.been.represented.by.an.equivalent.concentrated.
winding.a-a′.in.Figure.6.15a..The.equivalent.distribution.of.Phase-a.windings.
in.a.horizontally.laid.stator.axis.as.if.the.stator.cross.section.was.split.along.
the.radius.at.θ.=.0.and.developed.longitudinally.is.shown.in.Figure.6.16a..The.
current.passing.through.these.Phase-a.stator.windings.causes.a.sinusoidal.
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c-axis

b-axis

x

x

x

á

a

b

b́
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ć

(a)

Phase a-axis

(b)

Stator

Rotor

FIGURE 6.15
(a).Three-phase.winding.and.magnetic.axes.of.an.AC.machine..(b).Sinusoidal.distribution.of.
Phase-a.winding.along.the.stator.circumference.
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Phase-a.mmf.Fa(θ),.which.is.shown.in.Figure.6.16b..The.mmf.primarily.exists.
in.the.air.gap.due.to.the.high.permeability.of.the.stator.and.rotor.steel.and.
tends.to.be.radial.in.direction.due.to.the.short.length.of.air.gap.relative.to.
stator. inside.diameter..The.sinusoidal.distribution.of. the.windings.can.be.
expressed.as

.

n N

N
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( ) sin ,
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θ θ θ π
θ π θ π
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where.NP. is. the.maximum.turns.or. conductor.density.expressed. in. turns.
per.radian..Suppose.Phase-a.winding.has.an.Ns.equivalent.number.of.turns.
(i.e.,. 2Ns. conductors),. which. would. give. the. same. fundamental. sinusoidal.
component.as.the.actual.winding.distribution..Therefore,.the.integral.of.the.
conductor.density.in.Figure.6.16b.between.0.and.π.has.a.total.of.Ns.conduc-
tors.(accounting.for.half.the.turns.in.a.winding-half),.which.is

.
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The.sinusoidal.conductor–density.distribution.in.Phase-a.winding.is

.
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N
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2

0
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(6.18)

The.equivalent.conductor–density.is.used.to.calculate.the.air.gap.magnetic.
field.parameters,.which.consist.of.field.intensity,.flux.density,.and.mmf..The.
basic.relationship.between.magnetic.field.intensity.H.and.current.i.is.given.
by.Ampere’s.law,.which.states.that.the.line.integral.of.H.around.a.closed.path.

is.equal.to.the.net.current.enclosed. H dl Ni�∫ ∑⋅ =



 .. Ni∑ .is.the.ampere-

turn.product.defining.the.net.current.enclosed.and.is.known.as.the.total.mmf.

Np = Ns/2

a axis

0 π/2 π 3π/2 2π

Density of
conductors

(a)

2Fa(θ) = ia cos θNs

aá

θ

(b)

FIGURE 6.16
(a).Equivalent.distribution.of.Phase-a.winding;.(b).mmf.distribution.of.Phase.a.
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in.magnetic.circuit. terms..The.radial.magnetic.field. intensity.Ha. in. the.AC.
machine.under.discussion.is.established.in.the.air.gap.when.current.ia.flows.
through.Phase-a.windings,.which.can.be.derived.using.Ampere’s.law.as

.
H

N
l
ia

s

g
aθ θ( ) =

2
cos

where.lg.is.the.length.of.the.air.gap..The.flux.density.Ba(θ).and.mmf.Fa(θ).can.
be.derived.as
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where.μ0.is.the.permeability.of.free.space.or.air.and

.
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s
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2 .
(6.19)

The.mmf,.flux.intensity,.and.field.intensity.are.all.90°.phase.shifted.in.space.
with.respect.to.the.winding.distribution..The.angle.θ.is.measured.in.the.coun-
terclockwise.direction.with.respect.to.the.Phase-a.magnetic.axis..The.field.
distribution.shown.in.Figure.6.16b.is.for.positive.current..Irrespective.of.the.
direction.of.current,.the.peak.of.the.mmf.(positive.or.negative).will.always.
appear.along.the.Phase-a.magnetic.axis,.which.is.the.characteristic.of.mmf.
produced.by.a.single-phase.winding.

6.3.2 Number of Poles

The.two.equivalent.Phase-a.conductors.in.Figure.6.15a.represent.two.poles.
of.the.machine..Electric.machines.are.designed.with.multiple.pairs.of.poles.
for.the.efficient.utilization.of.the.stator.and.rotor.magnetic.core.material..In.
multiple.pole-pair.machines,.the.electrical.and.magnetic.variables.(such.as.
induced.voltages,.mmfs,.and.flux.densities).complete.more.cycles.during.one.
mechanical.revolution.of.the.motor..The.electrical.and.mechanical.angles.of.
revolution.and.the.corresponding.speeds.are.related.by
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(6.20)

where.P.is.the.number.of.poles..The.four-pole.machine.cross.section.is.repre-
sented,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.17a,.while.the.Phase-a.mmf.Fa.as.a.function.of.θe.
or.θm.is.illustrated.in.Figure.6.17b..The.mmf.is.mathematically.represented.as
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6.3.3 Three-Phase Sinusoidal Windings

Phases.b.and.c.of.the.three-phase.machine.have.identical.sets.of.windings.
as.the.Phase-a.winding.described.in.Section.6.3.2,.except.that.they.are.dis-
placed.120°.spatially.with.respect.to.each.other,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.15a..The.
resulting.mmfs.due.to.currents.in.phases.b.and.c.can.be.expressed.as
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6.3.4 Space Vector Representation

The.extensive.amount.of.coupling.existing.among.the.circuits.of.three-phase.
AC.machines.makes.the.analysis.a.formidable.task..Axes.transformations.or.
reference.frame.theory.is.necessary.to.decouple.the.voltage.expressions.of.the.
phases.as.well.as.to.implement.control.algorithms.that.achieve.the.best.per-
formance..The.space vector representation.is.a.convenient.method.of.expressing.
the.equivalent.resultant.effect.of.the.sinusoidally.space-distributed.electrical.
and.magnetic.variables.in.AC.machines,.in.a.way.that.is.similar.to.the.use.
of.phasors.in.describing.the.sinusoidally.time-varying.voltages.and.currents.
in.electrical.circuits..The.space.vectors.provide.a.very.useful.and.compact.
form.of.representing.the.machine.equations,.which.not.only.simplifies.the.
representation.of.three-phase.variables,.but.also.facilitates.the.transforma-
tion.between.three-phase.and.two-phase.variables..The.two-phase.system.is.
an.equivalent.representation.of.the.three-phase.variables.in.a.dq.(two-axis).
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θθm = 2π
θe = 4π

θm = π
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FIGURE 6.17
(a). Cross-section. of. a. four-pole. machine. showing. Phase-a. windings. only.. (b). Phase-a. mmf.
distribution.
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coordinate. system,. which. is. necessary. for. control. implementation.. The. dq.
coordinate.system.will.be.elaborated.in.Section.9.2.

The. concept. of. reference. frame. transformations. originates. from. Park’s.
transformations.[2],.which.provided.a.revolutionary.new.approach.of.ana-
lyzing.three-phase.electric.machines.by.transforming.three-phase.variables.
(voltages,.currents,.and.flux.linkages).into.two-phase.variables.with.the.help.
of.a.set.of.two.fictitious.windings.(known.as.dq.windings).rotating.with.the.
rotor..The.notations.of.space.vector.evolved.later.as.a.compact.set.of.repre-
sentation.of.the.three-phase.machine.variables.either.in.the.three-phase.abc.
reference.frame.or.in.the.fictitious.two-phase.dq.reference.frame.[3–5]..The.
space.vectors.are.more.complex.than.the.phasors,.since.they.represent.time.
variation.as.well.as.space.variation..The.space.vectors,.just.like.any.other.vec-
tors,.have.a.magnitude.and.an.angle,.but.the.magnitude.can.be.time.varying..
For.example,.the.stator.mmfs.of.the.three.phases.in.the.AC.machine.can.be.
represented.by.space.vectors.as

.
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(6.23)

Note. that. space. vectors. are. complex. numbers. and. “→”. is. used. to. denote.
the.vector.characteristic..The.time.dependence.is.also.explicitly.shown..The.
magnitude.of.the.vector.represents.the.positive.peak.of.the.sinusoidal.spatial.
distribution,.and.the.angle.represents.the.location.of.the.peak.with.respect.
to.the.Phase-a.magnetic.axis.(chosen.by.convention)..The.space.vectors.of.the.
individual.phases.can.now.be.added.conveniently.by.vector.addition.to.give.
the.resultant.stator.mmf.as

.
� � � �
F t F t F t F t Fs a b c S F( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + + = ∠^ θ . (6.24)

where
F̂S.is.the.stator.mmf.space.vector.amplitude
θF.is.the.spatial.orientation.with.respect.to.the.Phase-a.reference.axis

In.general,. if. f. represents.a.variable. (mmf,.flux,.voltage,.or. current). in.a.
three-phase.AC.machine,. the.corresponding. resultant. space.vector.can.be.
calculated.as

.
�
f t f t af t a f tabc a b c( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + + 2
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where
fa(t),. fb(t),. and. fc(t). are. the. magnitudes. of. the. phase. space. vectors. of. the.

variables
a. and. a2. are. spatial. operators. that. handle. the. 120°. spatial. distribution.

of. the. three. windings,. one. with. respect. to. the. other. along. the. stator.
circumference

The.operators.a.and.a2.are.a = ej2π/3.and.a2.=.ej4π/3,.and.hence,.the.space.vector.
can.also.be.represented.as

.
�
f t f t f t f tabc a b c( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + ∠ + ∠120 240 . (6.25)

The.space.vector.can.be.used.to.represent.any.of.the.AC.machine.sinusoidal.
variables.either.in.the.stator.circuit.or.in.the.rotor.circuit..For.example,.the.flux.
density,.current,.and.voltage.space.vectors.of.the.stator.can.be.expressed.as
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The.space.vector.f
→

abc.for.a.balanced.set.of.three-phase.variables.fa,.fb,.and.fc.has.a.
magnitude.3/2.times.greater.than.the.magnitude.of.the.phase.variables;.its.spa-
tial.orientation.is.at.an.angle.ωt.at.time.t.with.respect.to.the.reference.Phase-a.
axis..Here,.ω.is.the.angular.frequency.of.the.phase.variables..Therefore,.the.
amplitude.of.the.space.vector.is.constant.for.a.balanced.set.of.variables,.but.
the.phase.angle.(i.e.,.the.spatial.orientation).is.a.function.of.time..The.space.
vector.at.any.instant.of.time.can.be.obtained.by.the.vector.sum.of.the.three-
phase.variables,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.18.for.stator.currents..Note.that.there.is.
a.unique.set.of.phase.variables.that.would.sum.up.to.give.the.resultant.space.
vector.f

→

abc,.since.fa.+.fb.+.fc.=.0.for.a.balanced.set.of.variables..Some.examples.with.
numerical.values.are.given.in.the.following.to.supplement.the.theory.

Example 6.1

The stator currents of a three-phase machine at ωt = 40° are

.
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Calculate the resultant space vector.

Solution
The space vector at ωt = 40° is

.
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The projection of i
→
s on the phase-a axis is 15 cos 40 = 11.49, which is 3/2 times ia.

Example 6.2

 (a) The phase voltage magnitudes of a three-phase AC machine at time ωt = 0 
are va = 240 V, vb = −120 V, and vc = −120 V. Calculate the resulting space vec-
tor voltage.

 (b) Recalculate the space vector at a different time when va = 207.8 V, vb = 0 V, 
and vc = −207.8 V.

 (c) Plot the space vector distribution in the air gap in the two cases.

bs axis

cs axis

θis

is ics = Îs cos(θis–240°)

ibs = Îs cos(θis–120°)

ias = Îs cos θis
as axis

FIGURE 6.18
Space.vector.and.its.components.in.abc.reference.frame.
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Solution

 (a) The resulting space vector using Equation 6.25 is

.
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 (b) The resulting space vector using Equation 6.25 is

.
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 (c) The plot is given in Figure 6.19.

Example 6.3

The phase voltage magnitudes of a three-phase AC machine at time t0 are 
va = 240 V, vb = 50 V, and vc = −240 V. Calculate the resulting space vector voltage 
and plot the space vector distribution in the air gap.

Solution
The resulting space vector using Equation 6.25 is

.
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The voltage space vector and its sinusoidal plot is shown in Figure 6.20.
The voltages given in Example 6.2 are a balanced set at two different times 

which correspond to ωt = 0 and ωt = 30° for parts (a) and (b), respectively. The peak 
magnitude of the resulting voltage space vector remain the same in the two cases 

(a)
(b)

Vs(θ) 

0° 30° θ

360 V

FIGURE 6.19
Plot.of.space.vectors.for.Example.6.2.(a).and.(b).
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and the location of these peaks along the machine axes are at θ = 0° and θ = 30°, 
which corresponds to the time dependence of the voltages. This is not coinciden-
tal, but will be so for a balanced set of voltages. In Example 6.3, the voltages are 
unbalanced and the magnitude of the space vector depends on instantaneous 
values of the phase voltages.

6.3.4.1  Interpretation of Space Vectors

The.space.vectors,.through.one.convenient.and.compact.vector.form,.express.
the. same. resultant. effect. that. the. three. individual. phase. variables. would.
produce..For.example,.the.stator.mmf.distribution.in.the.air.gap.is.a.result.
of.three.phase.currents.ia,.ib,.and.ic,.while.the.equivalent.space.vector.current.
i
→
S(t).is.developed.in.such.a.way.that.this.resultant.current.flowing.through.
an.equivalent.winding.of.Ns.turns.would.produce.the.same.resultant.mmf.
distribution.

The. relationships.between.electrical. and.magnetic.quantities.are. conve-
niently.expressed.with.the.help.of.space.vectors..Using.Equations.6.23,.6.24,.
and.6.26,.we.can.write

.

� �
F t

N
i tS

S
S( ) ( )=

2 .
(6.27)

The.mmf.and.current.vector.magnitudes.are.related.by.the.scalar.constant.
NS/2.and.they.have.the.same.angular.orientation.

The.flux.density.can.be.similarly.shown.to.be

.

� �
B t
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i tS
S

g
S( ) ( )= µ0

2 .
(6.28)

6.3.4.2  Inverse Relations

The. phase. quantities. can. be. derived. from. the. space. vectors. through. the.
inverse. relations. established. using. the. complex. variable. mathematics.. We.
know.that

36.86°

418.69 V

At time t0

(a)

θ

Vs(θ)

418.69 V

0°
36.86°

(b)

FIGURE 6.20
(a).Resultant.voltage.space.vector;. (b).voltage.space.vector.sinusoidal.distribution. in. the.air.
gap.at.t0.
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. A A j A∠ = +θ θ θcos sin

Applying.this.to.(6.25),.we.get

.
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since. fa(t).+.fb(t).+.fc(t).=.0. for. balanced. three-phase. systems. and. for. circuits.
without. a. neutral. connection.. Therefore,. the. inverse. relation. for. Phase-a.
variable.is

.
f t f ta abc( ) Re ( )= 
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3
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.
(6.29)

Similarly,.it.can.be.shown.that
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and

.
f t f tc abc( ) Re ( )= ∠
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(6.31)

6.3.4.3  Resultant mmf in a Balanced System

In. the. typical. operation. of. an. AC. machine,. the. stator. windings. are. sup-
plied.with.a.balanced.set.of.voltages,.and.since.the.windings.are.electrically.
symmetrical,.a.balanced.set.of.currents.flows.through.the.windings..Let.us.
assume.that. the.rotor. is.open.circuited.and.all. the.current. that. is.flowing.
through.the.stator.winding.is.the.magnetizing.current.required.to.establish.
the.stator.mmf..The.three-phase.currents.have.the.same.magnitude.and.fre-
quency,.but.are.120°.shifted.in.time.with.respect.to.each.other..The.currents.
in.the.time.domain.can.be.expressed.as

.
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The.space.vector.for.the.above.balanced.set.of.currents.is.(using.Equation.6.25)

.

�
i t I tM M( ) = ∠3

2
^ ω

.
(6.33)

The.resultant.stator.mmf.space.vector.is

.
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The. result. shows. that. the. stator. mmf. has. a. constant. peak. amplitude. F̂ms.
(since.NS.and.ÎM.are.constants).that.rotates.around.the.stator.circumference.
at.a.constant.speed.equal.to.the.angular.speed.of.the.applied.stator.voltages..
This.speed.is.known.as.the.synchronous.speed..Unlike.the.single-phase.sta-
tor. mmf. (shown. in. Figure. 6.16b),. the. peak. of. the. stator. mmf. resulting. in.
the.three-phase.AC.machine.is.rotating.synchronously.along.the.stator.cir-
cumference.with.the.peak.always.located.at.θ.=.ωt..The.mmf.peak.position.is.
time-varying.for.the.three-phase.winding,.whereas.the.peak.mmf.position.
for.the.single-phase.winding.is.not.time-varying..The.mmf.wave.is.a.sinu-
soidal.function.of.the.space.angle.θ..The.wave.has.constant.amplitude.and.
a.space-angle.ωt,.which.is.linear.with.respect.to.time..The.angle.ωt.provides.
rotation.of.the.entire.wave.around.the.air.gap.at.a.constant.angular.veloc-
ity.ω..Thus,.at.a.fixed.time.tx,.the.wave.is.a.sinusoid.in.space.with.its.posi-
tive.peak.displaced.ωtx.from.the.reference.θ.=.0..The.resultant.space.vector.
at. three. different. times. is. shown. in. Figure. 6.21.. The. polyphase. windings.
excited.by.balanced.polyphase.currents.produce.the.same.general.effect.as.
that.of.spinning.a.PM.about.an.axis.perpendicular.to.the.magnet,.or.as.in.the.
rotation.of.the.DC-excited.field.poles.

The.three-phase.stator.mmf.is.known.as.the.rotating.mmf,.which.can.be.
equivalently.viewed.as.a.magnet.rotating.around.the.stator.circumference.at.
a.constant.speed..Note.that.with.the.vector.sum.of.Fa(θe),.Fb(θe),.and.Fc(θe),.as.
described.in.Equations.6.21.and.6.22,.with.ia(t),.ib(t),.and.ic(t).replaced.by.the.
balanced.set.of.Equation.6.32,.we.will.arrive.at.the.same.result.

–30° 0° 90°

FS

FS(t)

θ

FIGURE 6.21
Resultant.mmf.space.vector.for.ωt.=.−30°,.0°,.and.90°.
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Exercise	6.1

Show.that. F F F
N
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6.3.4.4  Mutual Inductance Lm and Induced Stator Voltage

In.an.ideal.situation,.the.equivalent.electrical.circuit.for.the.stator.windings.
with.no.rotor.existing.consists.of.the.applied.stator.voltage.source.and.a.set.
of.winding.that.is.represented.by.an.inductance.known.as.magnetizing.or.
mutual.inductance..The.practical.circuit.extends.on.this.ideal.circuit.by.add-
ing.the.stator.winding.resistance.and.the.stator.leakage.inductance.in.series.
with.the.magnetizing.inductance..The.magnetizing.inductance.for.the.three-
phase.AC.machine,.including.the.effects.of.mutual.coupling.among.the.three.
phases,.can.be.shown.to.be.[4,5]
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2πµ
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(6.35)

where
r.is.the.radius.to.the.air.gap
l.is.the.rotor.axial.length
lg.is.the.air.gap.length

Note.that.the.form.of.Equation.6.35.is.the.same.as.that.of.a.simple.inductor.
given.by.L = N2/ℜ,.where.N.is.the.number.of.turns.and.ℜ.=.Reluctance.=.(flux-
path. length)/(μ.×.cross-sectional. area).. The. voltage. induced. in. the. stator.
windings.due.to.the.magnetizing.current.flowing.through.Lm.in.space.vector.
form.is

.
� �
e t j L i tms m M( ) ( )= ω . (6.36)

The.magnetizing.flux.density.B
→

ms(t).established.by.the.magnetizing.current.
i
→
M(t).is.(from.Equation.6.28)
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which.gives

.
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(6.37)

Using.the.expression.for.Lm.from.Equation.6.35.and.the.expression.for.i
→
M(t).in.

terms.of.B
→

ms(t),.the.induced.voltage.is

.
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The. induced. voltage. can. be. interpreted. as. the. back-emf. induced. by. the.
flux.density.Bms,.which. is. rotating.at. the. synchronous. speed..For.a.P-pole.
machine,.the.expression.for.the.induced.voltage.is

.
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6.3.5 Types of aC Machines

The.second.rotating.mmf.needed.for.torque.production.in.AC.machines.is.
established.by. the. rotor. circuit..The. interaction.of. the. two. rotating.mmfs,.
essentially.chasing.each.other.at.synchronous.speed,.is.what.produces.torque..
The.method.through.which.the.rotor.mmf.is.established.differentiates.the.
different.types.of.AC.machines..Broadly,.the.AC.machines.can.be.classified.
into.two.categories,.synchronous.machines.and.asynchronous.machines..In.
synchronous.machines,.the.rotor.always.rotates.at.synchronous.speed..The.
rotor.mmf.is.established.either.by.using.a.PM.or.an.electromagnet.created.by.
feeding.DC.currents.into.a.rotor.coil..The.latter-type.synchronous.machines.
are.typically.the.large.machines.that.are.used.in.electric.power.generating.
systems.. The. PM. machines. are. more. suitable. for. the. electric. and. hybrid.
vehicle. applications,. since. these. offer. higher. power. density. and. superior.
performance.compared.to.the.rotor-fed.synchronous.machines..The.several.
types.of.PM.AC.machines.will.be.discussed.later.in.the.chapter..The.rotor-
fed.synchronous.machines.will.not.be.discussed.further.in.this.book,.since.
these.are.not.of.interest.for.the.electric.and.hybrid.vehicle.applications..In.
the.asynchronous-type.AC.machine,.the.rotor.rotates.at.a.speed.that.is.close.
to. but. different. from. the. synchronous. speed.. These. machines. are. known.
as.induction.machines,.which.in.the.more.common.configurations.are.fed.
only.from.the.stator..The.voltages.in.the.rotor.circuit.are.induced.from.the.
stator,.which. in. turn. induces. the.rotor.rotating.mmf,.and.hence.the.name.
induction.machines..The. induction.machines. that.are.generally. labeled.as.
AC.machines.are.the.subject.of.treatment.in.the.following.section.
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6.4	 Induction	Machines

The.two.types.of.induction.machines.are.the.squir-
rel.cage. induction.machines.and.the.wound.rotor.
induction. machines.. The. squirrel. cage. induction.
machines.are.the.workhorse.of.the.industry,.because.
of.their.rugged.construction.and.low.cost..The.rotor.
windings.consist.of.short-circuited.copper.bars.that.
form.the.shape.of.a.squirrel.cage..The.squirrel.cage.
of.an.induction.motor.is.shown.in.Figure.6.22..The.
rotor.winding.terminals.of.the.wound.rotor.induc-
tion. machines. are. brought. outside. with. the. help.
of. slip. rings. for. external. connections,. which. are.
used.for.speed.control..The.squirrel.cage.induction.
motors.are.of.greater.interest.for.electric.and.hybrid.vehicles.and.most.other.
general.purpose.applications,.and.hence,.are.discussed.further.

The.stator.windings.of.the.induction.machines.are.exactly.the.same.as.that.
discussed.in.the.previous.section..The.rotor,.usually.made.of.stacked.lami-
nations,.has.copper.or.aluminum.rotor.bars.molded.around.the.periphery.
in.axial.direction..The.bars.are.short-circuited.at.the.ends.through.electri-
cally.conducting.end.rings..The.electrical.equivalent.circuit.of.a.three.phase.
induction.machine.along.with.the.direction.of.Phase-a.stator.and.rotor.mag-
netic. axes. are. shown. in. Figure. 6.23.. The. rotor. windings. have. been. short-
circuited.and.the.angle.between.the.rotor.and.stator.axes.is.θr,.which.is.the.
integral.of.the.rotor.speed.ωr.

When.a.balanced.set.of.voltages.is.applied.to.the.stator.windings,.a.mag-
netic.field.is.established.which.rotates.at.synchronous.speed,.as.described.in.
Section.6.3.4..By.Faraday’s.law,.as.long.as.the.rotor.rotates.at.a.speed.other.

FIGURE 6.22
The. squirrel. cage. of. an.
induction.motor.
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FIGURE 6.23
Stator.and.rotor.electric.circuit.and.magnetic.axes.of.three-phase.induction.machine.
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than.the.synchronous.speed.(even.at.zero.rotor.speed),.the.rotor.conductors.
are.cutting.the.stator.magnetic.field.and.there.is.a.rate.of.change.of.flux.in.the.
rotor.circuit,.which.will.induce.a.voltage.in.the.rotor.bars..This.is.also.anal-
ogous. to. transformer.action. where. a. time-varying. AC. flux. established. by.
the.primary.winding.induces.voltage.in.the.secondary.set.of.windings..The.
induced.voltage.will.cause.rotor.currents.to.flow.in.the.rotor.circuit,.since.
the.rotor.windings.or.bars.are.short-circuited.in.the.induction.machine..The.
induction.machine.can.be.thought.of.as.a.transformer.with.a.short-circuited.
secondary. or. rotor. windings.. The. rotor-induced. voltages. and. the. current.
have.a.sinusoidal.space.distribution,.since.these.are.created.by.the.sinusoi-
dally.varying.(space.sinusoids).stator.magnetic.field..The.resultant.effect.of.
the.rotor.bar.currents.is.to.produce.a.sinusoidally.distributed.rotor.mmf.act-
ing.on.the.air.gap.

The.difference.between.the.rotor.speed.and.the.stator.synchronous.speed.
is.the.speed.by.which.the.rotor.is.slipping.from.the.stator.magnetic.field,.and.
is.known.as.the.slip.speed:

. ω ω ωslip e m= − .
(6.39)

where
ωe.is.the.synchronous.speed
ωm.is.the.motor.or.rotor.speed

The.slip.speed.expressed.as.a.fraction.of.the.synchronous.speed.is.known.
as.the.slip:

.
s e m

e
= −ω ω

ω .
(6.40)

The.rotor.bar.voltage,.current,.and.magnetic.field.are.of.the.slip.speed.or.slip.
frequency.with.respect.to.the.rotor..The.slip.frequency.is.given.by

.
f sf fslip

e m e= − = =ω ω
π

ω
π2 2

, where
.

(6.41)

From.the.stator.perspective,.the.rotor.voltages,.currents,.and.rotor.mmfs.all.
have.the.synchronous.frequency,.since.the.rotor.speed.of.ωm.is.superimposed.
on.the.rotor.variables’.speed.of.ωslip.

6.4.1 Per-Phase Equivalent Circuit

The.steady-state.analysis.of.induction.motors.is.often.carried.out.using.the.
per-phase. equivalent. circuit.. A. single-phase. equivalent. circuit. is. used. for.
the. three-phase. induction.machine. assuming.a.balanced. set,. as. shown. in.
Figure.6.24..The.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.consists.of.the.stator.loop.and.
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the.rotor.loop.with.the.magnetic.circuit.parameters.in.the.middle..The.induc-
tance. representing. the.magnetization.current.path. is. in. the.middle.of. the.
circuit.along.with.an.equivalent.core.loss.resistance..For.the.stator.and.rotor.
electrical.parameters,.the.circuit.includes.the.stator.winding.resistance.and.
leakage.reactance.and.the.rotor.winding.resistance.and.leakage.reactance..A.
slip-dependent.equivalent.resistance.represents.the.mechanical.power.deliv-
ered.at.the.shaft.due.to.the.energy.conversion.in.the.air.gap-coupled.electro-
magnetic.circuit..The.electrical.input.power.supplied.at.the.stator.terminals.
converts.to.magnetic.power.and.crosses.the.air.gap..The.air.gap.power.Pag.is.
converted.to.mechanical.power.delivered.at.the.shaft.after.overcoming.the.
losses.in.the.rotor.circuit.

Although.the.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.is.not.enough.for.designing.con-
trollers.with.good.dynamic.performance. like. that. required. in.an.electric.or.
hybrid.vehicle,.the.circuit.helps.develop.the.basic.understanding.of.induction.
machines..The.vast.majority.of.applications.of.induction.motors.are.for.adjust-
able.speed.drives.where.controllers.designed.for.good.steady-state.performance.
are.adequate..The.circuit.does.allow.the.analysis.of.a.number.of.steady-state.
performance.features..The.parameters.of.the.circuit.model.are.as.follows:
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Steady-state.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.of.an.induction.motor.
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Note. that. the. voltages. and. currents. described. here. in. relation. to. the. per-
phase.equivalent.circuit.are.phasors.and.not.space.vectors..The.power.and.
torque.relations.are
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The.electromagnetic.torque.is.given.by
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The.steady-state.speed–torque.characteristics.of.the.machine.are.as.shown.
in.Figure.6.25..The.torque.produced.by.the.motor.depends.on.the.slip.and.
the. stator. currents. among. other. variables.. The. induction. motor. starting.
torque,.while.depending.on.the.design,.is.lower.than.the.peak.torque.achiev-
able. from.the.motor..The.motor. is.always.operated. in. the. linear. region.of.
the.speed–torque.curve.to.avoid.the.higher.losses.associated.with.the.high.
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FIGURE 6.25
Steady-state.torque–speed.characteristics.of.an.induction.motor.
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slip.operation.. In.other.words,.operating. the.machine.at. small. slip.values.
improves.the.efficiency.

The. value. of. the. rotor. circuit. resistance. determines. the. speed. at. which.
the.maximum.torque.will.occur..In.general,.the.starting.torque.is.low.and.
the.maximum.torque.occurs.close.to.the.synchronous.speed.when.the.slip.
is.small..The.motor.draws.a.large.current.during.line.starting.from.a.fixed.
AC.source,.which.gradually.subsides.as.the.motor.reaches.the.steady-state.
speed..If.the.load.requires.a.high.starting.torque,.the.motor.will.accelerate.
slowly..This.will.make.a.large.current.flow.for.a.longer.time,.thereby.creating.
a.heating.problem.

The.nonlinearity.at.speeds.below.the.rated.condition.is.due.to.the.effects.
of.the.leakage.reactances..At.higher.slip.values,.the.frequencies.of.the.rotor.
variables.are.large.resulting.in.dominating.impedance.effects.from.the.rotor.
leakage.inductance..The.air.gap.flux.cannot.be.maintained.at.the.rated.value.
under.this.condition..Also,.large.values.of.rotor.current.(which.flows.at.high.
slip.values).cause.a.significant.voltage.drop.across.the.stator.winding.leak-
age.impedance.(Rs.+.jωLls),.which.reduces.the.induced.voltage.and.in.turn.the.
stator.mmf.flux.density.B̂ms.

6.4.2 Simplified Torque Expression

A. simplified. linear. torque. expression. is. sufficient. to. analyze. the. motor–
load. interaction,. since. the. induction.motor. is. invariably.always.operated.
in.the.linear.region.at.maximum.flux.density.B̂ms.with.the.help.of.a.power.
electronic.feed.circuit..The.segment.of.interest.in.the.torque.speed.charac-
teristic.curve.of.the.induction.motor.is.shown.by.the.solid.line.in.Figure.
6.26..The.synchronous.speed.is.set.by.the.applied.voltage.frequency.and.
the.slope.of.the.linear.region.is.set.by.the.design.parameters.and.material.
properties..Hence,. assuming. that. the. stator.flux.density. is.kept. constant.
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FIGURE 6.26
Torque–speed.characteristics.of.induction.motor.for.rated.flux.condition.
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at. its. rated. value,. the. steady-state. torque. can. be. expressed. linearly. as. a.
function.of.slip:

. T Ke IM slip= ω

Here.KIM.is.a.constant;.the.constant.originates.from.the.dependence.of.torque.
production. with. the. geometry. and. the. number. of. turns. of. the. induction.
machine..The.electromagnetic.torque.is.produced.by.the.tendency.of.the.sta-
tor.and.rotor.mmfs.trying.to.align.with.each.other..The.rotor.mmf.is.due.to.
the.rotor.current..The.principle.of.torque.production.essentially.lies.in.the.
Lorentz.force.law.(F = Bil)..Therefore,.the.electromagnetic.torque.produced.in.
an.induction.machine.at.steady.state.can.be.expressed.as

. T k B Ie M ms r= ′ˆ ˆ
. (6.43)

where
kM.is.a.machine.constant
B̂ms. is. the. equivalent. peak. stator. mmf. flux. density. for. the. three-phase.

machine
Î′r.peak.equivalent.rotor.current

Note. that. these. are. different. from. the. single-phase. equivalent. circuit.
per-phase. quantities.. Mohan. in. [5]. showed. that. this. machine. constant.
is.kM.=.πrl(NS/2).where.r. is.the.radius.to.the.air.gap,. l. is.axial. length.of.the.
machine,.and.NS.is.the.equivalent.number.of.turns.

In.order.to.find.a.relation.between.B̂ms.and.rotor.current.Î′r,.let.us.denote.the.
rotor.mmf.by.the.space.vector.F

→

r(t)..The.stator.windings.must.carry.currents.
in.addition.to.the.magnetizing.current.i

→
M(t).to.support.the.currents.induced.

in.the.rotor.by.transformer.action.to.create.F
→

r(t)..These.rotor.currents.referred.
to.stator,.or. in.other.words,.the.additional.stator.current.is.represented.by.�
′i tr( ) .(with.magnitude-Î′r  ).and.is.related.to.F

→

r(t).by

.

�
�

′ =i t
F

N
r

r

S
( )

/2

The.total.stator.current.is.the.sum.of.magnetizing.current.and.referred.rotor.
current

.
� � �
i t i t i tS M r( ) ( ) ( )= + ′ . (6.44)

These.space.vectors.are.shown.in.Figure.6.27..The.rotor.leakage.inductance.
Llr′ .has.been.neglected.in.this.diagram.for.simplification..Although.this.is.
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an.ideal.situation,.it.is.a.very.important.assumption.that.helps.one.grasp.the.
basic.concepts.of.torque.production.in.induction.machines..Neglecting.the.
rotor.leakage.reactance.is.equivalent.to.assuming.that.all.of.the.flux.created.
by.the.rotor.bar.currents.crosses.the.air.gap.and.links.the.stator.windings,.
and.that.there.are.no.leakage.fluxes.in.the.rotor..The.rated.speed.on.induc-
tion.machines. is.close.to.the.synchronous.speed.and.the.machine.usually.
operates.near.the.rated.condition.with.a.very.small.slip..At.small.slip.values,.
the.slip.speed.ωslip.is.very.small.and.it.is.justified.to.neglect.the.effect.of.rotor.
leakage.inductance,.which.is.small.anyway..Mohan.[5].showed.that.under.
this.simplifying.assumption,.the.rotor.bar.currents.induced.by.Faraday’s.law.
are.proportional.to.the.stator.flux.density.and.slip.speed,.the.peak.of.which.
can.be.given.by

.
ˆ ˆI k Br r ms slip
′ = ω . (6.45)

where.kr.is.a.machine.design.constant..Substituting. Îr′ .from.Equation.6.45.in.
the.torque.equation

. T k k Be m r ms slip= ˆ 2 ω

The.electromagnetic.torque.for.fixed.stator.flux.density.is

. T Ke IM slip= ω . (6.46)

where.KIM.=.kmkrB̂2
ms.

The. simple. torque.expression.presents.a. convenient.method.of.defining.
the. torque–speed. relationship. of. an. induction. machine. linearly. near. the.
rated. operating. point. very. much. similar. to. the. DC. machine. relationship..
The. expression. can. be. used. to. find. the. steady-state. operating. point. of. an.
induction.machine-driven.electric.and.hybrid.vehicles.by.finding.the.point.
of.intersection.of.the.machine.torque–speed.characteristics.and.the.road.load.
force–speed.characteristics..When.the.motor.rotates.at.synchronous.speed,.
the.slip.speed.is.zero.and.the.motor.does.not.produce.any.torque..In.practice,.

Phase-a magnetic axis (θ = 0) 
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FIGURE 6.27
Space.vector.diagram.of.stator.and.rotor.variables.at.t.=.0.
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the. machine. never. reaches. the. synchronous. speed. even. in. an. unloaded.
condition,.since.a.small.electromagnetic. torque. is.needed.to.overcome.the.
no-load.losses.that.include.the.friction.and.windage.losses..The.slip.speed.
is.small.up.to.the.rated.torque.of.the.machine,.and.hence,.it.is.reasonable.to.
neglect. the. rotor. leakage. inductance,.which.gives. the. linear. torque–speed.
relationship..The.machine.runs.close. to. the.synchronous.speed.under.no-
load.condition.with.a.very.small.slip..As.the.machine.is.loaded.from.the.no-
load.condition,.the.slip.starts.to.increase.and.the.speed.approaches.the.rated.
speed.condition..Beyond.the.rated.condition,. the.machine.operates.with.a.
higher.slip.and.the.assumption.of.neglecting.the.leakage.inductance.starts.
to.fall.apart..This.portion.of.the.torque–speed.characteristics.is.shown.by.a.
dotted.curve.in.Figure.6.26.

The. induction. motors. for. electric. and. hybrid. vehicles. and. other. high-
performance. applications. are. supplied. from. a. variable. voltage,. variable.
frequency.AC.source..Varying.the.frequency.changes.the.rated.flux.and.syn-
chronous.speed.of.the.machine,.which.essentially.causes.the.linear.torque–
speed.curve.of.Figure.6.26.to.move.horizontally.along.the.speed.axis.toward.
the.origin.

Example 6.4

The vehicle road load characteristics on a level road is TTR = 24.7 + 0.0051ω2
wh. 

The induction motor torque–speed relationship in the linear region is given by 
Te = KIM(40 − ωm), including the gear ratio of the transmission system. The rated 
torque of 40 N m is available at a speed of 35 rad/s. Find the steady-state operating 
point of the vehicle.

Solution
The induction motor torque constant is

.
KIM =

−
=40

40 35
8

( )
sN m/rad/

The steady-state operating point is obtained by solving the vehicle road load char-
acteristic and the motor torque–speed characteristic, which gives

.
ω* . s * .= =36 08 31 34rad/ and N mT

6.4.3 Speed Control Methods

The.speed.of.an.induction.motor.can.be.controlled.in.two.ways.by.varying.the.
stator.terminal.voltage.and.by.varying.the.stator.frequency..Changing.the.
terminal. voltage. changes. the. torque. output. of. the. machine,. as. is. evident.
from.Equation.6.42..Note.that.changing.the.applied.voltage.does.not.change.
the. slip. for. maximum. torque.. The. speed. control. through. changing. the.
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applied.frequency.is.based.on.the.frequency.and.synchronous.speed.rela-
tion.ωe.=.4πf/p;.changing.f.changes.ωe..Figures.6.28.and.6.29.show.the.varia-
tions.in.torque–speed.characteristics.with.changes.in.voltage.and.frequency,.
respectively..What.is.needed.to.drive.the.induction.motor.is.a.power.elec-
tronics.converter.that.will.convert.the.available.constant.voltage.into.a.vari-
able. voltage,. variable. frequency. output. according. to. the. command. torque.
and.speed..The.top-level.block.diagram.of.such.a.drive.system.is.shown.in.
Figure.6.30..The.first.generation.controllers.of.induction.motor.drives.used.in.
electric.vehicles.employed.slip.control.(constant.V/Hz.control).using.a.table.
of.slip.versus.torque..The.performance.of.such.a.drive.for.vehicle.applica-
tions.is.very.poor,.since.the.concept.of.V/Hz.control.is.based.on.steady-state.
equivalent.circuit.of.the.machine..The.dynamic.performance.of.the.machine.
improves.significantly.using.vector.control..The.dq-axes.transformation.the-
ory.for.induction.motors.pertaining.to.vector.control.theory.will.be.covered.
in.Chapter.9,.which.discusses.high-performance.AC.motor.control.methods.
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FIGURE 6.28
Torque–speed.profile.at.different.voltages.with.fixed.supply.frequency.
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FIGURE 6.29
Torque–speed.profile.with.variable.frequency,.but.constant.V/f.ratio.
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Figure.6.31.shows.the.envelope.of.the.torque–speed.characteristics.of.an.
induction.motor..Using.a.power.electronics.controlled.drive,.it.is.possible.to.
achieve. constant. power. characteristics. from. an. induction. motor. at. higher.
speeds,.a.feature.that.is.so.important.for.electric.and.hybrid.vehicle.motor.
drives.

6.4.4 Regenerative braking

One.of.the.advantages.of.using.electric.motors.for.vehicle.propulsion.is.to.
save.energy.during.vehicle.braking.through.regeneration..The.regenerated.
energy.can.be.used.to.recharge.the.batteries.of.an.electric.or.hybrid.vehicle..
It.is.important.to.note.that.it.will.not.be.possible.to.capture.all.of.the.energy.
that. is.available.during.vehicle.braking,.especially.when.sudden.stops.are.
commanded.. The. energy. that. is. available. during. braking. is. the. kinetic.
energy.that.was.acquired.by.the.vehicle.during.acceleration..The.energy.is.
typically.too.high.to.be.processed.by.the.electric.motor.that.is.used.for.pro-
pulsion..Processing.high.energy.at.a.relatively.short. time.would.require.a.
large.motor,.or,.in.other.words,.a.motor.with.very.high.power.ratings,.which.
is.impractical..Hence,.electric.and.hybrid.vehicles.must.be.equipped.with.the.
mechanical.brake.system.even.though.the.electric.motor.drive.is.designed.
with. regeneration. capability.. However,. regeneration. can. recapture. a. sig-
nificant.portion.of.kinetic.energy.extending.the.vehicle.range..The.vehicle.
supervisory.controller.decides. the.amount.of.braking. that. is.needed.from.
the.mechanical.system.based.on.the.driver.braking.command,.the.amount.of.
regeneration.possible,.and.the.vehicle.velocity.
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FIGURE 6.30
Induction.motor.drive.
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FIGURE 6.31
Torque–speed.operating.envelop.for.the.induction.motor.
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In. the. regenerative. braking. mode,. the. vehicle. kinetic. energy. drives. the.
shaft.of. the.electric.machine.and.the.flow.of.energy.is.from.the.wheels.to.
the. energy. storage. system.. The. electric. machine. converts. the. mechanical.
power.available.from.the.vehicle.kinetic.energy.and.converts.it.to.electrical.
energy..From.the.machine.perspective,.this.is.no.different.than.operating.the.
machine.in.the.generator.mode..Regenerative.braking.can.increase.the.range.
of.electric.vehicle.by.a.small.percentage.(about.10%–15%).

The. induction. machine. works. as. a. generator. when. it. is. operated. with.
a. negative. slip,. i.e.,. the. synchronous. speed. is. less. than. the. motor. speed.
(ωm.>.ωe)..The.negative.slip.makes.the.electromagnetic.torque.negative.dur-
ing.regeneration.or.generating.mode..In.the.negative.slip.mode.of.operation,.
the.voltages.and.currents.induced.in.the.rotor.bars.are.of.opposite.polarity.
compared.to.those.in.the.positive.slip.mode..The.electromagnetic.torque.acts.
on.the.rotor.to.oppose.the.rotor.rotation,.thereby.decelerating.the.vehicle.

The.motor.drives.for.electric.and.hybrid.vehicles.are.always.four-quadrant.
drives.meaning.that.the.electric.motor.is.controlled.by.the.drive.to.deliver.
positive. or. negative. torque. at. positive. or. negative. speed.. The. transition.
from.forward.motoring. to. regeneration.can.be.explained.with. the.help.of.
Figure.6.32.for.four-quadrant.induction.motor.drives..The.linear.segments.
of.the.induction.motor.toque–speed.curves.for.several.operating.frequencies.
are.shown.in.the.figure..Consider.the.frequencies.f1.and.f2..The.curves.are.
extended. in. the.negative. torque. region. to. show. the. characteristics. during.
regeneration..Suppose.initially,.the.vehicle.is.moving.forward.being.driven.
by. the. positive. torque. delivered. by. the. induction. motor,. and. the. steady-
state.operating.point.in.this.condition.is.at.point.“1.”.Now,.the.vehicle.driver.
presses.the.brake.medal.to.slow.down.the.vehicle..The.vehicle.system.control-
ler.immediately.changes.the.motor.drive.frequency.to.f2.such.that.ωs2.<.ωm1..
The.operating.point.shifts.to.point.“2”.immediately,.since.the.motor.speed.
cannot. change. instantaneously. due. to. the. inertia. of. the. system.. At. point.
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FIGURE 6.32
Transition.from.motoring.to.generating.using.a.four-quadrant.drive.
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“2,”. the.slip.and.the.electromagnetic. torque.are.negative.and.the.motor. is.
regenerating..The.vehicle.will.decelerate.from.this.condition.onward..As.the.
motor.speed.decreases.and.falls.below.the.synchronous.speed,.the.operat-
ing.frequency.needs.to.be.changed.to.a.lower.value.so.that.generating.mode.
operation.can.be.maintained..The.power.electronics.drive.is.responsible.for.
establishing.the.shifted.linear.torque–speed.curves.with.different.synchro-
nous.speeds.for. the. induction.machine.at.different. frequencies,.as.shown..
The.drive.circuit.does.so.by.changing.the.frequency.of.the.supply.voltage..
The.regenerative.braking.mode.continues.as.long.as.there.is.kinetic.energy.
available.and.the.driver.wishes.to.slow.down.the.vehicle..Similar.to.start-
ing,.the.regeneration.also.has.to.be.achieved.in.a.controlled.way.so.that.the.
power.rating.of.the.machine.is.not.exceeded..The.amount.of.kinetic.energy.
to.be.converted.within.the.desired.stopping.time.determines.the.power.that.
is.to.be.handled.by.the.machine.

6.5	 Permanent	Magnet	Machines

The.machines.that.use.magnets.to.produce.air-gap.magnetic.flux.instead.of.
field.coils.as.in.DC.commutator.machines.or.magnetizing.component.of.stator.
current.as.in.induction.machines.are.called.PM machines..This.configuration.
eliminates.the.rotor.copper.loss.as.well.as.the.need.for.maintenance.of.the.field.
exciting.circuit..The.PM.machines.can.be.broadly.classified.into.two.categories:

•. PM. synchronous. machines. (PMSM):. These. machines. have. uni-
formly.rotating.stator.field.as. in.induction.machines..The.induced.
waveforms.are.sinusoidal.and.hence.dq. transformation.and.vector.
control.are.possible.

•. PM.trapezoidal.or.brushless.DC.machines.(PM.BLDC):.The.induced.
voltages.in.these.machines.are.trapezoidal.in.nature;.the.phase.cur-
rents.are.rectangular.or.square.wave.in.nature..These.PM.machines.
are.also.known.as.square wave.or.electronically commutated machines..
The.stator.field.is.switched.in.discrete.steps.with.square.wave.pulses.

There. are. several. advantages. of. using. PMs. for. the. field. excitation. in. AC.
machines..The.PMs.provide.a.loss-free.excitation.in.a.compact.way.without.
complications.of.connections.to.the.external.stationary.electric.circuits..This.
is.especially. true. for.smaller.machines,.since. there. is.always.an.excitation.
penalty.associated.with.providing.the.rotor.field.through.electrical.circuits..
The.large.synchronous.machines.use.rotor.conductors.to.provide.the.excita-
tion,.since.the.losses.in.the.exciter.circuit,.referred.to.as.excitation.penalty,.are.
small,.especially.when.compared.to.the.high.costs.of.magnets..For.smaller.
machines,.the.mmf.required.is.small.and.the.resistive.effects.often.become.
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comparable.and.dominating,.resulting.in.lower.efficiency..The.smaller.cross-
sectional.area.of.the.windings.for.small.power.machines.further.deteriorates.
the.resistive.loss.effect..Moreover,.the.cross-sectional.area.available.for.wind-
ing.decreases.as.the.motor.size.gets.smaller..The.loss-free.excitation.of.PM.
in.smaller.machines.with.a.compact.arrangement.is.a.definite.plus.with.the.
only.drawback.being.the.high.costs.of.the.PMs..Nevertheless,.PM.machines.
are. a. strong. contender. for. electric. and. hybrid. vehicle. drives. despite. the.
larger.size.of.these.machines..All.the.production.passenger.hybrid.vehicles.
use.PM.machines.for.the.traction.motor..The.factors.guiding.the.trend.are.
the.excellent.performance.and.the.high.power.density.achievable.from.the.
PM.machine.drives.

6.5.1 Permanent Magnets

The.PMs.are.a.source.of.mmf,.much.like.a.constant.current.source.with.rela-
tive.permeability.μr. just.greater. than.air,. i.e.,.μr.≈.1.05–1.07..The.PM.charac-
teristics.are.displayed.in.the.second.quadrant.of.the.B–H.plot,.as.shown.in.
Figure. 6.33,. conforming. with. the. fact. that. these. are. sources. of. mmf.. The.
magnets.remain.permanent.as.long.as.the.operating.point.is.within.the.lin-
ear.region.of.its.B–H.characteristics..However,.if.the.flux.density.is.reduced.
beyond.the.knee-point.of.the.characteristics.(Bd),.some.magnetism.will.be.lost.
permanently..On.removal.of.the.demagnetizing.field.greater.than.the.limit,.
the.new.characteristics.will.be.another.straight.line.parallel.to.but.lower.than.
the.original..The.common.types.of.magnets.used.in.PM.machines.are.the.
ferrites,.samarium.cobalt.(SmCo),.and.neodymium-iron-boron.(NdFeB)..The.
features.and.properties.of.these.three.magnets.are.discussed.below.[6].

6.5.1.1  Ferrites

•. They.have.been.available.for.decades.
•. Their.cost.is.low.
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FIGURE 6.33
Characteristics.of.commonly.used.PMs.
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•. The. residual. flux. density. Br. at. 0.3–0.4T. is. much. lower. than. the.
desired.range.of.gap.flux.density.for.high.power.density.

•. Bd.is.higher.for.those.ferrites.for.which.Br.is.higher.
•. Ferrites.have.high.resistivity.and.low.core.losses.
•. They.can.be.operated.up.to.100°C.
•. An.increase.in.temperature.increases.Br.and.decreases.Bd.

6.5.1.2  Samarium Cobalt

•. This.material.has.a.higher.value.of.Br,.0.8–1.1.T.
•. Bd.is.well.into.the.third.quadrant.
•. Br.decreases.somewhat.with. temperature,.while.Bd. increases..This.

leads. to. increased. sensitivity. to. demagnetization. as. temperature.
increases.

•. The.resistivity.is.50.times.that.of.Cu.
•. Their.cost.is.relatively.high,.reflecting.the.cost.of.rare.earth.element.

and.an.expensive.metal.

6.5.1.3  Neodymium–Iron–Boron

•. Sintered. NdFeB. developed. in. Japan. in. 1983. provided. the. major.
impetus.to.PM.motors.

•. Br.is.in.the.range.of.1.1–1.25.T.at.room.temperature..This.is.adequate.
to.produce.a.flux-density.of.0.8–0.9.T.across.a.relatively.large.air.gap.

•. Br.decreases.by.about.0.1%.for.each.degree.rise.in.temperature.
•. The.knee-point.of.flux.density.(Bd).increases.rapidly.with.tempera-

ture..This.imposes.a.limit.on.maximum.temperature.for.NdFeB.in.
the.range.of.100°C–140°C,.depending.on.the.detailed.composition.

•. The. cost. of. these. sintered. NdFeB. materials. is. still. high. mainly.
because.of.the.manufacturing.complexity.of.the.sintering.process.

•. The. cost. may. reduce. in. the. future. with. increase. in. volume. use..
Fe(77%),.B(8%).cost.relatively.little.and.Nd.is.one.of.the.more.preva-
lent.rare.earth.elements.

•. Bonded.NdFeB.magnets.can.be.produced.at.a. lower.cost,.but.Br. is.
lower.at.about.0.6–0.7.T.

PM. machines. are. designed. with. adequate. considerations. for. magnet. pro-
tection.. Demagnetization. may. occur. if. flux. density. is. reduced. below. the.
knee-point.of.flux.density.Bd..Most.PM.motors.are.designed. to.withstand.
considerable.overload.currents.(2–4.times.the.rated).without.danger.to.the.
magnets.
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6.5.2 PM Synchronous Motors

The.PMSM.is.a.synchronous.motor.with.sinusoidal.mmf,.voltage,.and.cur-
rent.waveforms.where.the.field.mmf.is.provided.by.PMs..The.use.of.rare.
earth.magnet.materials.increases.the.flux.density.in.the.air.gap.and.accord-
ingly. increases. the. motor. power. density. and. torque-to-inertia. ratio.. In.
high-performance. motion. control. systems. that. require. servo-type. opera-
tion,. the. PMSM. can. provide. fast. response,. high. power. density,. and. high.
efficiency..In.certain.applications.like.robotics.and.aerospace.actuators,.it.is.
preferable.to.have.the.weight.as.low.as.possible.for.a.given.output.power..
The.PMSM,.similar.to.the.induction.and.DC.machines,.is.fed.from.a.power.
electronic. inverter. for. its. operation.. The. smooth. torque. output. is. main-
tained.in.these.machines.by.shaping.the.motor.currents,.which.requires.a.
high-resolution.position.sensor.and.current.sensors..The.control.algorithm.
is. implemented. in.a.digital.processor.using. feedback. from.the.sensors..A.
flux.weakening.mode.that.enables.a.higher.speed.operation.in.the.constant.
power.region. is.possible. in.PMSM.by.applying.a.stator.flux. in.opposition.
to.the.rotor.magnet.flux..The.motor.high.speed.limit.depends.on.the.motor.
parameters,. its.current.rating,. the.back-emf.waveform,.and.the.maximum.
output.voltage.of.the.inverter.

PMSM.and.induction.motors.have.good.performance.in.terms.of.torque.
response.and.have.rugged.motor.structures,.although.broken.magnet.chips.
in.PM.machines.is.a.concern..The.slip.speed.calculation.makes.the.induc-
tion.motor.control.more.complicated.than.that.of.the.PMSM..Without.a.rotor.
cage,.the.PMSM.has.a.lower.inertia.that.helps.the.electrical.response.time,.
although.the.induction.motor.electrical.response.characteristics.will.be.the.
fastest. because. of. the. smaller. time. constant.. The. electrical. time. constant.
of.magnetic.circuits.is.determined.by.the.L/R.ratio..The.load.current.tran-
sient.in.induction.machines.is.limited.only.by.the.small.leakage.inductance,.
where.the.time.constant.inductance.in.PM.machines.is.the.much.higher.self-
inductance..With.a.higher.power.density,.the.PMSM.is.smaller.in.size.com-
pared.to.an.induction.motor.with.the.same.power.rating..The.PMSM.is.more.
efficient.and.easier.to.cool.due.to.the.absence.of.rotor.copper.loss.compared.
to.the.induction.machines..The.induction.motor.has.lower.cost.and.zero.cog-
ging.torque.because.of.the.absence.of.PMs..Also,.it.is.less.sensitive.to.higher.
operating.temperatures..The.induction.motor.can.sustain.a.higher.peak.sta-
tor.current.at.several.times.the.rated.current.without.the.danger.of.demag-
netizing.the.magnets..Both.the.induction.motors.and.the.PMSM.suffer.from.
limited.field.weakening.speed.range.

The. PMs. in. PMSMs. are. not. only. expensive,. but. also. sensitive. to. tem-
perature.and.load.conditions,.which.constitute.the.major.drawbacks.of.PM.
machines..Most.of.the.PMSMs.are.found.in.small-to-medium.power.applica-
tions,.although. there.are.some.high-power.applications. for.which.PMSMs.
are.being.used.
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PMSM. has. a. stator. with. a. set. of. three-phase. sinusoidally. distributed.
copper. windings. similar. to. the. windings. described. in. Section. 6.2. on. AC.
machines..A.balanced.set.of.applied.three-phase.voltages.forces.a.balanced.
set.of.sinusoidal.currents.in.the.three-phase.stator.windings,.which.in.turn.
establishes.the.constant.amplitude.rotating.mmf.in.the.air.gap..The.stator.
currents.are.regulated.using.rotor.position.feedback.so.that.the.applied.cur-
rent.frequency.is.always.in.synchronism.with.the.rotor..The.PMs.in.the.rotor.
are.appropriately.shaped.and.their.magnetization.directions.are.controlled.
such. that. the.rotor.flux. linkage.created. is. sinusoidal..The.electromagnetic.
torque. is. produced. at. the. shaft. by. the. interaction. of. these. two. stator. and.
rotor.magnetic.fields.

The.PMSMs.are.classified.according.to.the.position.and.shape.of.the.PMs.
in.the.rotors..The.three.common.arrangements.of.PMs.in.the.rotors.are.sur-
face.mounted,.inset,.and.interior.or.buried,.which.are.shown.in.Figure.6.34..
The.difference.between.surface-mounted.and.inset.magnets.is.that.the.mag-
nets.in.the.latter.are.inside.the.rotor.surface,.but.still.exposed.to.the.air.gap..
The. surface-mounted. and. inset. rotor. PMSMs. are. often. collectively. called.
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Rotor
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magnets
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FIGURE 6.34
PM.machines:.(a).surface-mounted,.(b).inset,.and.(c).interior.
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the.surface-mount PMSMs..In.the.surface-mounted.PMSM,.the.magnets.are.
epoxy-glued.or.wedge-fixed.to.the.cylindrical.rotor..Nonmagnetic.stainless.
steel.or.carbon.fiber.sleeves.are.also.used.to.contain.the.magnets..The.manu-
facturing.of.this.kind.of.rotor.is.simple,.although.the.mechanical.strength.
of.the.rotor.is.only.as.good.as.that.of.the.epoxy.glue..In.the.inset.PMSM,.the.
magnets.are.put.into.the.rotor.surface.slots,.which.make.the.magnet.more.
secured..The.other.type.of.PMSM.is.the.interior.PMSM,.so.named.because.
the.magnets.are.buried.inside.the.rotor..The.manufacturing.process.is.com-
plicated.and.expensive.for.the.interior.PMSM.

6.5.3 PMSM Models

The.modeling.and.control.of.PMSMs.can.be.done.using.either.scalar.or.vec-
tor.methods..In.the.scalar.control.method,.the.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.
is. derived. from. the. three-phase. abc. system.. With. vector. control. method,.
the. three-phase. variables. are. transformed. into. an. equivalent. two-phase.
system,.and.both.amplitude.and.angle.of. the.current.are.controlled..The.
three-phase.abc.reference.directions,.and.the.fictitious.two-phase.αβ.and.dq.
reference.directions.are.shown.in.Figure.6.35..For.the.dq.systems,.d.stands.
for.direct.axis.and.q.stands.for.quadrature.axis..The.abc.and.αβ.reference.
frames. are. fixed. in. the. stator. with. the. direction. of. α-axis. chosen. in. the.
same.direction.as.the.a-axis..The.β-axis.lags.the.α-axis.by.90°.space.angle..
The  abc. to. αβ. transformation. essentially. transforms. the. three-phase. sta-
tionary.variables.to.a.set.of.two-phase.stationary.variables..In.the.dq.refer-
ence,.the.d-axis.is.aligned.with.the.magnet.flux.direction,.while.the.q-axis.
lags.the.d-axis.by.90°.space.angle.

The.direct.and.quadrature-axes.inductances.of.a.PMSM.play.an.important.
role.in.the.control.of.the.machine..For.the.surface-mounted.PMSM,.the.two.
inductances.are.approximately.equal,.since.the.permeability.of.the.flux.path.
between.the.stator.and.the.rotor. is.equal.all.around.the.stator.circumfer-
ence..The.uniformity.in.the.magnetic.path.despite.the.presence.of.magnets.
is. because. the. permeability. of. magnets. is. approximately. equal. to. that. of.
the. air.. The. space. needed. to. mount. the. magnets.
increases. the. radial. distance. of. the. effective. air.
gap,.making.the.self-inductance.relatively.smaller.
in.PMSMs.

The. direct. and. quadrature-axes. reluctances. are.
unequal.in.inset.PMSMs,.since.space.is.occupied.by.
magnet.in.the.direct.axis.and.by.iron.in.the.quadra-
ture.axis..The.q-axis.inductance.Lq.is.larger.than.the.
d-axis.inductance.Ld,.since.the.d-axis.flux.path.has.
larger. effective. air. gap,. and. hence,. higher. reluc-
tance,.although.the. length.of. the.air.gap.between.
the.stator.and.rotor.is.the.same..These.inductances.
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The. stationary. and. syn-
chronous.frames.in.PMSM.
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consist.of.the.magnetizing.inductances.and.the.leakage.inductances,.and.are.
given.as

. L L Lq ls mq= + . (6.47)

and

. L L Lq ls md= + . (6.48)

The.interior.PMSM.has.its.magnets.buried.inside.the.rotor..The.q-axis.induc-
tance.Lq.in.the.interior.PMSM.can.be.much.larger.than.the.d-axis.inductance.
Ld..The.larger.difference.in.the.d.and.q-axes.inductances.make.the.interior.
PM.more.suitable.for.flux.weakening.operation,.delivering.a.wider.constant.
power.region.compared.to.the.surface-mount.or.inset.PMSMs..The.extended.
constant. power. range. capability. is. extremely. important. for. an. electric.
and.hybrid.vehicle.application.to.eliminate.the.use.of.multiple.gear.ratios..
Because.of.the.unequal.reluctance.paths.in.the.direct.and.quadrature.axes,.a.
reluctance.torque.exists.in.buried.and.inset.PMSMs.

The.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.model.and.the.scalar.control.of.PMSM.are.
discussed.in.the.following.section..The.vector.control.methods.are.presented.
in.Chapter.9.after.the.theory.of.reference.frame.transformation.is.addressed.
in.further.detail.

6.5.3.1  Voltage Equations

The.stator.circuit.of.a.PMSM.is.similar. to. that.of.an. induction.motor.or.a.
wound. rotor. synchronous. motor. with. the. applied. voltage. being. balanced.
by.the.stator.winding.resistance.drop.and.the.induced.voltage.in.the.wind-
ing..The.PMSM.model.is.derived.below,.assuming.that.the.stator.windings.
in.the.three.phases.are.symmetrical.and.sinusoidally.distributed..The.eddy.
current.and.hysteresis.losses.are.neglected.in.the.model.and.the.damper.or.
cage.windings.are.also.not.considered..The.damper.windings.are.not.neces-
sary.in.PMSMs,.since.PM.is.a.poor.electrical.conductor.and.eddy.currents.
are.negligible..Large.armature.currents.can.be.tolerated.in.these.machines.
without. significant.demagnetization.. The. stator.phase.voltage. equation. in.
the.stationary.abc.reference.frame.is

.

� � �
v R i

d
dt

abcs s abcs abcs= + λ
.

(6.49)

where
(..f

→

abcs)T.=.[..fas.fbs.fcs].(..f.represents.v,.i.or.λ)
R̄s.=.diag[Rs.Rs.Rs]
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The.flux.linkages.are

.

� �
λ λabcs s abcs fL i= + . (6.50)

where. L̄s. is. the. inductance. matrix. which. is. the. same. for. all. synchronous.
machines..λ̄f.is.due.to.the.PM.and.is.given.by

.
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where.λf.is.the.amplitude.of.the.flux.linkage.established.by.the.PM,.as.viewed.
from.the.stator.phase.windings.

6.5.3.2  Per-Phase Equivalent Circuit

A.simplified.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.can.be.derived.for.the.special.case.
of.surface-mount.PM.machines.and.also.when.the.magnets.are.only.slightly.
inset.in.the.rotor..The.air-gap.inductances.along.the.d.and.q-axes.are.equal.in.
this.case,.and.can.be.denoted.by

. L L Lm md mq= = . (6.52)

In.the.per-phase.equivalent.circuit,.the.fundamental.frequency.components.
of.voltages.and.currents.of.the.inverter-driven.machine.are.regarded.as.bal-
anced.three-phase.sets.for.steady-state.and.slowly.varying.transient.condi-
tions..The.PM.machine.can.then.be.represented.by.the.per-phase.equivalent.
circuit.shown.in.Figure.6.36a..The.current.source.IF.represents.the.root.mean.
square. (rms). value. of. the. equivalent. magnet. current. ifd. that. would. create.
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FIGURE 6.36
PM. synchronous. motor. equivalent. circuits. showing. (a). equivalent. magnet. current. and.
(b).induced.voltage.
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the.PM.flux.λf..The.PM.flux,.in.terms.of.the.equivalent.current,.is.given.by.
λf..=.Lmifd..Assuming.sinusoidal.distribution.of.stator.windings,.only.the.fun-
damental.component.of.magnet.flux.density.link.with.the.stator.windings..
The.magnetizing.inductance.Lm.for.PM.machines.is.much.smaller.than.that.
of.induction.machines.because.of.much.larger.effective.air.gap.

From.the.stator.terminals,.the.effect.of.the.PM.flux.is.seen.as.a.back-emf.
voltage.given.by.E = jωLmIm..This.back-emf.or.induced.voltage.is.shown.in.the.
alternative.representation.of.the.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.in.Figure.6.36b..
The.stator.per-phase.rms.current.is.denoted.by.Is,.which.leads.the.reference.
axis.(d-axis.in.this.case).by.an.angle.γ..The.PM.machine.provides.continuous.
torque.only.when.rotor.speed.is.synchronized.with.the.stator.frequency..For.
the.per-phase.model,.the.torque.is.given.by

.
T

P
L I Ie m F S= ×3

2
sin γ

.
(6.53)

The.torque.is.maximum.when.γ.=.90°..The.vector.diagram.for.this.maximum.
torque.condition.is.shown.in.Figure.6.37a..The.input.power.factor.in.this.con-
dition. is. lagging..Operation. in. this.mode. is.practical.up. to. the. limit.of. the.
inverter.supply.voltage..At.higher.speeds,.the.appropriate.operating.condition.
is.that.for.unity.power.factor,.which.maximizes.the.inverter.volt-amp.rating.
utilization..The.vector.diagram.for.this.condition.is.given.in.Figure.6.37b..The.
motor.can.also.be.operated.with.a.leading.power.factor.by.increasing.the.volt-
age.angle.δ,.as.shown.in.Figure.6.37c..This.condition.is.desired.for.some.large.
synchronous.drives.that.allows.the.use.of.a.load-commutated.inverter.

The.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.is.useful.for.developing.an.understand-
ing.of.the.basic.operation.of.synchronous.machines..The.per-phase.equiva-
lent. circuit. and. the. corresponding. torque. equations. signify. that. torque. is.
maximized.at.γ.=.90°.where.the.stator.current.is.aligned.in.quadrature.with.
the. magnet. field. axis.. The. magnet. field. axis. is. along. the. direct. or. d-axis.
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Vector. diagrams. with. three. power. factors. for. the. per-phase. equivalent. circuit:. (a). lagging,.
(b).unity,.and.(c).leading.
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and. the. stator. current. is. along. the. quadrature. or. q-axis. in. this. condition..
Maintaining.such.orthogonality.consistently.and.continuously.through.both.
magnitude.and.angle.controls.of.the.stator.current.form.the.basis.of.vector.
controls,.which.is.used.for.traction.motor.drives..Motor.operation.for.γ.>.90°.
is.known.as.field.weakening.operation,.which.is.also.used.in.vector.control.
methods..It.can.also.be.noted.that.for.regeneration,.the.rotor.angle.γ.is.made.
negative.through.current.control.

6.5.4 PM brushless DC Motors

The. PM. AC. machines. with. trapezoidal. back-emf. waveforms. are. the. PM.
brushless. DC. (PM. BLDC). machines.. The. trapezoidal-shaped. back-emf.
waveforms.in.these.machines.are.due.to.the.concentrated.windings.of.the.
machine.used.instead.of.the.sinusoidally.distributed.windings.used.in.the.
PMSMs..The.PM.BLDC.motors.are.used. in.a.wide.variety.of.applications.
ranging. from. computer. drives. to. sophisticated. medical. equipment.. The.
reason.behind.the.popularity.of.these.machines.is.the.simplicity.of.control..
Only. six. discrete. rotor. positions. per. electrical. revolution. are. needed. in. a.
three-phase.machine.to.synchronize.the.phase.currents.with.the.phase.back-
emfs.for.effective.torque.production..A.set.of.three.Hall.sensors.mounted.on.
the.stator.facing.a.magnet.wheel.fixed.to.the.rotor.and.placed.120°.apart.can.
easily.give. this.position. information..This.eliminates. the.need. for.a.high-
resolution.encoder.or.position.sensor.required. in.PMSMs,.but. the.penalty.
paid.for.position.sensor.simplification.is.in.the.performance..Vector.control.
is.not.possible.in.PM.BLDC.machines.because.of.the.trapezoidal.shape.of.the.
back-emfs.

The.three-phase.back-emf.waveforms.and.the.ideal.phase.currents.of.a.PM.
BLDC.motor.are.shown.in.Figure.6.38..The.back-emf.waveforms.are.fixed.
with.respect.to.the.rotor.position..Square.wave.phase.currents.are.supplied.
such. that. they. are. synchronized. with. the. peak. back-emf. segment. of. the.
respective.phase..The.controller.achieves.this.objective.using.rotor.position.
feedback.information..The.motor.basically.operates.like.a.DC.motor.with.its.
electronic.controller;.hence,.the.motor.is.called.the.brushless.DC.motor.

6.5.4.1  PM BLDC Machine Modeling

The.PM.in.the.rotor.can.be.regarded.as.a.constant.current.source,.giving.rise.
to. the. back-emfs. in. the. stator. windings.. The. three. stator. windings. for. the.
three.phases.are.assumed.to.be.identical.with.120°.(electrical).phase.displace-
ment. among. them.. Therefore,. the. stator. winding. resistances. and. the. self-
inductance.of.each.of.the.three.phases.can.be.assumed.to.be.identical..Let

Rs.=.stator.phase.winding.resistance
Laa.=.Lbb.=.Lcc.=.L.=.stator.phase.self-inductance
Lab.=.Lac.=.Lbc.=.M.=.stator.mutual.inductance
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The.voltage.balance.equations.for.the.three.phases.are

.
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(6.54)

where
p.is.the.operator.d/dt
ea,.eb,.and.ec.are.the.back-emfs.in.the.three.phases,.respectively

The.back-emf.is.related.to.the.phase.flux.linkage.as

.
e

d
dt

d
d

d
dt

= = ⋅λ λ
θ

θ

However,.dθ/dt.=.ωr,.which.is.the.rotor.speed..Then,

.
e

d
d

r= ⋅ω λ
θ .

(6.55)
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FIGURE 6.38
Back-emf.and.ideal.phase.currents.in.the.three.phases.of.a.PM.brushless.DC.motor.
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Similar.to.the.back-emfs,.the.currents.are.also.shifted.by.120°,.and.they.sat-
isfy.the.condition.ia.+.ib.+.ic.=.0..Therefore,.we.have.M · ib.+.M · ic.=.−M · ia;.similar.
expressions.exist.for.the.two.other.phases..Equation.6.9.can.then.be.simpli-
fied.as

.
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The.rate.of.change.of.currents.with.the.applied.voltages.can.be.expressed.as
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(6.56)

The.electrical.power.transferred.to.the.rotor.is.equal.to.the.mechanical.power.
Teωr.available.at.the.shaft..Using.this.equality,.the.electromagnetic.torque.for.
the.PM.BLDC.motor.is

.
T

e i e i e i
e

a a b b c c

r
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅

ω .
(6.57)

For.the.control.strategy.described.previously.where.only.two-phase.currents.
are.active.at.a.time,.the.torque.expression.for.equal.currents.in.two.phases.
simplifies.to

.
T

e I
e

r
= ⋅ ⋅2 max

ω .
(6.58)

Since.the.currents.are.controlled.to.synchronize.with.the.maximum.back-
emf.only,.emax.has.been.used.in.Equation.6.58. instead.of.e.as.a. function.of.
time.or. rotor.position..Assuming.magnetic. linearity,.Equation.6.55.can.be.
written.as

.
e K

dL
d

r= ⋅ ⋅ω
θ

Hence,.the.maximum.back-emf.is
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(6.59)
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Equations.6.58.and.6.59.are.very.similar.to.E = K.·.ϕ.·.ω.and.T = K.·.ϕ.·.I.equations.
associated.with.regular.DC.machines..Therefore,.with.the.described.control.
strategy,.a.PM.BLDC.machine.can.be.considered.to.behave.like.a.DC.machine.

6.6	 Switched	Reluctance	Machines

The. switched. reluctance. motor. (SRM). is. a. doubly. salient,. singly. excited.
reluctance.machine.with.independent.phase.windings.on.the.stator..The.sta-
tor.and.the.rotor.are.made.of.magnetic.steel.laminations,.with.the.latter.hav-
ing.no.windings.or.magnets..The.SRMs.can.be.of.various.stator–rotor.pole.
combinations.related.to.different.phase.configurations..The.cross-sectional.
diagrams.of.a.four-phase,.8–6.SRM.and.a.three-phase,.12–8.SRM.are.shown.
in.Figure.6.39..The.three-phase,.12–8.machine.is.a.two-repetition.version.of.
the.basic.6–4.structure.within.the.single.stator.geometry..The.two-repetition.
machine.can.alternately.be.labeled.as.a.four-poles/phase.machine,.compared.
to.the.6–4.structure.that.can.be.called.a.two-poles/phase.machine..The.stator.
windings.on.diametrically.opposite.poles.are.connected.either.in.series.or.in.
parallel.to.form.one.phase.of.the.motor..When.a.stator.phase.is.energized,.
the.most.adjacent.rotor.pole-pair.is.attracted.toward.the.energized.stator.in.
order.to.minimize.the.reluctance.of.the.magnetic.path..Therefore,.it.is.pos-
sible.to.develop.constant.torque.in.either.direction.of.rotation.by.energizing.
consecutive.phases.in.succession.

The.aligned.position.of.a.phase. is.defined.to.be.the.orientation.when.the.
stator. and. rotor. poles. of. the. phase. are. perfectly. aligned. with. each. other,.
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attaining.the.minimum.reluctance.position..The.unsaturated.phase.inductance.
is.maximum.(La).in.this.position..The.phase.inductance.decreases.gradually.
as. the. rotor.poles.move.away. from.the.aligned.position. in.either.direction..
When.the.rotor.poles.are.symmetrically.misaligned.with.the.stator.poles.of.
a.phase,.the.position.is.said.to.be.the.unaligned.position..The.phase.has.the.
minimum.inductance.(Lu).in.this.position..Although,.the.concept.of.inductance.
is.not.valid.for.a.highly.saturating.machine.like.SRM,.the.unsaturated.aligned.
and.unaligned.inductances.are.two.key.reference.positions.for.the.controller.

Several.other.combinations.of.the.number.of.stator.and.rotor.poles.exist,.
such.as.10–4,.12–8,.etc..A.4–2.or.a.2–2.configuration.is.also.possible,.but.these.
have.the.disadvantage.that.if.the.stator.and.rotor.poles.are.aligned.exactly,.
then.it.would.be.impossible.to.develop.a.starting.torque..The.configurations.
with.higher.number.of.stator/rotor.pole.combinations.have.less.torque.ripple.
and.do.not.have.the.problem.of.starting.torque.

6.6.1 advantages and Disadvantages

The. switched. reluctance.machines.or.motors.possess. few.unique. features.
that.make.them.strong.competitors.to.existing.AC.and.DC.motors.in.various.
adjustable.speed.drive.and.servo.applications..The.machine.construction.is.
simpler.due.to.the.absence.of.rotor.winding.and.PMs..The.bulk.of.the.losses.in.
the.machine.occur.in.the.stator,.which.is.relatively.easier.to.cool..The.starting.
torque.of.the.SRM.can.be.very.high.without.the.problem.of.excessive.inrush.
current.due.to.its.higher.self-inductance..Another.great.advantage.of.SRMs.
is.that.the.maximum.permissible.rotor.temperature.is.higher..The.SRMs.can.
be.designed.with.a.wide.constant.power.region,.which.is.a.feature.particu-
larly.attractive.for.traction.applications..The.SRM.also.has.some.unique.fault.
tolerance.features.that.do.not.exist.in.other.AC.machines..Since.each.phase.
winding.is.connected.in.series.with.converter.switching.elements,.there.is.no.
possibility.of.shoot-through.faults.between.the.DC.buses.in.the.SRM.drive.
converter..The.independent.stator.phases.enable.drive.operation.in.spite.of.
loss.of.one.or.more.phases,.and.the.drive.can.be.brought.to.a.safe.shutdown.
instead.of.a.sudden.stop.

The.SRM.also.comes.with.a.few.disadvantages.among.which.torque.ripple.
and. acoustic. noise. are. the. most. critical.. The. double. saliency. construction.
and. the. discrete. nature. of. torque. production. by. the. independent. phases.
lead.to.higher.torque.ripple.compared.to.other.machines..The.higher.torque.
ripple.also.causes.the.ripple.current.in.the.DC.supply.to.be.quite.large,.neces-
sitating.a.large.filter.capacitor..The.doubly.salient.structure.of.the.SRM.also.
causes.higher.acoustic.noise.compared.to.other.machines..The.main.source.
of.acoustic.noise.is.the.radial.magnetic.force-induced.resonance.with.the.cir-
cumferential.mode-shapes.of.the.stator..The.drawbacks.have.been.addressed.
through.research,.and.solutions.for.torque.ripple.minimization.and.acous-
tics.noise.reduction.do.exist..Besides,.all.applications.are.not.highly.sensitive.
to.torque.ripple.and.acoustic.noise.
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The.absence.of.PMs.imposes.the.excitation.burden.on.the.stator.windings.
and.converter,.which. increases. the.converter.kVA.requirement..Compared.
to.PM.brushless.machines,.the.per-unit.stator.copper.losses.will.be.higher,.
reducing. the. efficiency. and. torque. per. ampere.. However,. the. maximum.
speed.at. constant.power. is.not. limited.by. the.fixed.magnet.flux.as. in. the.
PM.machine,.and.hence,.an.extended.constant.power.region.of.operation.is.
possible.in.SRMs..The.control.can.be.simpler.than.the.field-oriented.control.
of.induction.machines,.although.for.torque.ripple.minimization.significant.
computations.may.be.required.for.an.SRM.drive.

6.6.2 SRM Design/basics

The. fundamental. design. rules. governing. the. choice. of. phase. numbers,.
pole.numbers,.and.pole.arcs.are.discussed.in.detail.by.Lawrenson.et.al..[7].
and.also.by.Miller.[8]..From.a.designer’s.point.of.view,.the.objectives.are.to.
minimize.the.core.losses,.to.have.good.starting.capability,.to.minimize.the.
unwanted.effects. due. to.varying.flux.distributions.and.saturation,. and. to.
eliminate.mutual.coupling..The.choice.of.the.number.of.phases.and.poles.is.
open,.but.a.number.of.factors.need.to.be.evaluated.prior.to.making.a.selec-
tion..A.comprehensive.design.methodology.of.SRM.appears.in.[9].

The.fundamental.switching.frequency.is.given.by

.
f

n
Nr=

60
Hz

.
(6.60)

where
n.is.the.motor.speed.in.rpm
Nr.is.the.number.of.rotor.poles

The.“step.angle”.or.“stroke”.of.an.SRM.is.given.by

.

Step Angle ε
π

=
⋅ ⋅
2 δ

Nph Nrep Nr .

(6.61)

The.step.angle. is.an. important.design.parameter. related. to. the. frequency.
of.control.per.rotor.revolution..Nrep. represents. the.multiplicity.of. the.basic.
SRM.configuration,.which.can.also.be.stated.as.the.number.of.pole.pairs.per.
phase..Nph.is.the.number.of.phases..Nph.and.Nrep.together.set.the.number.of.
stator.poles.

The.regular.choice.of.the.number.of.rotor.poles.in.an.SRM.is

. N N kr s m= ± . (6.62)
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where
km.is.an.integer.such.that.k.mod.q.≠.0
Ns.is.the.number.of.stator.poles

Some.combinations.of.parameters.allowed.by.Equation.6.62.are.not.feasible,.
since. sufficient. space. must. exist. between. the. poles. for. the. windings.. The.
most. common.choice.of.Equation.6.62. for. the.selection.of. stator.and.rotor.
pole.numbers.is.km.=.2.with.the.negative.sign.

The.SRM.is.always.driven.into.saturation.to.maximize.the.utilization.of.
the.magnetic.circuit,.and.hence,.the.flux-linkage.λph.is.a.nonlinear.function.
of.stator.current.and.rotor.position.given.by

. λ λ θph ph phi= ( , )

The.electromagnetic.profile.of.an.SRM.is.defined.by.the.λ.–.i.–.θ.characteristics.
shown.in.Figure.6.40..The.highest.possible.saliency.ratio.(the.ratio.between.
the. maximum. and. minimum. unsaturated. inductance. levels). is. desired. to.
achieve.the.highest.possible.torque.per.ampere,.but.as.the.rotor.and.stator.
pole.arcs.are.decreased,.the.torque.ripple.tends.to.increase..The.torque.ripple.
adversely.affects.the.dynamic.performance.of.an.SRM.drive..For.many.appli-
cations,.it.is.desirable.to.minimize.the.torque.ripple,.which.can.be.partially.
achieved.through.appropriate.design..The.torque.dip.observed.in.the.T−i−θ.
characteristics.of.an.SRM.(see.Figure.6.41).is.an.indirect.measure.of.the.torque.
ripple.expected.in.the.drive.system..The.torque.dip.is.the.difference.between.
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the.peak.torque.of.a.phase.and.the.torque.at.an.angle.where.two.overlap-
ping.phases.produce.equal.torque.at.equal.levels.of.current..The.smaller.the.
torque.dip,.the.less.will.be.the.torque.ripple..The.T−i−θ.characteristics.of.the.
SRM.depend.on.the.stator–rotor.pole.overlap.angle,.pole.geometry,.material.
properties,.number.of.poles,.and.number.of.phases..A.design.tradeoff.needs.
to.be.considered.to.achieve.the.desired.goals..The.T−i−θ.characteristics.must.
be.studied.through.finite.element.analysis.during.the.design.stage.to.evalu-
ate.both.the.peak.torque.and.torque.dip.values.

6.6.3 Principle of Operation

6.6.3.1  Voltage-Balance Equation

The.general.equation.governing.the.flow.of.stator.current.in.one.phase.of.an.
SRM.can.be.written.as

.
V i R

d
dt

ph ph s
ph= +

λ

.
(6.63)

where
Vph.is.the.DC.bus.voltage
iph.is.the.instantaneous.phase.current
Rs.is.the.winding.resistance
λph.is.the.flux.linking.the.coil
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The.stator.phase.voltage.can.be.expressed.as

.
V i R

i
di
dt

d
dt

i R L
di
dt

kph ph s
ph

ph

ph ph
ph s inc

ph
v= +

∂
∂

+
∂
∂

= + +
λ λ

θ
θ ω

.
(6.64)

where
Linc.is.the.incremental.inductance
kv.is.the.current-dependent.back-emf.coefficient
ω.=.dθ/dt.is.the.rotor.angular.speed

Assuming. magnetic. linearity. (where. λph.=.Lph(θ)iph),. the. voltage. expression.
can.be.simplified.as

.
V i R L

di
dt

i
dL

dt
ph ph s ph

ph
ph

ph= + +( )
( )

θ
θ

ω
.

(6.65)

The.last.term.in.Equation.6.65.is.the.“back-emf”.or.“motional-emf”.and.has.
the. same. effect. on. SRM. as. the. back-emf. has. on. DC. motors. or. PM. BLDC.
motors..However,.the.back-emf.in.SRM.is.generated.in.a.different.way.from.
the.DC.machines.or.PM.BLDC.motors.where.it.is.caused.by.a.rotating.mag-
netic.field..In.an.SRM,.there.is.no.rotor.field.and.back-emf.depends.on.the.
instantaneous.rate.of.change.of.phase.flux.linkage.and.the.phase.current.

In.the.linear.case,.which.is.always.valid.for.lower.levels.of.phase.current,.
the.per-phase.equivalent.circuit.of.an.SRM.consists.of.a.resistance,.an.induc-
tance,.and.a.back-emf.component..The.back-emf.vanishes.when.there.is.no.
phase.current.or.the.phase.inductance.is.constant.relative.to.the.rotor.posi-
tion..Depending.on.the.magnitude.of.current.and.rotor.angular.position,.the.
equivalent.circuit.changes.its.structure.from.being.primarily.an.R-L.circuit.
to.primarily.a.back-emf-dependent.circuit.

6.6.3.2  Energy Conversion

The.energy.conversion.process.in.an.SRM.can.be.evaluated.using.the.power.
balance. relationship.. Multiplying. Equation. 6.65. by. iph. on. both. sides,. the.
instantaneous.input.power.can.be.expressed.as

.

P V i i R L i
di
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i
dL
d
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The.first.term.represents.the.stator.winding.loss,. the.second.term.denotes.
the. rate. of. change. of. magnetic. stored. energy,. while. the. third. term. is. the.
mechanical. output. power.. The. rate. of. change. of. magnetic. stored. energy.
always. exceeds. the. electromechanical. energy. conversion. term.. The. most.
effective.use.of.the.energy.supplied.is.when.the.current.is.maintained.con-
stant.during. the.positive.dLph/dθ. slope..The.magnetic. stored.energy. is.not.
necessarily.lost,.but.can.be.retrieved.by.the.electrical.source.if.an.appropri-
ate.converter.topology.is.used..In.the.case.of.a.linear.SRM,.the.energy.con-
version.effectiveness.can.be.at.most.50%,.as.shown.in.the.energy.division.
diagram.of.Figure.6.42a..The.drawback.of.lower.effectiveness.is.the.increase.
in.converter.volt-amp.rating.for.a.given.power.conversion.of.the.SRM..The.
division.of.input.energy.increases.in.favor.of.energy.conversion.if.the.motor.
operates.under.magnetic.saturation..The.energy.division.under.saturation.
is.shown.in.Figure.6.42b,.where.the.effectiveness.is.clearly.much.more.than.
50%..This.is.the.primary.reason.for.operating.the.SRM.always.under.satu-
ration.. The. term. energy. ratio. instead. of. efficiency. is. often. used. for. SRM,.
because.of.the.unique.situation.of.the.energy.conversion.process..The.energy.
ratio.is.defined.as

.
ER

W
W R

=
+ .

(6.67)

where
W.is.the.energy.converted.into.mechanical.work
R.is.the.energy.returned.to.the.source.using.a.regenerative.converter

The. term. energy ratio. is. analogous. to. the. term. power factor. used. for. AC.
machines.
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Energy.partitioning.during.one.complete.working.stroke..(a).Linear.assumption..(b).Practical.
case..W.=.energy.converted.into.mechanical.work..R.=.energy.returned.to.the.DC.supply.
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6.6.3.3  Torque Production

The.torque.is.produced.in.the.SRM.by.the.tendency.of.the.rotor.to.attain.the.
minimum. reluctance. position. when. a. stator. phase. is. excited.. The. general.
expression.for.instantaneous.torque.for.such.a.device.that.operates.under.the.
reluctance.principle.is

.
T i

W i
ph ph

ph

i

( , )
( , )

θ
θ
θ

=
∂ ′

∂ =constant .
(6.68)

where.W′.is.the.coenergy.defined.as

.

′ = ∫W i diph ph

i

λ θ( , )
0

Obviously,.the.instantaneous.torque.is.not.constant..The.total.instantaneous.
torque.of.the.machine.is.given.by.the.sum.of.the.individual.phase.torques

.

T i T iinst ph

phases

ph( , ) ( , )θ θ= ∑
.

(6.69)

The.SRM.electromechanical.properties.are.defined.by.the.static.T – i.–.θ.char-
acteristics. of. a. phase. shown. in. Figure. 6.39.. The. average. torque. is. a. more.
important.parameter.from.the.user’s.perspective.and.can.be.derived.math-
ematically.by.integrating.Equation.6.69.

.

T
T

T dtavg inst

T

= ∫1

0 .

(6.70)

The.average.torque.is.also.an.important.parameter.during.the.design.process.
When. magnetic. saturation. can. be. neglected,. the. instantaneous. torque.

expression.becomes

.
T i i

dL
d

ph ph
ph( , )

( )
θ

θ
θ

= 1
2

2

.
(6.71)

The.linear.torque.expression.also.follows.from.the.energy.conversion.term.
(last. term). in. Equation. 6.66.. The. phase. current. needs. to. be. synchronized.
with.the.rotor.position.for.effective.torque.production..For.positive.or.motor-
ing. torque,. the. phase. current. is. switched. such. that. rotor. is. moving. from.
the.unaligned.position.toward.the.aligned.position..The.linear.SRM.model.
is. very. insightful. in. understanding. these. situations.. Equation. 6.71. clearly.
shows. that. for.motoring. torque,. the.phase.current.must.coincide.with. the.
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rising.inductance.region..On.the.other.hand,.the.phase.current.must.coincide.
with.the.decreasing.inductance.region.for.braking.or.generating.torque..The.
phase.currents.for.motoring.and.generating.modes.of.operation.are.shown.
in. Figure. 6.43. with. respect. to. the. phase. inductance. profiles.. The. torque.
expression.also.shows.that.the.direction.of.current.is.immaterial.in.torque.
production..The.optimum.performance.of.the.drive.system.depends.on.the.
appropriate.positioning.of.phase.currents.relative.to.the.rotor.angular.posi-
tion..Therefore,.a.rotor.position.transducer.is.essential.to.provide.the.posi-
tion.feedback.signal.to.the.controller.

6.6.3.4  Torque–Speed Characteristics

The.torque–speed.plane.of.an.SRM.drive.can.be.divided.into.three.regions,.
as.shown.in.Figure.6.44..The.constant.torque.region.is.the.region.below.the.
base.speed.ωb,.which.is.defined.as.the.highest.speed.when.maximum.rated.
current.can.be.applied.to.the.motor.at.rated.voltage.with.fixed.firing.angles..
In.other.words,.ωb.is.the.lowest.possible.speed.for.the.motor.to.operate.at.its.
rated.power.

Region 1:. In. the. low-speed. region. of. operation,. the. current. rises. almost.
instantaneously.after.turn-on,.since.the.back-emf.is.small..The.current.can.
be.set.at.any.desired.level.by.means.of.regulators,.such.as.hysteresis.control-
ler.or.voltage.pulse-width.modulation.(PWM).controller.

As.the.motor.speed.increases,.the.back-emf.soon.becomes.comparable.to.
the.DC.bus.voltage,.and.it.is.necessary.to.phase.advance.the.turn-on.angle.
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so.that.the.current.can.rise.up.to.the.desired.level.against.a.lower.back-emf..
Maximum.current.can.still.be.forced.into.the.motor.by.PWM.or.chopping.
control.to.maintain.the.maximum.torque.production..The.phase.excitation.
pulses.also.need.to.be. turned.off.at.a.certain. time.before. the.rotor.passes.
alignment. to. allow. the. freewheeling. current. to. decay. so. that. no. braking.
torque.is.produced.

Region 2:. When. the. back-emf. exceeds. the. DC. bus. voltage. in. high-speed.
operation,.the.current.starts.to.decrease.once.pole.overlap.begins.and.PWM.
or.chopping.control. is.no.longer.possible..The.natural.characteristic.of.the.
SRM,.when.operated.with.fixed.supply.voltage.and.fixed.conduction.angle.
θdwell.(also.known.as.the.dwell.angle),.begins.when.the.phase.excitation.time.
falls.off. inversely.with. speed.and.so.does. the.current..Since. the. torque. is.
roughly.proportional. to. the. square.of. the. current,. the. rapid. fall. in. torque.
with.speed.is.countered.by.adjusting.the.conduction.angle.. Increasing.the.
conduction.angle. increases. the.effective.amps.delivered. to. the.phase..The.
torque. production. is. maintained. at. a. level. high. enough. in. this. region. by.
adjusting. the. conduction. angle. θdwell. with. the. single-pulse. mode. of. opera-
tion..The.controller.maintains.the.torque.inversely.proportional.to.the.speed;.
hence,.this.region.is.called.the.constant.power.region..The.conduction.angle.
is.also.increased.by.advancing.the.turn-on.angle.until.the.θdwell.reaches.its.
upper.limit.at.speed.ωp.

The.medium.speed.range.through.which.constant.power.operation.can.be.
maintained.is.quite.wide.and.very.high.maximum.speeds.can.be.achieved.

Region 3:.The.θdwell.upper.limit.is.reached.when.it.occupies.half.the.rotor.pole.
pitch,.i.e.,.half.the.electrical.cycle..θdwell.cannot.be.increased.further.because.
otherwise. the. flux. would. not. return. to. zero. and. the. current. conduction.
would.become.continuous..The.torque.in.this.region.is.governed.by.the.natu-
ral.characteristics,.falling.off.as.1/ω2.
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The. torque–speed.characteristics.of. the.SRM.are.similar. to. that.of.a.DC.
series.motor,.which.is.not.surprising.considering.that.the.back-emf.is.propor-
tional.to.current,.while.the.torque.is.proportional.to.the.square.of.the.current.

Problems

6.1. .A.460.V,.60.Hz,.6.pole,.1176.rpm,.Y-connected.induction.motor.has.the.fol-
lowing.parameters.referred.to.the.stator.at.rated.condition:

. R R X X Xs r s r m= = = = = ∞0.19 , 0.07 , 0.75 , 0.67 andΩ Ω Ω Ω

Find. the. speed. of. the. motor. for. a. braking. torque. of. 350.N. m. and. the.
inverter.frequency.of.40.Hz.when.the.motor.is.supplied.at.rated.voltage.

6.2. .A. three-phase. induction. machine. is. operated. from. a. variable. voltage,.
fixed.frequency.source..(a).Derive.an.expression.for.machine.efficiency.
in.terms.of.slip.(not.in.terms.of.torque.and.speed)..Include.only.stator.and.
rotor.copper.losses.and.core.loss.in.Ploss..Model.core.loss.by.a.constant.
resistance.in.the.equivalent.circuit..To.simplify.the.analysis,.assume.that.
core.loss.resistance.and.magnetizing.reactance.are.large.compared.to.the.
other.parameters..Under.this.assumption,.you.can.use.an.approximate.
equivalent.circuit.where.the.core.loss.resistance.and.magnetizing.reac-
tance.are.directly.across.the.stator.terminals.
(b).Does.motor.efficiency.depend.on.terminal.voltage?.Calculate.the.slip.
that.maximizes.motor.efficiency.

6.3. .Find.the.condition.of.operation.that.minimizes.the.losses.in.a.separately.
excited.DC.machine..(Start.by.writing.an.equation.for.Ploss.in.terms.of.the.
field.currents.and.armature.currents..Assuming.linearity.for.all.the.non-
linear. functions,. establish. the. relation. between. armature. current. and.
field.current.and.then.find.the.condition.for.minimum.Ploss.)

6.4. .Present.an.argument.for.why.it.is.impossible.to.achieve.maximum.effi-
ciency.at.every.operating.point.(T*,ω*).for.a.PM.DC.machine..(Start.by.
writing.an.equation.for.Ploss.in.terms.of.T,.ω,.and.machine.flux.ϕ.)

6.5. .Proceeding.as.in.Problem.6.2,.explain.why.it.is.impossible.to.minimize.
losses.at.any.operating.point.(T*,ω*).for.a.series.DC.motor.

6.6. (a). A.PM.brushless.DC.has.a.torque.constant.of.0.12.N.m/A.referred.
to.the.DC.supply..Estimate. its.no-load.speed.in.rpm.when.con-
nected.to.a.48.V.DC.supply.

. (b). If. the. armature. resistance. is. 0.15.Ω/phase. and. the. total. voltage.
drop.in.the.controller.transistors.is.2.V,.determine.the.stall.current.
and.the.stall.torque.
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6.7. .Consider.a.three-phase.6/8.SRM..The.stator.phases.are.excited.sequen-
tially.with.a.total.time.of.25.ms.required.to.excite.all.the.three.phases..
Find.the.angular.velocity.of.the.rotor..Express.your.answer.both.in.rad/s.
and.rpm.

6.8. .The.following.flux.equation.describes.the.nonlinear.characteristics.of.a.
three-phase,.6/4.SRM:

. λ θ λ θj s j j ji i f i( , ) ( exp( ( )),= − − ≥1 0

where.λS.=.saturation.flux.=.0.2.V.s.and.f(θ).=.a + b*.cos(Nrθ.−.(j.−.1)2π/m).
Here,.j.=.1,.2,.3.denotes.the.phase.number.and.m.=.3..Also,.given.a.=..024.

and.b.=..019

. (a). Derive.the.expression.for.the.phase.torque.Tj(i,θ).

. (b). Plot.the.λ−i−θ.characteristics.for.six.angles.between.and.includ-
ing.the.unaligned.and.aligned.positions..Take.the.maximum.cur-
rent.as.100.A.

. (c). Plot.the.T−i−θ.characteristics.between.the.unaligned.and.aligned.
rotor.positions..Take.the.maximum.current.as.100.and.10.A.cur-
rent.steps.for.the.torque.characteristics.
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Fundamentals of Conventional 
Vehicles and Powertrains

William Long and Berker Bilgin

2.1 longitudinal VehiCle model

In practical terms, a vehicle not only travels on a level road but also up and down the slope of a 
roadway as well as around corners. In order to model this motion, the description of the roadway 
can be simplified by considering a straight roadway with two-dimensional movement. This two-
dimensional model will focus on vehicle performance, including acceleration, speed, and grade-
ability, as well as braking performance.

Figure 2.1 shows the forces acting on a vehicle as it travels at a given speed along a roadway with 
a specific grade. Fundamental principles of mechanical systems can be used to express the relation-
ship between the vehicle acceleration and the forces acting on the vehicle body as:

 ma F F F Ft w g r= − − −  (2.1)

where m is the vehicle mass, a is the acceleration of the vehicle. Ft is the total tractive force acting 
upon the vehicle body, Fw is the aerodynamic drag force, Fg is the grading resistance force, and Fr 
is the rolling resistance force.
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2.2 longitudinal resistanCe

2.2.1 aerodynamiC drag

As air travels over the body of the vehicle, it generates normal pressure and shear stress on the 
vehicle’s body. The external aerodynamic resistance is comprised of two components, shape drag and 
skin friction. The shape drag arises from high-pressure areas in front of the vehicle and low-pressure 
areas behind the vehicle that are created as the vehicle propels itself through the air. These high-and 
low-pressure zones act against the motion of the vehicle, while the skin friction is due to the shear 
stress in the boundary layer on the surface of the body of the vehicle. In comparison, shape drag is 
much larger in magnitude than skin friction and constitutes more than 90% of the total external aero-
dynamic drag of a vehicle. Aerodynamic drag is a function of effective vehicle frontal area, A, and 
the aerodynamic drag coefficient, Cd, which are highly dependent on the design of the vehicle body:

 
F AC V Vw d w= ρ +1

2
2( )

 
(2.2)

where ρ is the air density, V is the vehicle longitudinal speed, and Vw is the wind speed.

2.2.2 grading reSiStanCe

As a vehicle travels up or down an incline, gravity acting on the vehicle produces a force which is 
always directed downward, as shown in Figure 2.1. This force opposes the forward motion dur-
ing grade climbing and aids in the forward motion during grade descending. In typical vehicle 
performance models, only uphill operation is considered as it resists the total tractive force. The 
equation for this force is a function of the road angle θ, vehicle mass m, and the gravitational 
acceleration g:

 
F mgg = θsin( )

 (2.3)

For a relatively small angle of θ, tan θ = sin θ. Using this approximation, the grade resistance can be 
approximated by mg tan θ, or mgG, where G is the slope of the grade.

Fw

FxfFzf

mg

h

lf

lr

v

FxrFzr θ

ω f

ω r

Figure 2.1 Forces acting on a vehicle.
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2.2.3 rolling reSiStanCe

Rolling resistance force is a result of the hysteresis of the tire at the contact patch as it rolls along the 
roadway. In a stationary tire, the normal force due to the road balances the force due to the weight of 
the vehicle through the contact patch which is in line with the center of the tire. When the tire rolls, 
as a result of tire distortion or hysteresis, the normal pressure in the leading half of the contact patch 
is higher than that in the trailing half. The normal force due to the road is shifted from the center 
of the tire in the direction of motion. This shift produces a moment that exerts a retarding torque on 
the wheel. The rolling resistance force is the force due to the moment, which opposes the motion of 
the wheel, and always assists in braking or retarding the motion of the vehicle. The equation for this 
force is a function of the normal load Fz and the rolling resistance coefficient fr, which is derived by 
dividing the distance the normal force due to the road is shifted by the effective radius of the tire rd.

 F F fr z r= θcos( )  (2.4)

2.3 total traCtiVe ForCe

Equation 2.1 shows the factors affecting vehicle performance with a particular interest in the overall 
tractive force of the vehicle.

 ma F F F F ma F F F F F Ft w g r tf tr w g rf rr= − − − ⇒ = + − + + +( ) ( )  (2.5)

By rearranging Equation 2.1 we arrive at an equation that expresses longitudinal vehicle motion 
as a combination of total tractive effort minus the resistance. In order to determine the total tractive 
effort, the normal forces, Fzf and Fzr, need to be determined. The front and rear tire contact points 
should satisfy the equilibrium equations for moments:

 
M Mr f= =∑ ∑0 0,

 
(2.6)

Therefore,

 
F l l F h mg h mah mg lzf f r w w r( ) ( sin( ) ) ( ) ( cos( ) )+ + + + − θ =θ 0

 (2.7)

and

 
F l l F h mg h mah mg lzr f r w w f( ) ( sin( ) ) ( ) ( cos( ) )+ − − θ − − θ = 0

 
(2.8)

where Fzf and Fzr are the normal forces on the front and rear tires, lf and lr are the distances between 
the front and rear axles and vehicle center of gravity, respectively. hw is the height for effective 
aerodynamic drag force and h is the height of vehicle center of gravity. For simplicity, usually hw is 
assumed to be equal to h. Equations 2.7 and 2.8 can be rearranged to solve for the normal forces on 
the front and rear tires:

 
F

F h mg h mah mg l
l lzf

w r

f r
= − − θ − + θ

+
sin( ) cos( )

 
(2.9)

 
F

F h mg h mah mg l
l lzr

w f

f r
=

+ θ + + θ
+

sin( ) cos( )

 
(2.10)
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The total tractive force can be expressed as the tractive forces acting on each tire:

 F F Ft xf xr= +  (2.11)

where Fxf and Fxr are the longitudinal forces on the front and rear tires, respectively. The friction 
generated between the tire–road contact patch creates the longitudinal force. Therefore, the longi-
tudinal force generated on each tire can be represented as a function of the tire friction coefficient 
and the normal force:

 F F F Fxf f zf xr r zr= µ = µ,  (2.12)

where Fxf and Fzr are the normal forces on the front and rear tires given by Equations 2.9 and 2.10 
and μf and μr are the friction coefficients on the front and rear tires, respectively.

2.4 maximum traCtiVe eFFort and powertrain traCtiVe eFFort

The maximum tractive effort of the vehicle is proportional to the slip ratio of the tire, which repre-
sents the difference between the angular tire speed and the vehicle speed. During acceleration, the 
slip ratio of the front and rear tires can be expressed as:

 
σ = ω −

ω σ =
ω −

ωr
wr r

wr r
f

wf f

wf f

r V
r

r V
r

,
 

(2.13)

where rwf and rwr are the radii of the front and rear tires, and ωf  and ωr represent their angular speed. 
Slip-friction coefficient characteristics of a tire have a nonlinear relationship and depend on the road 
surface conditions, as shown in Figure 2.2. The Pacejka Tire Model is widely used to define these 
characteristics:

 
µ = − σ − σf r f r f r f rD C a B E B a B/ / / /tan tansin( ( ( ( ))))σ

 (2.14)
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Figure 2.2 Typical tire slip ratio–friction coefficient characteristics.
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where μf/r and σf/r are the friction coefficient and slip ratio of the front or rear tire. B, C, D, and E are 
tire coefficients and their values depend on the road surface conditions.

The sum of the torques on each wheel determines the rate of change of wheel speeds:

 
J
d
dt

T T J
d
dt

T Tf
f

ef rf r
r

er rr

ω
= − ω = −,

 
(2.15)

where Jf and Jr are the inertias, Tef and Ter are the traction torques delivered from the drivetrain, Trf 
and Trr are the reaction torques due to the tractive force of the front and rear tires, respectively. The 
reaction and friction torques on the front and rear tires can be defined as:

 
T r F T r Frf wf xf rr wr xr= =,

 (2.16)

where ωf and ωr are the angular speed, and Cf and Cr are the friction coefficients of the front and 
rear tires, respectively.

The traction torques on the tires, Tef and Ter are provided from the powertrain. If the vehicle is 
rear wheel or front wheel driven, the nondriven wheel provides no traction torque. Therefore, for 
nondriven wheels, Equation 2.15 can be expressed as:

 
J
d
dt

r Fr
r

wr xr

ω = −
 

(2.17)

In conventional vehicles, the source of the traction torque is the internal combustion engine 
and the output power of the engine is supplied to the tires through the clutch, the transmission, 
and the differential. Therefore, the traction torque applied for either a front or a rear wheel drive 
vehicle can be expressed as:

 
T T i ip en t p= η0  (2.18)

where Ten is the torque from the engine, it is the gear ratio of the transmission, i0 is the gear ratio of 
the differential, and ηp is the total efficiency of the powertrain.

2.5 VehiCle perFormanCe

Performance characteristics of a road vehicle refer to its capability to both accelerate and deceler-
ate, and negotiate grades in a straight-line motion. These characteristics are different depending on 
the vehicle’s type and size. Mass of the vehicle is of great importance to vehicle performance. By 
researching not only vehicle electrification, but lightweight materials as well, all aspects of vehicle 
performance would be improved, including fuel economy. The tractive and braking effort developed 
by the tires and the resisting forces acting on the vehicle determine the performance potential of 
the vehicle. Typically, overall vehicle performance is also concerned with cornering ability, but as 
this is mainly a function of suspension geometry and vehicle design it is outside the scope of this 
chapter.

2.5.1 maximum Speed oF a VehiCle

The maximum speed of a vehicle is the highest constant cruising speed that the vehicle can achieve 
at full power on a level road. The maximum speed of a vehicle is calculated with full torque from 
the traction source on a flat road when the tractive force and the resistive force are at equilibrium. 
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Since the vehicle acceleration and road gradient are zero at this point, the equilibrium can be rep-
resented as:

 F F Ft w r= +  (2.19)

Considering that the wheel speed is also constant, the tractive force can be expressed in terms of 
the torque applied to the wheels:

 
F

T

rt
p

d

=
 

(2.20)

where Tp can be expressed as in Equation 2.18.
The aerodynamic drag force Fw and the rolling resistance force Fr have been derived in Equations 

2.2 and 2.4, respectively.
Combining Equations 2.19, 2.20, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.18 yields:
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(2.22)

2.5.2 gradeability

The gradeability of a vehicle is the maximum gradient on which the vehicle can start climbing from 
stand-still with all the wheels of the vehicle on the gradient at the time of start.

As a vehicle drives on a road with a small grade and constant speed, the tractive effort and resis-
tance equilibrium can be written as an extension of Equations 2.19 and 2.21 to include gradeability 
for small angles, as calculated in Equation 2.3.

 
F F F Ft w r g= + +

 (2.23)
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(2.25)

2.5.3 aCCeleration perFormanCe

When high-performance vehicles are compared to one another, one of the first statistics to be 
reviewed is the acceleration performance. It is most often referred to as a vehicle’s 0–60 mph time. 
Referring to Equation 2.1, the acceleration of the vehicle on level ground can be written as:

 
a

F F F
m

t r w= − −
δ  

(2.26)
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where δ is the mass factor which takes into account the mass moments of inertia of the rotating 
components involved during a change of acceleration.

Combining Equations 2.26, 2.20, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.18 yields:

 
a

T i i r mgf AC AV
m

en t p d r d=
η − − ρ

δ
(( ) ) ( )0

21 2/ /

 
(2.27)

By integrating Equations 2.28 and 2.29 from zero to potentially 60 mph, the predicted accelera-
tion time and distance for a vehicle can be calculated:
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(2.29)

The torque of the engine during acceleration is not constant which makes these equations very 
difficult to solve analytically, thus numerical methods are typically used. These methods are outside 
the scope of this chapter.

2.6 braking perFormanCe and distribution

Conventional brakes, disc or drum, are the single most important safety device on any vehicle. By 
transferring kinetic energy into thermal energy through friction between a rotating surface and a 
stationary brake pad, the vehicle speed is decreased, but that thermal energy is typically wasted in 
conventional vehicles. With the introduction of vehicle electrification, through regenerative braking 
with electric motors, the kinetic energy can be recovered into stored electrical energy and it can 
be reused rather than being wasted. This can greatly increase the overall efficiency of the vehicle. 
Careful attention should be paid to the brake balance of the vehicle when designing a powertrain 
with regenerative braking capability. In high-performance vehicles, up to 80% of the braking force 
may be on the front axle, which creates a much larger potential to recapture energy at the front 
wheels when compared with a rear wheel setup.

Proper brake balance during the braking cycle is extremely important as the vehicle will not 
achieve the maximum braking deceleration unless all four tires are brought to the peak friction level 
simultaneously. Improper brake balance will cause either the front or rear wheels to lock up prema-
turely and these stationary wheels will lose cornering traction. Proper brake balance is a function of 
the loads on the wheels, which is in turn a function of the deceleration.

2.6.1 braking ForCe

The braking force Fb, due to the brake system, which is developed on the interface between the road 
and the tire, is the primary braking force. When the braking force is below the tire–road adhesion 
limit, the braking force is given by:

 
F

T I

rb

b an
=

− α∑
 

(2.30)

where Tb is the applied brake torque, I is the rotating inertia connected with the wheel being decel-
erated, αan is the corresponding angular deceleration, and r is the rolling radius of the tire. Once 
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the braking force reaches the limit of tire–road adhesion, it cannot increase any further. In addition 
to the braking force, the rolling resistance of tires, aerodynamic resistance, grade resistance, and 
powertrain resistance, as discussed previously, also affect vehicle motion during braking. For the 
purpose of this vehicle model, it is assumed that these are minor losses and can be neglected.

2.6.2 braking CharaCteriStiCS oF a tWo-axle VehiCle

When a vehicle is under braking or deceleration, an inertial reaction force is developed that is simi-
lar to the centrifugal force. Figure 2.3 shows the braking forces acting on a vehicle on a level road.

The braking force is directly proportional to the normal load acting on the tire, which is propor-
tional to the tire–road adhesion. Similar to when total tractive force was calculated, the front and 
rear tire contact points should once again satisfy the equilibrium equations for moments:
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(2.31)

The maximum braking force that the tire–road adhesion will support can be determined by 
multiplying the normal force at the front and rear wheels by the coefficient of road adhesion, μ, as 
expressed in Equation 2.12.

2.7 VehiCle power plant and transmission CharaCteristiCs

The two factors that limit conventional vehicle performance are the maximum tractive effort that the 
tire–ground adhesion can support, and the tractive effort that the overall powertrain can provide. The 
performance limits of the vehicle are dictated by the lesser of the tractive efforts. With the transmis-
sion in low gear and the engine throttle at maximum, the tractive effort may be limited by the nature 
of tire–road adhesion and loss of traction. As the transmission is shifted into higher gears, the tractive 
effort is often determined by the engine and transmission characteristics, which have to be taken into 
consideration when predicting the overall performance of a road vehicle.

2.7.1 poWer plant CharaCteriStiCS

For conventional vehicles, the ideal performance characteristic of a power plant is an unchanging 
power output across the entire operating range. At low speeds, motor torque is forced to maintain 
a constant value so as not to exceed the adhesion limit between the tire–ground contact area. After 
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Figure 2.3 Vehicle braking forces on a level road.
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the constant torque low-speed range, the torque varies with speed steeply, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
Constant power characteristics provide conventional vehicles with a high tractive effort at low 
speeds, which improves acceleration, grade climbing, and towing capacity. The internal combustion 
engine has been the standard power plant in conventional vehicles for over a century because of its 
relatively high power-to-weight ratio and low cost, but it is not without its shortcomings. Typically, 
an internal combustion engine has torque–speed characteristics that do not directly correlate with 
the ideal performance characteristics required by traction.

When compared with an ideal torque–speed profile, as shown in Figure 2.4, typical internal 
combustion engines have a relatively flat profile, which is why a multiple gear transmission is usu-
ally employed to modify it. As an internal combustion engine moves through its typical torque and 
power curves, representative characteristics are developed in each speed range that can be used to 
predict vehicle performance. The engine begins operating smoothly at idle speed, and as the engine 
speed approaches an intermediate range, good combustion quality and maximum engine torque are 
reached. As the speed increases further, the increasing losses in the air-induction manifold and the 
steady decline in engine torque cause the mean effective pressure to decrease. Power output contin-
ues to increase to its maximum at a specific high engine speed. Beyond this peak power point the 
engine torque decreases more rapidly as the engine speed is increased, which results in the decline 
of engine power output.

2.7.2 tranSmiSSion CharaCteriStiCS

The term “transmission” refers to all of the systems or subsystems used for transmitting the 
engine power to the driven wheels or sprockets. The principal requirements for the transmis-
sion are to attain the desired maximum vehicle speed with an appropriate engine, to be able to 
move the vehicle on a steep slope as well as maintain speed on a gentle slope in high gear, and 
to properly match the engine characteristics to achieve the desired operating fuel economy and 
acceleration rate.

The two most common types of transmissions for conventional vehicles are the manual gear 
transmission and the automatic transmission with a torque converter. Other types of transmissions, 
such as the continuous variable transmission, are also in use and are beginning to gain popularity 
due to their relatively high overall efficiency.

Motor speed (rpm)

Motor power (kW)

Motor torque (Nm)

Figure 2.4 Ideal performance characteristics for vehicular power plants.
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2.7.2.1 manual transmission
Manual transmissions were the first gearbox designs used in conventional vehicles and were used 
for decades before automatic transmissions were introduced. These transmissions are still popular 
due to their simplicity, low cost, and high efficiency. The term “manual” implies that the driver 
must perform the shifting from gear to gear manually. A manual gear transmission consists of a 
clutch, gearbox, final drive, and driveshaft. The gearbox provides a number of gear reduction ratios, 
between three and five for passenger cars, and more for heavy commercial vehicles.

In determining maximum and minimum gear ratios, we can think back to the two factors that 
limit conventional vehicle performance. The maximum speed requirement determines the ratio of 
the highest gear. On the other hand, the gear ratio of the lowest gear is determined by the requirement 
of the maximum tractive effort or the gradeability, which is often assumed to be 33%. Choosing the 
ratios between high and low gear should be spaced in such a way that they will provide the tractive 
effort–speed characteristics as close to the ideal as possible, but unfortunately this is not always 
achievable. Traditionally, in conventional vehicles, the gear ratios are often chosen to minimize the 
time required to reach a specific speed or the maximum speed of the vehicle. With fuel economy 
moving to the forefront of vehicle design, a geometric progression approach, where consecutive gear 
ratios are very close to one another, could be used. The basis for this is to have the engine operating 
within the same speed range in each gear. This would ensure that in each gear, the operating fuel 
economy is similar.

2.7.2.2 automatic transmission
With an automatic transmission a driver no longer needs to actively change gears during driving, 
thus making the vehicle easier to drive. Automatic transmissions use fluid to transmit power in the 
form of torque and speed and are widely used in conventional passenger vehicles. In a conventional 
automatic transmission, the clutch is replaced with a fluid coupling or torque converter to eliminate 
engaging and disengaging action during gear changes. The torque converter’s three major com-
ponents, shown in Figure 2.5 are the pump impeller, the turbine runner, and the stator. When the 
impeller is driven by the engine, the fluid in the impeller rotates with it, and as the speed increases, 
centrifugal force causes the fluid to flow into the turbine. The hydraulic fluid in the converter trans-
fers torque through the kinetic energy of the transmission fluid as it is forced from the pump impel-
ler to the turbine. The higher the engine speed the greater the torque applied to the turbine. The 
stator is located between the pump impeller and the turbine. The vanes of the stator catch the fluid 
as it leaves the turbine runner and redirects it so that it strikes the back of the vanes of the pump 
impeller giving it added torque. The major advantages of the automatic transmission are that it 
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prohibits the engine from stalling, and it provides torque–speed characteristics that approach the 
ideal characteristics discussed previously. The major disadvantages of the automatic transmission 
are its low efficiency in a stop and go drive cycle and its very complicated construction.

2.7.2.3 Continuously Variable transmission
As the interest in improving the fuel economy of automotive vehicles continues to grow, continu-
ously variable transmissions (CVT) have attracted a great deal of attention. This type of transmission 
provides a continuously variable reduction ratio within a certain range, thus providing an infinite 
number of gear ratios. This allows the engine to operate under the most economical conditions over a 
wide range of vehicle speeds. It is therefore possible to achieve an ideal torque–speed profile, because 
any engine power output to the transmission can be applied to the wheels at any speed.

A belt CVT system is similar to standard belt–pulley drive, with one pulley connected to the 
engine shaft and the other connected to the output shaft. The exception, however, is that the half 
pulleys are not fixed and are able to move apart. Both pulleys have fixed axes of rotation at a distance 
from each other. The sides of each pulley are controlled so that they may move apart or together 
laterally, varying the effective diameter on which the belt grips. The overall lateral displacement of 
each pulley is the opposite of the other.

CHAPtER REvIEW PROBLEMS

Problem 1

On a 20°C sunny day with no wind speed, and an air density of 1.2 kg/m3, a 1500 kg vehicle travels 
along an asphalt roadway with a 6° grade at 100 km/h and a rolling resistance coefficient of 0.013. 
The vehicle center of gravity is located 0.6 m from the ground in the center of the 2.5 m wheelbase 
with 0.66 m wheels and has a frontal area of 2.05 m2 and a drag coefficient of 0.32.

Calculate the aerodynamic, grading, and rolling resistance.

Problem 2

After some engine and transmission performance upgrades, the same vehicle is taken to a test track 
to find out the new vehicle top speed. The upgrades have increased engine torque to 450 Nm and 
engine horsepower to 300 kW and an overall powertrain efficiency of 88%. After the upgrades, the 
minimum gear ratio of the transmission is 0.9, and the differential gear ratio is 3.21.

Calculate the maximum speed of the vehicle.

Problem 3

The same vehicle travels along a level asphalt roadway at 100 km/h, with a coefficient of road adhe-
sion of 0.72, and encounters a large obstacle 50 m ahead and needs to stop to avoid striking the 
obstacle.

Calculate the braking force at the front and rear wheels that is required to stop just before the 
obstacle.
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Hybrid Energy Storage Systems

Omer C. Onar and Alireza Khaligh

In this chapter, hybrid energy storage systems (ESS) are presented for the decoupled power and 
energy components of the plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs*). A stand-alone battery system with an 
energy capacity sized to propel the vehicle some distance at a moderate speed on a single charge 
in an all-electric mode may not be sufficient to satisfy peak demand periods and transient load 
variations in PEVs. In such a case, the battery would need to be oversized to supply the extra 
power needed to overcome these limitations, thus increasing the weight, volume, and cost as well 
as the number and depth of charge/discharge cycles. All these factors lead to concern over battery 
lifetime, which is one of the strongest barriers currently preventing rapid commercialization of 
PEVs. Alternatively, an ultra-capacitor (UC) bank can supply or recapture large bursts of power 
at high C-rates.

* PEV includes all-electric vehicles (also known as battery electric vehicles) and plug-in electric vehicles (PHEVs).
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Battery/UC hybrid operation provides an improved solution over the stand-alone battery design 
in terms of improved power management and control flexibility. Moreover, the voltage of the battery 
pack can be selected to be lower than the UC bank, which will result in cost and size reduction of 
the battery. Furthermore, since the battery is not prone to supply peak and sharp power variations, 
the stress on the battery is reduced and the battery lifetime can be increased. Utilizing UCs tends to 
result in a more effective capturing of braking energy, especially in sudden/hard braking conditions, 
and this would further increase the fuel economy as larger energy transients are able to flow or be 
recaptured more easily.

8.1 Combined battery and uC topologies

To provide more efficient propulsion without sacrificing the performance or increasing fuel consump-
tion, more than one energy storage device, each with different power/energy characteristics, can be 
used in PEVs. In such a system, proper power budgeting based on the specific characteristics of energy 
sources should result in higher efficiency, longer life and reduced wear on energy sources, and an 
overall reduction in size and cost. The combination of energy sources should be able to store, supply, 
and recapture high-power pulses in a typical or worst-case drive cycle, as well as supply the steady 
demands of the car. A hybrid topology composed of a high-power-density component such as an UC 
and a high-energy-density component such as a rechargeable battery offers a compromise of both [1,2].

The energy storage devices in electric vehicles (EVs) should be able to meet the demands that 
the vehicle may encounter under any condition. Rechargeable chemical batteries are the most tra-
ditional energy storage sources for EVs. However, since the source needs to supply the peak power 
demands of the traction motor during transient and rapid accelerations, and since the current tech-
nologies do not provide a battery with sufficiently high-power densities, the size and cost of the 
battery pack significantly increase if it is required to supply all the load demands.

A PEV traction battery may be sized to successfully meet the energy capacity needs for a given sin-
gle-charge travel distance requirement, but since the present generation of highly energy-dense lithium-
ion battery technology has a relatively low-power density, this single power source may not be capable 
of sourcing or sinking large, short bursts of acceleration or regenerative braking energy. Moreover, bat-
tery longevity is directly related to both the depth of discharge and quantity of micro or macro charge/
discharge cycles, that is, the short, powerful charge/discharge cycles associated with sharp acceleration 
and hard regenerative braking. Battery C-rate is defined as the parameter, which expresses battery 
discharge intensity [3], and when designing a battery-powered system, low C-rates will tend to increase 
battery life span and thus, instantaneous charge/discharge pulses or fast-fluctuating currents should be 
avoided. The problems associated with cycling batteries at high C-rates include decreased capacity, 
excessive heating (which would require additional cooling), and increased DC resistance (DCR); with 
capacity and DCR being those metrics used to define battery performance and therefore end of life.

Without a secondary ESS, the battery pack must supply all vehicle power demands that may result 
in an oversized system with a massive energy density to compensate for power-density shortcom-
ings. This would result in increased cost and size of the battery pack or, if a smaller pack was used, it 
would shorten the battery lifetime, causing potential thermal runaway problems [4]. For this reason, 
UCs are proposed, because of their higher specific power and cycling efficiency [5], to relieve the 
battery bank of peak power transfer stresses. Combining these two energy sources, a hybrid system 
composed of batteries and UCs can not only meet both energy and power requirements of the drive 
train better, but also provide the flexibility of using smaller batteries with less peak-output power 
[6,7]. Owing to their very low internal resistances, UCs have very small time constants and can 
deliver high-power charge and discharge pulses [8] for relatively short durations. The manufacturer 
performance rating for certain UCs states a 20% decrease of initial capacitance and doubling of 
internal resistance over a period of 1,000,000 cycles [9]. The curves showing whether this wear and 
tear is linear or exponential over time are not provided, but with 1,000,000 cycle rating, it is likely 
that a system will not see serious degradation for a substantial length of time or energy throughput.
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By employing UCs with batteries in a proper, efficient, and cost-effective manner, the peak 
 current capacity of the overall topology can be increased. Therefore, the hybrid topology could 
benefit from an intermediate storage of high power in a buffer stage designed to deliver or receive 
current for the highest peaks, thus reducing both the number and the depth of discharge cycles of 
the batteries [7–11].

Different topologies for combining hybrid energy sources have been studied in the literature 
[7–15]. A direct parallel connection of two sources [12], a bidirectional DC/DC converter between 
the battery and UC bank [3–13], and two DC/DC converters sharing the same output [14] are among 
the conventional options.

8.1.1 topology 1: paSSiVe parallel ConFiguration

Combining two power sources passively in parallel is the simplest method as the output voltages 
of both sources are automatically equalized by virtue of being directly connected to the same bus. 
The passive parallel connection topology is shown in Figure 8.1 with the bidirectional converter 
interfacing the common ESS bus to the DC link and motor drive. Since the converter is operated 
to provide constant input voltage to the DC link/motor drive, when the mechanical load on the 
machine increases, motor current will tend to increase, decreasing the DC link voltage. This will 
cause more power to be drawn from the ESS through the bidirectional converter to return the DC 
link to its nominal voltage. On the other hand, whenever braking occurs, the motor drive operates 
as a generator and captures the braking energy back to the DC link. Therefore, DC link voltage 
increases during braking or a reduction in mechanical load, and the bidirectional converter is oper-
ated in reverse (from DC link to ESS bus) to regulate the DC link voltage.

This topology provides simplicity and cost-effectiveness for hybrid ESSs. In this connection 
topology, it is expected that the UC will act faster than the battery due to its lower time constant. 
Therefore, it is anticipated that the UC will provide the transients and fast power variations while 
the battery supplies a relatively slow-varying current due to its slower dynamics [12].

However, in this topology, directly after current is drawn from the UC, since they are directly 
connected, the battery will supply a similar current profile for voltage equalization, since there is 
no active battery current waveform shaper, limiter, or controller. Battery current is, therefore, not 
effectively controlled [16] and this presents a drawback to the passive parallel connection topology. 
In addition to this drawback, the nominal battery and UC voltages must be sized to match, which 
puts an extra restriction on system configuration.

8.1.2 topology 2: uC/battery ConFiguration

The most common UC/battery configuration connects the UC terminals to the DC link through a 
bidirectional DC/DC converter [17]. In this topology, the battery is directly connected to the DC 
link and a bidirectional interface is used for UC connection, as shown in Figure 8.2. Figure 8.3 
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Figure 8.1 Passive parallel connection topology.
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shows another common view of the same connection topology. In this case, the power contribution 
from the UC can be effectively controlled [18], and the bidirectional DC/DC interface also helps to 
efficiently and more completely recapture braking energy. Moreover, an UC voltage can be selected 
that is different from the nominal DC link voltage, allowing the UC energy capacity to be increased 
or decreased regardless of the system DC voltage, since UC energy capacity varies by the square of 
its voltage. Since the battery is directly connected to the DC link, input voltage to the motor drive is 
relatively constant and further DC link voltage regulation is not required. This provides simplicity 
of control and voltage control loops may be eliminated.

The disadvantage of this topology is that the braking energy captured by the battery is not 
directly controlled. Braking energy recovered by the battery depends on the power level, battery 
state of charge (SoC), and the amount of energy captured by the UC. The other drawback is that 
the bidirectional DC/DC converter must operate properly even with low UC voltages and therefore 
higher current values; so, current ratings of the switches and other power electronics should be 
chosen appropriately.

8.1.3 topology 3: battery/uC ConFiguration

For the battery/UC topology shown in Figure 8.4, the positions of the devices are simply switched 
as compared to the UC/battery configuration [19,20].

The main advantage of this topology is that the battery voltage can be maintained at a lower 
level. During braking, the UC is recharged directly from the DC link and some portion of the 
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braking energy, appropriately current limited, can be transferred to the battery. Since the UC is 
directly connected to the DC link, it acts as a low-pass filter and takes care of fast load transients. 
However, the battery pack should be controlled in a way such that it continually maintains an appro-
priate voltage across the UC and DC link. The control strategy for the battery pack may be designed 
such that it supplies the average and slow-changing load variations, while the UC supplies the rest, 
acting as a buffer with faster dynamics. If the UC is not sized large enough or charged continually, 
the DC link voltage will be allowed to fluctuate over a wide range, and in this case, the motor drive 
inverter should be capable of operating over a large input voltage range.

In this topology, for simplicity and cost-effectiveness, the battery pack converter can be unidi-
rectional. Since the overall system is that of a plug-in hybrid, the battery pack can be configured 
to only receive a charge from an on-board generator or an external source, and UC can be the only 
device responsible for capturing braking energy. This scheme would provide a significant amount 
of simplicity for power budgeting during braking.

8.1.4 topology 4: CaSCaded ConVerterS ConFiguration

Alternatively, one energy storage device can be cascaded to the motor drive through a DC/DC con-
verter and the other cascaded through the first and a second DC/DC converter [21,22]. The cascaded 
converters configuration is presented in Figure 8.5.

In this configuration, both battery and UC voltages can be decoupled from the system voltage 
and from each other. It is preferred that the battery’s converter controls the battery output current 
and therefore the stress on the battery. If the UC is undersized or the battery converter is not appro-
priately controlled, the UC voltage can vary substantially. At low UC voltages, the input current 
to the UC converter can be very high, leading to higher conduction losses and the need for high- 
current-rated switches. Additionally, the UC DC/DC converter must provide stable operation over 
a wide voltage input range.
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The major disadvantage of the cascaded converter topology is that additional losses may be 
encountered at the battery power flow path since there are two cascaded converters between the 
battery and DC link.

The battery converter can again be a unidirectional converter for control and configuration sim-
plicity. In the case of a boost converter for the battery, the battery’s power contribution can be easily 
controlled by current control mode [16]. The UC converter can be controlled for DC link regula-
tion and the battery can be controlled such that it supplies a smoother current profile during the 
operation.

As in topology 3, the positions of the battery and UC can be switched, leading to another cas-
caded converters topology. However, in this case, the power contribution from the UC could pos-
sibly result in a more fluctuation voltage applied to the battery terminals. On the other hand, since 
the battery is the DC link side energy storage device, DC link voltage regulation could be easily 
accomplished by virtue of a nearly constant battery voltage.

8.1.5 topology 5: multiple parallel-ConneCted ConVerterS ConFiguration

In this topology, each energy storage device has its own bidirectional DC/DC converter for interfac-
ing with the DC link [11,22–24] and the outputs of each converter are all held in parallel. The block 
diagram of the multiple parallel-connected converters topology is given in Figure 8.6.

Although this topology is called a multiple-input converter, this is not a “true” multiple-input 
converter since each energy storage device has an individual converter and its contributions to the 
DC link are paralleled. This topology offers the highest flexibility and provides better functionality 
than that of the cascaded converters topology. The voltages of the battery and UC are decoupled 
from each other as well as the DC link voltage. Since power controls and power flow paths from the 
energy storage devices are totally decoupled, this topology is superior from stability, efficiency, and 
control simplicity points of view. The reliability is also improved since one source can keep operat-
ing through the failure of another.

As discussed in Reference 24, the battery can be operated in current control mode, supplying the 
load variations averaged and smoothened over a period of time. Meanwhile, the UC can be operated 
in voltage control mode, maintaining a nearly constant voltage across the DC link. Therefore, the 
UC will supply fast load variations and transients during both rapid acceleration and sudden braking 
conditions. This is due to the fact that these load activities directly affect the DC link voltage, and as 
long as DC link voltage is regulated fast enough, all load demands will be satisfied.
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The bidirectional DC/DC converters discussed for topologies 2 through 4 could be typical two-
quadrant converters, able to operate in boost mode in one direction and buck mode in the other, as 
shown in Figure 8.7. This topology is also called a half-bridge bidirectional DC/DC converter.

As shown in Figure 8.7, for power flow from an energy storage device to the DC link, inductor 
L, switch T1, and diode D2 form a boost converter. To accommodate power flow from the DC link 
to an energy storage device, switch T2, diode D1, and inductor L form a buck converter. Of course, 
other types of bidirectional converters could also be used, and some of these are presented in the 
following sections.

8.1.6 topology 6: multiple dual-aCtiVe-bridge ConVerterS ConFiguration

It is well known that conventional buck–boost converters can step the source voltage up or down at 
the cost of having a negative voltage output. Therefore, an inverting transformer is usually employed 
to obtain a positive output voltage. Although the transformer adds cost and volume to the system, 
it may be advantageous when there are two input sources for both isolation and coupling. Two 
buck–boost-type DC/DC converters for the UC and battery can be combined through the magnetic 
coupling of a transformer reactor [25]. However, neither conventional buck–boost nor buck–boost 
with transformer topologies is suitable for vehicle propulsion systems since they are not capable 
of bidirectional operation. On the other hand, dual-active-bridge DC/DC converters [26] can be 
employed for the combined operation of batteries and UCs. Although transformers typically add 
cost and volume to a system, the transformer in the dual-active-bridge converter operates at a very 
high frequency and it may therefore be very small and cheap. Having a transformer in the converter 
topology may be advantageous when there are two or more input sources since they can be com-
bined through the magnetic coupling of the transformer reactor. The dual-active-bridge converter 
with two input sources is presented in Figure 8.8. Although this topology completely isolates the 
input sources from the DC link, it requires a greater number of switches at increased cost. If only 
isolation is required, the number of switches can be reduced by employing half-bridge inverters/rec-
tifiers instead of full-bridge versions. This dual-active-bridge topology with half-bridge converters 
would cut the number of switches into half, and is given in Figure 8.9.

8.1.7 topology 7: dual-SourCe bidireCtional ConVerterS ConFiguration

In the multiple-converters configuration, as discussed earlier, each individual converter shares the 
same output; hence, the combination of converters occurs at the output. Instead of paralleling the 
converters’ outputs at the DC link, the combination can be applied at the input, as in dual-source 
bidirectional converters [27,28]. The dual-source bidirectional converters configuration is presented 
in Figure 8.10.

Although this topology is very similar to topology 5, there is one less switch in this dual-source 
input case. For the UC, inductor L1, switch T1, and diode D2 form a boost converter when transferring 
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power from battery to the DC link, and for the battery, inductor L2, switch T3, and D1–D2 path form 
a boost converter when transferring power from UC to the DC link. During regenerative braking, 
the interface should be operated in buck mode. Switch T2, diode D1, and inductor L1 form a buck 
converter from the DC link to the UC. On the other hand, some regenerative braking energy can be 
conveyed to the UC applying a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal to T1. In this case, switches T2 
and T1, diode D3, and inductor L2 will form a buck converter from DC link to the UC. By applying 
an appropriate duty cycle to T1 and T2, braking energy can be properly shared.

Although one switch is eliminated as compared to the multiple-converters configuration, a 
 complicated control system is the main drawback of this configuration.
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8.1.8 topology 8: multiple-input ConVerter ConFiguration

In the previously discussed topologies, battery and UC energy storage devices were employed 
through their individual DC/DC converters. Unlike these configurations, the multiple-input DC/
DC converter has the flexibility of adding a number of inputs at the added cost of one switch and one 
diode (two switches and two diodes in the case of bidirectional operation). The multiple-input DC/
DC converter topology with battery and UC input sources is given in Figure 8.11.

In this converter topology, the inputs share the same converter inductor and are connected 
through bidirectional switches [28–31]. This converter is capable of operating in buck, boost, and 
buck–boost modes for power flow in both directions. The assumption of a continuous inductor cur-
rent requires that at least one input switch or diode is conducting at all times. The respective input 
diode is ON if all the input switches are OFF. If more than one switch is turned ON at the same time, 
the inductor voltage equals to the highest input voltage [32].
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Under acceleration conditions, both sources deliver power to the DC link. Since the UC volt-
age varies in a wider range than that of the battery, battery voltage can be selected higher than the 
UC for simpler operation. Since battery voltage is higher than that of the UC, S2A is turned ON in 
boost mode. Switch Q2 can be switched to control the inductor current, and power flow from bat-
tery to the UC can be controlled by switch S1A. Diode D3 conducts when Q2 is turned OFF. During 
deceleration, the braking energy is transferred from the DC link to the energy storage devices and 
the converter is operated in buck mode. Since the UC voltage is less than the battery voltage, S1B is 
always turned ON. Switch Q3 can be used to control the inductor current. Power sharing between 
inputs is accomplished by controlling S2B. Diode D2 cannot conduct until switch Q3 is turned OFF.

The main advantage of this topology is that only one inductor is required for the whole converter 
even if more inputs are connected, which can decrease the volume and weight of the converter sig-
nificantly as compared to multiinductor or transformer topologies. Conversely, power budgeting in 
both boost and buck modes is very challenging and requires advanced control design.

8.1.9 topology 9: multiple modeS Single-ConVerter ConFiguration

In this design, only one bidirectional converter is required, with the UC voltage selected to be 
higher than the battery voltage. The UC is directly connected to the DC link to supply peak power 
demands, and the battery is connected to the DC bus through a diode. The bidirectional DC/DC 
converter is connected between the battery and UC, as shown in Figure 8.12, to transfer power 
between them [18]. This converter is controlled to maintain a higher voltage across the UC than the 
battery, and therefore, the diode is reverse biased for the majority of operations.

This converter has four different modes of operation: low-power mode, high-power mode, regen-
erative braking mode, and acceleration mode.

In low-power mode, it is assumed that the total power demand is less than the power capacity of 
the bidirectional converter. In this mode, since the UC/DC link voltage is higher than the battery 
voltage, the diode DB is reverse biased. Since the power demand is lower than the capacity of the 
bidirectional converter, there is no power flow from the battery to the DC link. The battery supplies 
only power to the UC to keep its voltage at some predetermined higher level.

Whenever the power demand of the vehicle is greater than the converter power capacity, the sys-
tem operates in high-power mode. In this mode, the UC voltage cannot be maintained at that high 
value since the power from the battery to the UC is less than the power from UC to the DC link. 
In this case, diode DB is forward biased and the battery also directly supplies power to the DC link 
along with the UC.

During regenerative braking mode, since the UC is directly connected to the DC link, it is 
recharged by virtue of its position in the circuit, while diode DB blocks the DC link power to prevent 
recharging of the battery directly. Some portion of the recaptured braking energy can be transferred 
to the battery through the bidirectional converter. Therefore, this mode provides controlled recharg-
ing for the battery; that is, whenever UC is fully charged but there is still regenerative energy avail-
able, the rest of the energy can be transferred to the battery as long as the regenerative current does 
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not exceed the maximum battery-charging current. In the latter case, mechanical brakes could be 
utilized to keep the battery current below the maximum limit.

When the vehicle first starts to accelerate, the voltage across the UC is higher than that of the 
battery, and is equal to that of the DC link. Power demand on the vehicle is high, and UC voltage 
therefore drops. During the acceleration mode, the UC discharges through the DC link and the 
battery supplies power to the DC link through the bidirectional converter. Whenever the DC link 
voltage decreases to the level of the battery voltage, DB becomes forward biased and the system 
switches to the high-power mode.

The advantage of this topology is that it requires only one converter. However, although power 
is shared among battery and UC during different modes, the battery current is not effectively con-
trolled, especially in the regenerative mode with its potentially sharp transients.

8.1.10 topology 10: interleaVed ConVerter ConFiguration

The combination of battery and UC can also be achieved by using interleaved converters. The 
interleaved converter configuration is composed of a number of switching converters connected in 
parallel, as shown in Figure 8.13.

When low-current ripples or very tight tolerances are required, interleaved converters tend to be 
preferred. Interleaved converters offer very lower inductor current ripple than regular bidirectional 
converters, and the overall efficiency for a given power requirement is greater since each interleaved 
architecture has smaller power rating and smaller overall loss. Interleaved converters also have 
faster transient response to load changes [33–35].

As shown in Figure 8.13, the battery is interfaced to the UC terminals through the interleaved 
converters with UC directly connected to the DC link. Alternatively, UC and battery positions can 
be reversed, as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 8.13. In addition to these two configurations, 
the interleaved converters can be employed within topologies 2 through 5, presented in the earlier 
sections.

8.1.11 topology 11: SWitChed CapaCitor ConVerter ConFiguration

Another bidirectional interface that combines battery and UC operation in PEVs, the switched capac-
itor converter (SCC), can also be employed [33]. An SCC is basically a combination of switches and 
capacitors, and by different combinations of switches and capacitors, these converters can produce 
an output voltage that is higher or lower than the input voltage. In addition, reverse polarity at the 
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output can be provided if necessary. The capacitor can be charged or discharged through various 
paths formed by the controlled switches. Four switches, three diodes, and one switched capacitor 
can be used for a typical SCC. SCC can have a large voltage conversion ratio with very high effi-
ciency, and therefore, they appear to be well suited for automotive applications [36–39].

An example of a battery/UC combination through SCC is provided in Figure 8.14.
On the basis of the circuit configuration shown in Figure 8.14, battery energy can be delivered to 

the load side by buck mode operation and the battery can be recharged by boost mode operation. In 
buck mode, switches S1 and S4 are turned ON until capacitor C is charged to some desired voltage 
level less than that of the battery, at which point, C is disconnected from the battery terminal by 
turning switches S1 and S4 OFF and connected to the load by turning switch S2 ON to transfer its 
stored energy through S2 and diode D4. In boost mode, C can be charged from the load side through 
D2 and S4. After this stage, the S3 and D1 become the operating switches and the energy in C is dis-
charged to the battery side. This control strategy offers control simplicity, continuous input current 
waveform in both modes of operation, and low source current ripple [33].

As shown in Figure 8.14, the battery is interfaced to the UC terminals through the SCC and the 
UC is directly connected to the DC link. Alternatively, UC and battery positions can be reversed, as 
shown by the dashed lines in Figure 8.14. In addition to these two configurations, the SCC can be 
employed within topologies 2 through 5, as a bidirectional converter, presented in the earlier sections.

8.1.12 topology 12: Coupled induCtor-baSed hybridization arChiteCture

The system layout of this hybrid battery/UC architecture is demonstrated in Figure 8.15 [40]. The 
converter is composed of four switches T1–T4 with their internal diodes D1–D4, battery and UC, a 
DC link capacitor C1, a capacitor in parallel with the battery (C2), and an integrated magnetic struc-
ture with self-inductances L1, L2, and the mutual inductance M. The use of coupled inductors for the 
battery/UC combination can further reduce the bidirectional converters’ most bulky and expensive 
components.
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This converter has five main operational modes: Mode-(1) Plug-in AC/DC charging of the energy 
storage devices with buck mode of operation from DC link voltage to the battery and UC. Mode-
(2) Plug-in DC/AC discharging of the energy storage devices with boost mode of operation from 
the battery and UC to the DC link. Mode-(3) Boost mode of operation of the battery and UC to the 
DC link for acceleration, idling, or cruising during driving. Mode-(4) Buck mode of operation from 
DC link to the battery and UC for regenerative braking during driving. Mode-(5) Boost mode of 
operation and buck mode of operation when needed, that is, if the UC’s SoC drops to the minimum 
allowed UC SoC. In plug-in charging, the power flow direction is identical to that of the regenera-
tive braking mode. Therefore, Modes 1 and 4 are similar and the DC link acts as a common DC bus 
in these modes. Correlatively, when discharging energy storage devices in plug-in mode, power is 
transferred from ESS to the DC link with the same power flow direction in the acceleration mode. 
Therefore, Modes 2 and 3 are identical. Consequently, the operational modes can be generalized 
and the number of modes can be reduced to three.

In buck mode of operation for battery and UC, the vehicle can either be grid connected for charg-
ing or in regenerative braking condition. Switch T3, diode D4, and inductor L1 form a buck converter 
from DC link to the battery. When T3 is turned ON, current from DC link passes through T3 and 
L1 while energizing the inductor. When T3 is turned OFF, D4 is ON and the output current is free-
wheeled through D4 and the inductance, decreasing the average current transferred to the battery. 
The current flow path of this operation mode is presented by blue lines in Figure 8.3. Similarly, the 
DC link voltage is stepped down to recharge the UC through the buck converter that is made up of 
switch T1, inductor L2, and diode D2. When T1 is turned ON, power flows through T1 and L2. When it 
is turned OFF, the energy stored in the inductor is freewheeled through D2. In boost mode of opera-
tion for battery and UC discharging, power is delivered from storage devices to the DC link, that 
is, plug-in discharging when grid connected or acceleration, cruising, and idling conditions during 
driving. The battery voltage can be boosted to the DC link by the inductor L1, switch T4, and diode 
D3 that form a step-up converter. When T4 is turned ON, the battery terminals are shorted through 
T4 and L1, while energizing the inductor. When T4 is turned OFF, D3 turns ON and the energy is 
stored in the inductor, and the battery is transferred through D4 to the DC link. Similar to the bat-
tery discharging, inductor L2, switch T2, and diode D1 make up a boost converter from the UC to 
the DC link. When T2 is turned ON, the inductor L2 is energized and the UC discharges. When T2 
is turned OFF, D1 turns ON and the energy stored in the inductor and the UC power flows through 
D1 to the DC link.

The final operation mode is utilized when the battery is in boost mode and UC is in buck mode. 
It is very unlikely that the UC SoC drops below the minimum allowed value, since UC gains energy 
transiently when the load level decreases or a regenerative braking occurs. Therefore, this mode of 
operation is included as a fail-safe measure. If by any chance, the UC SoC drops to its minimum 
limit, the battery supplies power to the DC link while the UC retrieves power from the DC link. In 
this way, both the load demand is met and the UC is recharged by the battery. Whenever a regenera-
tive braking occurs, the UC captures the available braking energy and this mode gets terminated. 
This mode will naturally end when the UC’s SoC increases above the minimum limit. Table 8.1 
summarizes all the operation modes of the proposed system.

table 8.1
operation modes of the proposed battery/uC Converter

mode source load operation

1 and 4 Grid and regenerative braking Battery and UC Buck for battery and buck for UC

2 and 3 Battery and UC Grid and propulsion Boost for battery and boost for UC

5 Battery Propulsion and UC Boost for battery and buck for UC
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8.2  other energy storage deViCes and systems: Flywheels, 
Compressed air storage systems, and superConduCting 
magnetiC storage systems

As an alternative to the battery/UC hybrid ESS, flywheels, compressed air storage systems, and 
superconducting magnetic storage systems can be incorporated within plug-in hybrid EVs. Although 
these ESS are still being investigated and currently, there are only research-level applications, they 
may be applicable to the plug-in hybrid EVs when they are commercialized due to the characteris-
tics discussed in the following sections.

8.2.1 FlyWheel eSS

Unlike batteries and UCs, a flywheel stores energy in a kinetic device rather than in an electro-
chemical or electrostatic device. A flywheel designed for an energy storage application is basically 
a large rotating disk with a very high moment of inertia, designed to spin at very high speeds—from 
20,000 to 50,000 rpm. Stored kinetic energy can be converted into electricity, or electricity can be 
converted into kinetic energy. A motor/generator is typically coupled to the flywheel, or the fly-
wheel rotor itself is used as the motor/generator rotor, to convert kinetic energy into electric energy 
or electric energy into kinetic energy. In motoring mode, the electric machine increases the stored 
kinetic energy within the flywheel by simply increasing its speed, and in generating mode, the elec-
tric machine’s shaft is mechanically driven by the flywheel, sapping energy [41]. Whenever power 
is drawn through the generator by the electrical system of the vehicle, it extracts energy from the 
flywheel by decreasing its rotational speed, and whenever excess needs to be dumped into the stor-
age medium, its speed is increased. To increase the energy storage capacity in a flywheel system, 
the moment of inertia (a physical characteristic related to mass and geometry), or the maximum 
rated speed of rotation may be increased. Owing to their smaller size and the fact that stored energy 
increases as the square of rotational speed, high-speed flywheels are more preferable for automo-
tive applications than the low-speed flywheels. However, high-speed flywheels must be isolated in a 
vacuum to reduce the windage and ventilation losses, and mechanical bearings—the other mode of 
energy losses in a flywheel system—should be replaced with contactless magnetic bearings so that 
the system floats on a “cushion” of electromagnetic force. These bearings are still being researched 
as practical replacements for mechanical bearings as a means to reduce the friction losses [42].

As is the case with other energy storage devices, safety is a concern that must be addressed when 
using flywheels. Since flywheels are high-speed devices, containment vessels are used in case of 
mechanical rotor failures, and flywheels are inherently designed to fail in some manner other than 
by flying apart. The other drawbacks are that they are relatively large, and heavy systems and rota-
tional energy losses limit the long-term storage capabilities. Although size can be reduced as the 
speed is increased (with a maximum of about 1,00,000 rpm), this option would also increase the 
rotational losses and self-discharge (slowing down).

The advantages of flywheel storage devices are that they have a long rated life (typically 20 years 
[43]), can deliver large amounts of energy in a very short time, and are free of the deep discharge 
and high cycle count issues that tend to plague batteries. The power that can be delivered to/from a 
flywheel is limited only by the electric machine that is mechanically connected to it. Flywheels have 
been considered for large vehicles such as buses, trucks, and high-speed rail locomotives where the 
battery costs are inherently high [41]. A schematic example of the implementation of a flywheel ESS 
is shown in Figure 8.16.

In Figure 8.16, the electrical energy storage devices are shown in a generalized form that can 
be the representation of any of the hybridization topologies discussed earlier, and with the addi-
tion of a flywheel, it may be possible to include only one of these electrical storage systems into a 
design. Since the vehicle provides a common DC link, the flywheel can be connected to this DC 
link through a bidirectional DC/AC converter and a high-speed electric machine. Whenever there 
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is a surplus of braking or buffering energy, it can be delivered to the flywheel by operating the 
machine in motoring mode and the converter in inverter mode, and whenever the energy stored 
in the flywheel is needed for propulsion, the machine is operated in generator mode and the con-
verter is operated in rectifier mode [43–46]. Permanent magnet synchronous machines are typi-
cally preferred to drive flywheels due to their high-speed operation capability and control and drive 
simplicity [47]. The inputs to the power management strategy can be simply flywheel speed, torque 
demand on the vehicle, engine power, and power from electrical energy storage devices. From these 
variables, the power from/to flywheel can be controlled accordingly.

As an alternative to this electrical connection of flywheels through a power electronic converter 
and an electric machine, flywheels can also be mechanically coupled to the traction drive. However, 
in this mechanical case, they cannot be actively controlled to deliver or capture a certain amount of 
power; instead, they would only help torque-ripple cancelation as a passive flywheel [48].

8.2.2 CompreSSed air-pumped hydrauliCS-baSed Storage SyStem

Compressed air or pump storage devices may also be promising candidates for future energy 
storage solutions in PEVs. These storage alternatives have a much longer lifetime than batter-
ies, typically 75 years for pumped hydro and 40 years for compressed air cases [49], and have 
comparable efficiency ratings of around 75%–80%. In addition to the high efficiency and long 
lifetime, they are more environmentally friendly as they do not produce problematic waste materi-
als. Compressed air and pump storage device sizes vary greatly and can be implemented in both 
ultra-large facilities [50] and small applications using mechanical/hydraulic conversion with the 
liquid piston technique [49]. A simple implementation of a compressed air storage system for PEVs 
is given in Figure 8.17.

The compressed air-based potential energy storage devices can be interfaced to the common DC 
link through a motor/generator and a bidirectional DC/AC–AC/DC converter. Electrochemical stor-
age devices such as batteries and UCs can still be employed within the vehicular power system, but 
since the compressed air storage system offers high-energy capacity and density, it could replace the 
batteries entirely. However, a storage device with higher power density and faster response, that is, 
UCs, is still needed for situations involving hard braking and quick acceleration. During the energy 
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storage process, the converter is operated in inverter mode and the electric machine is operated as 
a motor. The motor drives a pneumatic air pump that operates as a compressor and fills the vessel 
with pressurized air.

Whenever power is needed from the compressed air storage system, the converter is operated 
in rectifier mode and the electric machine is operated as a generator. In this mode, the pneumatic 
machine is driven directly by the compressed air that expands and is released from the air vessel. 
The pneumatic machine then drives a generator and power is supplied to the DC link via the power 
electronic converter. The power electronic converter and the valve of the air vessel are controlled 
based on the mode of operation and the amount of power that is to be delivered to/from compressed 
air storage system.

The main drawback of the pneumatic storage system is its low efficiency when compared to 
hydraulics-based storage systems. This is mainly due to the inefficiency of the compressor motor/
pump. Therefore, oil-hydraulics/pneumatics-based ESS can be implemented to achieve higher 
efficiency and energy-density levels [49,51,52]. Hydraulic motors have exceptionally high-energy 
conversion efficiency and can achieve higher energy densities in storage applications due to their 
high-pressure ratings. These systems employ piston vessels or a high-pressure bladder where nitro-
gen is compressed by injecting high-pressure fluid (oil) in the body or in the shell using a piston or 
membrane as a gas/liquid separation medium. Combining gas pressurizing (pneumatics) and fluid 
compression (hydraulics), one produces a hydro-pneumatic storage system [49]. The operating prin-
ciple of the hydro-pneumatic storage system for a PEV is provided in Figure 8.18.

The hydro-pneumatic system operating principle is very similar to that of the compressed air 
storage system. The major difference is that the hydraulic pump/motor, to compress the nitrogen 
gas, pumps oil rather than directly pressurizing the air. The most significant challenge with the com-
pressed liquid/air systems is the relatively large size and the high number of components involved. 
This increases the cost and reduces the overall efficiency in vehicular applications.

8.2.3 SuperConduCting magnetiC eSS

Superconducting magnetic energy storage systems (SMES) can store electric energy in the form of 
magnetic energy. SMES are capable of transferring large amounts of power quickly in both charge 
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and discharge directions, and their efficiency is very high with a charge–discharge efficiency of over 
95% [53]. Moreover, a relatively small magnet can be employed. Although the power density is high 
but the energy density is not very high, the battery energy storage devices cannot be completely 
eliminated in most of the cases. However, SMES can offer a suitable replacement for UCs.

As in battery/UC combined operation, battery/SMES combinations also provide high-power and 
high-energy density without any rotating parts [54–56]. Since batteries are still the main energy 
storage device, the size and cost of the SMES can be kept relatively low and this hybrid ESS can 
be made applicable to plug-in vehicles. Longer life and higher efficiency are the other advantages 
of hybrid battery/SMES system. As stated in Reference 57, when subjected to fast transients and 
repeated charge–discharge pulses, batteries present technical problems such as reduced efficiency, 
degradation, and overheating. Although UCs can mitigate these problems by providing energy dur-
ing fast, high-demand transients, their energy density is very low and they are not a practical choice 
as the sole energy storage device for a PEV. With proper design, SMES may replace both batteries 
and UCs [57]. However, SMES devices present the major drawback of needing to be operated at 
very low temperatures for their coils to act as a superconducting material and reduce ohmic losses. 
For refrigeration and device containment, a cryogenic system must be constructed, the complexity 
and refrigeration power of which reduces the overall system efficiency and ease of implementation, 
and is a serious drawback to the commercial viability of vehicle-scale SMES systems. This refrig-
eration energy can be obtained through a closed-cycle system, that is, cryocooling, or cooling can be 
provided through evaporation of a suitable cryogenic liquid such as helium, nitrogen, or neon [57], 
and for vehicular applications, these are serious challenges that prevent the use of SMES. The use of 
high-temperature superconductors would make the SMES cost-effective and more efficient due to 
the reductions in refrigeration needs, but high-temperature superconducting material developments 
are still in the research and development stages [58,59].

To achieve the best possible performance with least cost, several factors should be considered for 
the design of SMES systems with coil configuration, structure, operating temperature, and energy 
and power capabilities being some of these key factors [58,60]. Energy/mass ratio, Lorentz forces 
(the force due to the electromagnetic field), and stray magnetic field are the parameters between 
which a compromise must be made for a stable, reliable, and economic SMES system. The SMES 
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coil can be toroidal or solenoidal; the solenoid coil type is preferred due to its simplicity and manu-
facturing cost-effectiveness, although toroids may be more suitable for small-scale applications [53]. 
Inductance wiring and the rating of the power electronic converter limit the maximum power (volt-
age and current) that can be drawn or injected from/to SMES system.

A typical implementation of an SMES to PEVs is shown in Figure 8.19. Although the battery and 
UC are shown in the system, UCs can be eliminated as mentioned earlier. In this configuration, a 
power electronic converter is used for SMES utilization.

During charging, switches S1 and S2 are turned ON allowing positive current to flow and increas-
ing the voltage of the superconducting magnet, storing energy. By keeping S1 turned ON and S2 
OFF, the energy stored in the magnet will circulate through S1–SM–D1, shorting the SM. Since it 
is composed of a superconducting material, energy can be stored by circulating the current through 
this path with only the circuit losses being those caused by the internal resistances of the switch and 
diode. During discharging mode, both switches, S1 and S2, are turned OFF and the diodes become 
forward biased such that stored energy is transferred to the DC link. During discharge, it is possible 
to stop the flow of energy and switch back to the energy storage mode by keeping S1 OFF and turn-
ing S2 ON. In this case, the current of the superconducting magnet will circulate through the path 
SM–S2–D2 and no energy transfer will occur since the SM is shorted through its own terminals.

The other drawback to the practical implementation of an SMES system is that, although the coil 
is superconducting, the switches are not ideal; therefore, the charge/discharge current will gradually 
decrease due to semiconductor losses in energy-storing mode. By using switches with low internal 
resistances and applying soft switching or switching loss recovery techniques, higher efficiencies 
can be achieved, but parasitic losses can never be completely eliminated.

8.3 ConClusions

In this chapter, different topologies offering the combined operation of several ESS have been 
reviewed. In total, 12 possible hybridization topologies are described for the combined operation of 
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batteries and UCs. The advantages and drawbacks of the passive parallel connection, UC/battery, 
battery/UC, cascaded converters, parallel converters, multiinput converters, dual-active-bridge con-
verters, dual-source converters, interleaved converters, and SCC have all been highlighted. In addi-
tion, kinetic, potential, and magnetic ESS such as flywheels, compressed air/pumped hydraulics, and 
SMES devices have been described along with possible implementation scenarios, including advan-
tages and disadvantages for plug-in hybrid EVs. Although there is no commercially manufactured 
plug-in hybrid vehicle powered by batteries and UCs together in the market so far, the hybridization 
of these energy storage devices has shown to be academically and analytically very beneficial in 
terms of battery life, vehicle performance, and fuel economy. However, the hybridization of energy 
storage devices is a challenging, multivariable problem requiring appropriate sizing and control of 
power-sharing strategies. Furthermore, nontraditional forms of ESS can be promising candidates for 
plug-in hybrid EVs due their longer lifetime, efficiency, and high specific power and energy densi-
ties, and further research and development of these technologies may produce some unforeseen ideal 
combination of energy density, power availability, efficiency, and easy if implemented in the future.

8.4 simulations and analyses oF hybrid ess topologies For peVs

In this section, three examples of hybridization topologies for the combined operation of batteries 
and UCs have been modeled and simulated. First, the passive parallel configuration topology is 
simulated; second, battery/UC cascaded and connected converters topology; and third, the parallel 
connected multiconverters configuration, making a case for the effectiveness and feasibility of each 
topology through the discussion that follows.

For the simulations, a portion of the urban dynamometer-driving schedule (UDDS) is used for 
the time interval t = [690, 760]. This driving cycle period of 80 s includes acceleration, braking, and 
idling conditions for the vehicle. For the analysis, a plug-in version of Toyota Prius has been used, 
and the battery parameters of the Toyota Prius plug-in are given in Table 8.2 [61,62].

For the UC, a BMOD0165 UC module manufactured by Maxwell has been chosen, the param-
eters of which are given in Table 8.3 [63].

Since one of the test topologies calls for a passive parallel connection, the UC voltage should 
be chosen such that it is close to that of the battery. Therefore, seven BMOD0165 modules are 

table 8.3
maxwell bmod0165 uC parameters

parameter Value

Nominal capacitance 165 F

Rated voltage 48.6 V

Equivalent series resistance 6.3 mΩ
Peak current 1970 A

table 8.2
toyota prius peV battery parameters

parameter Value

Battery type Lithium ion

Rated voltage 345.6 V

Rated energy capacity 5.2 kWh

Rated Coulomb capacity 15.04 Ah

Internal resistance 0.56104 Ω
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connected in series, resulting in 23.57 F capacitance, 340.2 V rated terminal voltage, and 44.1 mΩ 
of internal series resistance.

8.4.1 Simulation and analySiS oF paSSiVe parallel ConFiguration

In this configuration, the battery and UC are connected directly in parallel without any interfacing 
converter in between, and the common battery/UC terminals are connected to the DC link through 
a bidirectional converter. The power demand for the vehicle has been obtained through powertrain 
system analysis toolkit (PSAT) simulations considering a typical mid-size sedan vehicle configured 
as a PEV. Since the motor drive voltage is almost constant, the power demand of the vehicle can 
be divided by the DC link voltage to obtain the motor drive current, and the motor drive and load 
demand variation have therefore been modeled and implemented as a controlled current source.

During the simulation, the reference DC link voltage was selected as 400 V and the bidirectional 
converter was controlled through a double-loop voltage and current controller. A proportional–integral 
(PI) controller was used in the voltage loop, while a peak current mode controller was used in the cur-
rent loop, as shown in Figure 8.20.

The load current for the t = [690, 760] time interval varies, as shown in Figure 8.21. As shown, 
this load current includes positive and negative current variations, simulating acceleration, and 
braking conditions. On the basis of this load current variation, the bidirectional converter is con-
trolled such that it maintains a constant DC link voltage while supplying power from sources during 
acceleration, and recharging them during braking. The battery and UC current variations are given 
in Figures 8.22 and 8.23, respectively.

As shown in Figures 8.22 and 8.23, the battery inherently supplies a smoother current profile in 
comparison to the UC due to its slower dynamics. However, since there is no interface that controls the 
battery current, its current has some fluctuations that could likely be eliminated by other connection 
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Figure 8.21 Load current variation.
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topologies. Owing to the voltage balance between the battery and UC, battery current varies automati-
cally to maintain similar terminal voltage with the UC at all times. If the UC voltage was higher than 
the battery voltage due to some large braking energy recovery, the battery current would reverse direc-
tion, but here, only the UC receives power from the application of regenerative braking.

The SoC variations of the battery and UC are given in Figures 8.24 and 8.25, respectively.
The initial SoCs for both battery and UC were selected as 90%. Since the battery voltage is higher 

than the UC, the battery is always discharging as explained for the current variations. However, the 
SoC of the UC is sometimes increasing as it is recharged during braking conditions, that is, the 
negative current variations of the UC.
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Figure 8.22 Battery current variation in passive parallel topology.
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Figure 8.23 UC current variation in passive parallel topology.
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Figure 8.24 SoC of the battery for passive parallel topology.
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Finally, the DC link voltage variation, to which the motor drive inverter is connected, is given in 
Figure 8.26. As observed from Figure 8.26, the DC link voltage varies steadily around the 400-V 
reference set point. During high-power demands and operation mode changes of the bidirectional 
converter, the voltage fluctuations increase. For this topology and control strategy, the maximum 
voltage seen at the DC link is 405.3 V with a minimum of 395.2 V, and therefore, a maximum 
amplitude of the voltage fluctuation of 2.5% over the simulation period.

8.4.2 SimulationS and analySiS oF CaSCaded ConVerterS topology

In this configuration, the battery is connected to the UC through a bidirectional converter and the 
UC is connected to the DC link through another bidirectional converter; therefore, the battery, 
converter 1, UC, and converter 2 are all in cascade connection. The same drive cycle over the same 
time interval was used for load modeling in this topology as in the previous simulation, with the DC 
link voltage reference kept at 400 V. For the UC controls, a double-loop controller is employed for 
DC link voltage regulation, and for the battery controls, only a peak current mode controller is used. 
The reference current for the battery can be obtained as

 
I

V I
V

G sbatt
load load

batt
LP

* ( )= ×

 
(8.1)

where Ibatt
*  is the battery reference current, Vload and Iload are the instantaneously measured DC link 

voltage and current, and Vbatt is the battery terminal voltage, which is nearly constant during the whole 
drive cycle. The transfer function represented by GLP(s) is a low-pass Bessel filter that is applied to 
eliminate any spikes and fast transients from the battery reference current. These fast transients come 
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Figure 8.25 SoC of the UC for passive parallel topology.
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Figure 8.26 DC link (load bus) voltage variation for passive parallel topology.
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inherently from the variation in instantaneously measured load current, and by employing this filter, 
the battery current can be smoother and the stress on the battery is reduced since there is an additional 
converter regulating the battery current. The battery current controller is depicted in Figure 8.27.

The load current drawn from the DC link varies in the same manner as shown in Figure 8.21, 
and vehicle specifications and battery and UC parameters are the same as in the previous example. 
On the basis of this load current variation, the UC’s bidirectional converter is controlled such that 
it maintains a constant DC link voltage. The bidirectional converter connected to the battery is 
controlled so that the battery supplies the average load demand to the converter’s output. Whenever 
the DC link sees a reference voltage >400 V, both converters are controlled to change their modes 
of operation from boost to buck so that the braking energy can be recovered back into the storage 
devices. The battery and UC current variations are given in Figures 8.28 and 8.29, respectively.

From Figures 8.28 and 8.29, the battery current ripples are reduced due to the control strategy 
employed. Moreover, the power contribution is greater as compared to the previous topology since 
the battery current is actively controlled, allowing it to slowly supply the actual load demands. A 
benefit of this configuration is that, at any time, a limitation can be placed on the maximum allow-
able battery current to reduce the battery contribution and allow the UC to supply more power to the 
DC link to maintain the 400-V regulation. In this topology, the current ripple of the UC is greater 
than in the simpler passive parallel connection, but since it can successfully supply these current 
variations without seeing a shorter life span, this is not an issue for the UC.

The SoC variations of the battery and UC are given in Figures 8.30 and 8.31, respectively.
In this configuration, the battery is utilized in a manner similar to the passive parallel case. 

Therefore, the SoC usage window for the UC is smaller since it continually receives charge from the 
battery. However, since the battery contributes more, its SoC decreases more quickly in comparison 
to the passive parallel case.
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Figure 8.27 Battery current controller.
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Figure 8.28 Battery current variation in cascaded converters topology.
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The DC link voltage variation for the cascaded converters configuration is represented in Figure 
8.32. As seen from the figure, the DC link voltage varies around the 400-V reference set point, and 
during high-power demands and operation mode changes of the bidirectional converters, voltage 
fluctuations become more apparent. For this topology and control strategy, the DC link voltage 
reaches a maximum of 405.0 V and a minimum of 395.3 V. Therefore, the maximum amplitude of 
the voltage fluctuation has been calculated as 2.4% over the simulation period.

Since this configuration employs an individual DC/DC converter for the battery, it has the built-
in flexibility of tuning and manipulating battery current controls. Therefore, a rate limiter and a 
saturation limiter can be implemented within the battery current control loop: the rate limiter will 
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Figure 8.30 SoC of the battery for cascaded converters topology.
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Figure 8.31 SoC of the UC for cascaded converters topology.
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Figure 8.29 UC current variation in cascaded converters topology.
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limit the slope of the battery reference current, while the saturation limiter will limit the battery 
current magnitude. The implementation of rate and saturation limiters into the battery controller is 
shown in Figure 8.33.

The rate limiter applied here has a rising slew rate of +0.1 and a falling slew rate of −0.1 placed 
on the rising and falling rates of the battery current. At the same time, the saturation block limits 
the maximum battery reference current by +50 A and negative battery reference current by −50 A to 
ensure the further reduction of battery stress and maximum battery charge and discharge current. In 
this case, the current variations of the battery and UC are recorded as given in Figures 8.34 and 8.35.

The battery current given in Figure 8.34 resulted from implementation of the rate and satura-
tion limiters within the battery current control loop. This modification improves the battery current 
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Figure 8.32 DC link (load bus) voltage variation for the cascaded converters topology.
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Figure 8.34 Battery current variation with modified controls.
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waveform by eliminating the natural high slew rates of the load current (see Figure 8.28 vs. Figure 
8.34). Moreover, maximum charge and discharge current rates can be defined and battery protection 
can be realized. In this case, the UC tends to vary faster in time and larger in amplitude (see Figure 
8.29 vs. Figure 8.35), but again, the selected UC should be capable of supplying this type of current 
demand. Since the battery usage is reduced and more power is supplied from the UC, the modified 
current controller affects the SoC variations, as shown in Figures 8.36 and 8.37.

Figures 8.36 and 8.37 show that the battery SoC remains higher (see and compare Figure 8.30) 
while UC SoC drops more drastically (see and compare Figure 8.31) since the battery response to 
power-throughput demands is reduced and the UC must deliver more power to the DC link to regu-
late its voltage during transients.

While using any of the topologies discussed, whenever the UC SoC falls below a certain point, 
the battery controller should bring it above a certain point while supplying the load demands at 
the same time. A typical lower limit for the UC can be selected as 20%. Although a deep dis-
charge does not tend to be a problem for UCs, such a limitation would prevent the associated DC/
DC converter from operating in extreme voltage conversion ratios. Moreover, a fully discharged 
UC would draw an excessive high current at the initial charging if the charge current is not appro-
priately controlled.

The DC link voltage for this topology with a modification allowing for current limiting of bat-
tery is presented in Figure 8.38. Since the UC supplies more power to maintain constant DC link 
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Figure 8.36 SoC of the battery for cascaded converters topology with modified controls.
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Figure 8.35 UC current variation with modified controls of battery.
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voltage, the resulting DC link voltage sees slightly more voltage ripple in comparison to the previ-
ous configurations. The maximum DC link voltage for this simulation was 405.2 V with a minimum 
of 395.2 V, and therefore a max/min ripple percentage of 2.5%.

8.4.3 Simulation and analySiS oF parallel-ConneCted multiConVerterS topology

In this configuration, the battery is connected to the DC link through a bidirectional converter and 
the UC is connected to the same DC link through another bidirectional converter. The battery and 
UC are therefore connected to the common DC link in parallel through their individual converters 
as shown earlier. The same drive cycle was used for load modeling over the same time interval of 
the previous simulations, the DC link voltage reference was kept the same, and the same strategies 
were applied for the battery and UC control loops.

The battery and UC current variations are given in Figures 8.39 and 8.40, respectively.
Owing to the battery current control strategy used here and to the parallel-connected individ-

ual battery DC/DC converter, the battery current has been further smoothed with reduced current 
ripples. Although the battery current is limited to be within [−50, +50] A, the battery current stays 
less than the maximum limit due to the Bessel reference current filter and rising–falling slew rate 
limiter controller. The only trade-off for having less distortion with the battery current is having 
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Figure 8.37 SoC of the UC with modified controls of the battery.
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Figure 8.38 DC link voltage variation after modified battery current controls.
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huge fluctuations with the UC current. However, the UC is capable of supplying these types of cur-
rent profiles without sacrificing lifetime and performance.

The SoC variations of the battery and UC are recorded as shown in Figures 8.41 and 8.42, 
respectively.

From Figures 8.41 and 8.42, it can be observed that the battery is utilized less and maintains a 
higher SoC at the end of the drive cycle. Since the UC makes a greater contribution, another mode 
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Figure 8.39 Battery current with parallel converters topology.
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of operation could be employed such that the battery recharges the UC whenever the UC SoC drops 
below a certain lower limit. The last result for this topology is shown in Figure 8.43 that is the DC 
link voltage variation.

Since both UC and its individual parallel converter are controlled to maintain a constant DC link 
voltage, the DC link voltage has a much smaller voltage ripple than in the previous configurations. 
In this case, the DC link voltage sees a maximum of 400.7 V and a minimum of 397.6 V, resulting 
in a maximum ripple percentage of 0.8%.

8.4.4 ConCluSionS

This section presented simulations of battery/UC-based hybrid ESS including passive parallel con-
nection, cascaded converters configuration, and the parallel-connected converters configuration. 
The results of the analysis of these three topologies have been consolidated for comparison in Table 
8.4. For some comparison criteria, these topologies have been graded by the authors on a points 
scale with 1 indicating the best, 2 indicating the better, and 3 indicating the average.

As presented in Table 8.4, the control system is the simplest for the passive parallel topology 
since there is only one converter current to be regulated. Control of the cascaded converters is more 
complex as there are two converter currents to be controlled, and the addition of current and slew 
rate limiters into the cascaded converters controller is obviously still more complicated. Parallel 
converters also have a similarly high level of complexity but with a bit more freedom in control of 
current magnitude and direction.
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The passive parallel configuration also has the most basic structure. The other converters have a 
similar level of structural complexity as they clearly have a larger number of converters and there-
fore switches, inductors, bus bars, and so on. The total inductor mass of the passive parallel topol-
ogy and of the cascaded converters topology is higher than that of the parallel converters topology. 
In the passive parallel case, 100% of the UC and battery current must pass through a single inductor, 
requiring high-current-rating wiring of the inductor, and in the cascaded converter, the battery con-
verter carries only the battery current, but the UC converter carries the sum of both the battery and 
UC currents. However, in the case of parallel converters, although two inductors are required, their 
sizes are relatively smaller as compared to inductors of the other topologies since each converter 
carries the current of one source and not of the two sources.

When the topologies are compared in terms of cycle-end battery SoC, the parallel converters 
are best because of the battery current profile. However, in this case, the UC is utilized more 
that results in less end of cycle SoC. In the cascaded converters case, the battery sustainably 
recharges the UC; that is, the battery power is transferred to the UC continually; therefore, the 
UC’s cycle-end SoC is more. The highest battery current ripple occurs when using either the 
cascaded converter or the passive parallel converters topology since battery current is not effec-
tively controlled and limited in these topologies. The cascaded converters with manipulated 
controls and the parallel converters inherently provide less battery current ripples and therefore 
prolong battery life.

The cycle-based energy efficiencies are calculated by numerically integrating the battery power, 
UC power, and load power over the drive cycle to obtain the total energy flow from each source to 
the load. Once the energy levels are obtained, the output and input energy relationship defines the 
cycle-based efficiency. In this case, the cascaded converter topology was the least efficient since 
there are two cascaded converters and one of them should carry all of the current (again, battery 
current must pass through two converters). In the passive parallel case, there is only one converter 
that improves the efficiency, but the most efficient topology is that of the parallel converters, since 
each of the energy storage devices has its own converter, and power from a single device must never 
pass through multiple converters. The parallel converters topology is also the best topology in terms 
of DC link voltage variation due to the fact that one of the converters is always utilized to indepen-
dently regulate the DC link voltage.

table 8.4
Comparisons of hybrid ess Configurations

Criteria
passive 
parallel

Cascaded 
Converters

Cascaded (manipulated 
Controls)

parallel 
Converters

Control simplicity 1 2 3 3

Structure complexity 1 2 2 2

Number of converters 1 2 2 2

Number of inductors 1 2 2 2

Total inductor mass 2 3 3 2

Number of transducers 5 6 6 6

Cycle-end battery SoC 86.72% 86.24% 86.66% 87.03%

Cycle-end UC SoC 89.90% 91.91% 90.45% 87.10%

Maximum battery current ripple ~7 A ~9 A ~1.7 A ~1.8 A

Cycle-based topology efficiency 95.24% 90.34% 90.72% 95.25%

Maximum DC link voltage 
variation percentage

2.52% 2.42% 2.51% 0.77%
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PROBLEMS

An UC module has the following specifications:

parameter Value unit
Rated capacitance 63 (F)

Maximum ESRDC 18 (mΩ)

Rated voltage 125 (V)

Absolute maximum voltage 136 (V)

Maximum continuous current at 45°C 240 (A)

Maximum peak current for 1 s, 
nonrepetitive

1800 (A)

Mass 60.5 (kg)

 1. Calculate the stored energy of the UC module.
 2. Calculate the specific energy of the UC module.
 3. Calculate the maximum continuous power and the specific power (watts per kilogram) of 

the UC module.
 4. Verify that the maximum peak current for 1 s is 1800 A as given in the datasheet.
 5. Calculate the amount of energy that the UC releases when it is discharged from 125 to 

100 V.
 6. Assume that this UC module is being discharged with 100 A from initially charged condi-

tion. Calculate the module voltage for 10 and 50 s after the discharge starts.
 7. When this module is discharging at 100 A in constant current discharge mode, how long 

does it take to discharge the UC from 125 to 45 V?
 8. Calculate the discharge current if the UC voltage is reducing from 125 to 75 V in 300 s.
 9. Calculate the power loss if the module is discharged at 10 A of constant current.
 10. Calculate how long does it take to discharge the UC from 125 to 5 V at a constant power 

discharge rate of 1000 W?
  A battery pack has the following specifications:

parameter Value unit
Nominal voltage 360 (V)

Total stored energy 24 (21, total usable) (kWh)

Maximum continuous output power 100 (kW)

Weight 293.93 (kg)

 11. If this battery pack is hybridized with the UC module of which parameters were earlier 
expressed, calculate the power density of the hybrid ESS and state what percent of power 
density has been increased as compared to the battery-alone case according to the IEC 
definition.

 12. Calculate the energy density for the same hybrid configuration.
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3
Solar Powered Charging Stations

Larry E. Erickson, Jackson Cutsor, and Jessica Robinson

When something is important enough, you do it even if the odds are not in 
your favor.

Elon Musk

Solar powered charging stations (SPCSs) are one of the important develop-
ments related to the electrification of transportation. The number of sites 
with SPCSs is increasing because of their value and convenience. In many 
cases, the SPCSs are designed to allow the electricity that is generated to flow 
into the local electrical grid. The solar panels provide shade in the parking 
lot, and the charge station is connected to the grid such that power for charg-
ing EVs is available at all times. At some sites there are batteries for electrical 
storage also. Some sites have battery storage without any grid connection. In 
cases where the power is provided to the EV without any cost to the owner of 
the EV, the charging equipment is simpler than when customers need to pay 
for connecting to the electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE).

Many SPCSs have a concrete base, steel frames and supports, and needed 
electrical components including transformers, wires, and inverters. In many 
cases, there is a payment station with payment software and hardware and 
communication capabilities.

In some locations, there are solar panels in parking lots, but there are no 
charging stations for EVs. These structures have been put in place to produce 
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electricity and provide shade. Some were put in place before there was a 
demand for EVSEs. In these cases, a decision was made to construct the sys-
tem without considering the need for EVSE infrastructure for EVs. There are 
many locations where SPCSs can be used to increase the amount of power 
generated with sustainable energy at competitive prices. Adding sustainable 
energy to the electrical grid with SPCSs has value for society because it is a 
very clean source of energy. These sites can be easily equipped with EVSEs 
when there is a need for them.

Envision Solar International, Inc. (2015) has developed a solar powered 
charge station with battery storage that is designed to be self contained and 
not connected to the electrical grid. This electric vehicle autonomous renew-
able charger can be towed to the site and used immediately. It also can be 
moved to a new site easily. It has 22 kWh of battery storage, which allows 
about one day of energy storage. The 2.3 kW solar array generates approxi-
mately 16 kWh/day, and it has a solar tracker to allow the solar array to fol-
low the sun. This system can be installed at locations where there is no grid 
such as in parks, trail heads, and along roads where tourists may wish to 
stop. See Figure 3.1.

FIGURE 3.1
Solar powered charging system with battery storage available from Envision Solar International. 
(Photo provided by Envision Solar International, Inc.)
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The amount of power that flows from the solar panels over a parking 
space depends on location, area of the panels, and efficiency. For instance, 
in Kansas a reasonable estimate is 16 kWh/day for one parking space. 
If 200 million parking spaces are covered with solar panels, 3.2 billion 
kWh/ day could be generated, which can be compared to 11.2 billion kWh 
generated in the entire United States on an average day (Erickson et al., 
2015). There are more than 200 million vehicles in use in the United States, 
and there are many more parking spaces than vehicles because there are 
always many empty parking spaces at any given time. Sports stadiums, 
church parking lots, shopping centers, and many work sites have empty 
spaces in their parking lots at many times during the week. The avail-
able land for SPCSs, the potential reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, 
and  the reduced use  of water compared to alternatives are metrics that 
favor SPCSs.

This chapter provides an introduction to SPCSs, and it builds on earlier 
papers by Goldin et al. (2014) and Robinson et al. (2014). The SPCS is an ideal 
example of sustainable development and the application of the triple bottom 
line principle: There are social, environmental, and economic benefits associ-
ated with SPCSs.

3.1  Social Benefits of SPCSs

Social benefits include shade, better air quality, and convenience. There are 
personal comfort benefits associated with entering a vehicle that has been 
in the shade on a hot summer day. Goldin et al. (2014) point out that the 
temperature in a car that is in the shade on a hot day may be more than 50°F 
lower. The social value of better air quality because of EVs and SPCSs is a 
benefit that impacts everyone. Economically SPCSs provide construction and 
maintenance jobs and reduce travel costs.

The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions has global benefits while the 
improved urban air quality associated with the transition to EVs and SPCSs 
benefits everyone in the urban area. Quality of life issues are important to 
many people. For example, some people move to the edge of an urban area 
in order to have better air quality.

Convenience is of significant social value to many people. If EV owners are 
able to plug in when they arrive at their parking space at work, when they 
stop at the mall after work, and when they are at home, this will have value 
for them, especially if there is a need to charge the batteries at sites other 
than at home. Constructing SPCSs at many locations will improve conve-
nience for many EV owners. This convenience may help to retain employees, 
attract customers to a store, health club, or restaurant, and encourage pur-
chases of EVs.
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3.2  Environmental Benefits of SPCSs

Environmental benefits include reduced greenhouse gas emissions, better air 
quality in urban environments, and less noise. The transition to SPCSs has 
global environmental benefits because of reduced greenhouse gas emissions. 
The global goal of reducing emissions by 80% by 2050 will require significant 
changes, including the electrification of transportation and the generation of 
most of the electricity using sustainable methods such as solar panels. The 
electricity generated by SPCSs does not have air emissions associated with it. 
Air quality is impacted by emissions associated with coal fire power plants. 
Combustion gases can be controlled; however, there are costs associated with 
this and pollutants that are removed from the air exhaust become pollutants in 
waste water in some cases. There are no significant water requirements associ-
ated with solar energy compared to electricity generated with coal, nuclear, and 
natural gas where cooling water is used and lost to the atmosphere. Petroleum, 
coal, and natural gas production have significant environmental impacts, risks 
of production level spills and contamination, water use is significant, pipelines 
for transportation may rupture, and coal trains may leave the tracks.

A phenomenon affecting large cities is the urban heat island effect. This 
occurs because of a lack of vegetation, massive quantities of heat-absorbing 
materials such as concrete, and tall buildings that alter wind patterns. All 
of these issues make cities one or more degrees centigrade warmer than the 
surrounding rural areas on average. The solar panels on buildings and on 
SPCSs take solar energy and convert it to electrical energy, much like plants 
take light energy and convert it to chemical energy. Since EVs are much 
more efficient compared to cars with internal combustion engines (ICEs), the 
amount of heat generated per mile traveled by transportation is reduced. Per 
mile traveled, the ICE uses about 3 to 4 times as much energy as an EV. These 
two factors reduce the heat island effect.

In the STAR Community Rating System (STAR, 2015), SPCSs and EVs help 
communities meet 12 of 44 objectives, including green infrastructure, ambi-
ent noise, green market development, greenhouse gas mitigation, resource 
efficient public infrastructure, and greening the energy supply. STAR refers 
to Sustainability Tools for Assessing and Rating communities, and the STAR 
system is helpful to communities that want to track their progress toward a 
number of sustainability objectives.

3.3  Economic Benefits

Economically, SPCSs are beneficial on both a local and national level. They 
create temporary construction jobs and employment for those who produce 
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the materials and parts that are used for the construction of the SPCS. There 
is also employment for those who manage and maintain the SPCSs.

Businesses, especially those with large fleets of vehicles, have the poten-
tial to save money by investing in SPCSs and EVs. Delivery vehicles can be 
drastically cheaper to operate with electrical power and with SPCSs can 
potentially be free to fuel after the initial investment has been paid off. The 
operational cost is about 33%–50% of a conventional vehicle if maintenance 
costs are included. The U.S. Postal Service could save on operational costs 
by using EVs and SPCSs. Since the EV does not use much power while it 
is stopped, it is especially efficient for mail delivery. Businesses have other 
reasons to invest, like the green halo effect and employee retention. Free 
charging while at work is an inexpensive benefit for a company to provide. 
People respect businesses that are ecofriendly, and this may help attract and 
keep customers, especially those who appreciate free charging while at the 
business.

The operating and maintenance costs of an EV are less than for an auto 
with an internal combustion engine. Goldin et al. (2014) reported that the 
cost of transportation is least for the Nissan Leaf EV when it is compared 
to several other vehicles. If SPCSs allow an individual to use a Leaf to come 
to work, this has economic value because transportation costs are reduced. 
When it is powered by electricity from solar energy, the Leaf is a very clean 
form of transportation, and this has economic value because the improved 
air quality reduces health costs in urban areas where air quality is impacted 
by transportation emissions. The economic benefits include the greater value 
a vehicle has as a used vehicle when it has been sheltered from the sun regu-
larly. Battery life in EVs may be impacted by high temperature, and shaded 
parking may be beneficial on hot summer days. In the future, solar panel 
costs and battery costs are expected to be less than they are today. Simple, 
inexpensive electric vehicles will have great utility in many parts of the 
world, especially if they can be supported by SPCSs at many locations. For 
instance, Jordan is one of the countries that are moving forward with EVs 
and SPCSs (Ajumni, 2015).

3.4  Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

The equipment that is used to charge electric vehicles includes Level 1, Level 2, 
and high rate EVSE (USDOE, 2013). Level 1 EVSE is for use with a 120 volt 
AC circuit. Most EVs are supplied with a Level 1 charging cord that has an 
automatic stop to terminate charging when the battery is charged. There is 
a standard 120 volt three-prong household plug on one end and a standard 
connector that plugs into the vehicle on the other end. Level 1 charging often 
adds about 5 miles of range or about 2 kWh per hour to the batteries. This 
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rate of charging is about equal to the rate of supply of the solar panels above 
one parking space.

Level 2 EVSE uses a 240 volt supply often with a dedicated 40 amp circuit 
to provide approximately 18 miles of range or about 6 kWh per hour to the 
batteries. In many cases, the connection to the power supply is hard wired 
for safety. It is connected to the vehicle with the same J1772 standard con-
nector as is used for Level 1 charging. The rate of charging depends on the 
charger that is in the vehicle. A 30 amp rate is commonly used.

Level 3 EVSE is often identified as DC fast charging and it is not as stan-
dardized as Level 1 and Level 2. Some EVs such as the Nissan Leaf that 
are equipped to accept DC fast charging have the CHAdeMO connector 
(Herron, 2015). There is also the SAE Combo Charging System (SAE CCS), 
which is used by European companies such as VW and BMW. Tesla has a 
supercharger connector, which is specific to the Tesla, but there is an adapter 
that allows the CHAdeMO connector to be used with the Tesla (Tesla, 2015). 
Herron (2015) has pointed out that the CHAdeMo system was developed in 
Japan while the SAE CCS was developed to meet SAE standards. All three 
systems are available in the United States at many locations. There is a need 
to standardize Level 3 charging (Herron, 2015). Most DC fast chargers are 
designed to provide rapid direct current charging over a 20–30 min time 
period with a final charge that is about 3/4 of a full charge. With fast charg-
ing 50–70 miles of range are added in 20 min.

There are many places where the EVSE system does not need to accept 
credit cards or identification cards. In places where the EVSE needs to pro-
cess credit charges, there are many systems that are able to do this. When a 
credit card is used, there are often some transaction costs that must be paid. 
These can be a substantial part of the total bill when the cost of charging is 
modest.

3.5  Locations for SPCSs

There are three important variations for locations for SPCSs: home, along 
travel routes, and where drivers stop for an hour or more. Many EV owners 
will have a charge station at home. This may involve solar panels on a roof 
or car port. Recently, rapid charging EVSEs have been installed along some 
interstate highways. Tesla Motors has a network of these in the United States 
and in Europe. The Tesla high rate EVSE system includes solar panels and 
batteries for energy storage. Because of the expense associated with rapid 
charging from the electrical grid, the rapid charging is accomplished using 
the stored energy in the batteries. There is no charge for Tesla owners to 
use these charge stations. The third location for SPCSs is where individu-
als stop for an hour or more, and work sites are the most common of these. 
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It is becoming increasingly common for work sites to have SPCSs. Other 
locations where SPCSs may be installed include malls, hotels, gyms, eating 
establishments, stadiums, parks, churches, and zoos. Service stations may 
also install SPCSs.

The installation of SPCSs at many locations will help address the range 
anxiety that affects sales of EVs. If EV owners have a large number of SPCSs 
at many locations that are available to them, this will allow EVs to be used 
for more trips. If there were 200 million SPCSs in the United States with an 
appropriate mix of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 SPCSs, the range anxiety 
issue would be reduced. Many SPCSs that are connected to the grid can be 
very beneficial even if they are seldom used for EV charging because they 
are generating clean electricity for the electrical grid.

As EV use grows and demand for SPCSs increases, one variation that is 
anticipated to become popular is a canopy of solar panels such that entire 
parking lots are filled with SPCSs. The cost of construction and connection 
to the grid is less per SPCS when there are many SPCSs. The shaded park-
ing is appreciated by all who park in the lot. Free Level 1 charging can be 
offered by installing 110 volt receptacles. It is important to be able to use, 
store, or sell all of the electricity that is generated. When there is a large array 
of solar panels, there may be opportunities to collect and manage rain water 
to reduce flooding and make use of the water at a later time.

For homes, garages, and apartment buildings, the solar panels can be 
mounted to the roof and the charge station equipment can be in the garage 
or near a parking space along the side of the building. There may be energy 
storage as well because it can provide electrical power when there is failure 
in the grid supplied power. This can also be a source of power at night when 
the solar panels are not producing power. Homes may be the most popu-
lar location for SPCSs. Having an EV makes solar panels more attractive for 
homeowners and having solar panels makes owning an EV more attractive. 
With time-of-use prices, it may even be best to have excess power produced 
by the solar panels flow into the grid during the day and then charge the EV 
with cheaper grid power at night.

3.6  Energy Storage

As the cost of batteries decreases, there will be greater use of energy storage 
in parking lots with SPCSs and EVSE. Solar energy is available during the 
day, but not at night. The ability to store electrical energy in batteries has 
value because it can then be used at a later time when demand is higher. 
As the sun sets, electrical power needs are often significant (as many peo-
ple arrive at home after work), and this is a time when stored energy might 
be used. Stored energy allows the parking lot operator greater flexibility to 
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serve the needs of those who wish to charge their vehicles. With time-of-use 
prices for electricity, there may be economic benefits of storage that help to 
pay for the cost of the batteries that are used for storage.

One of the opportunities for energy storage is to take the older batter-
ies from EVs and use them for energy storage in parking lots with SPCSs. 
The cost of batteries is going down as new developments are commercial-
ized and companies are finding efficiencies. In 2015, battery costs were about 
$300/kWh (Nykvist and Nilsson, 2015); they are expected to decrease to about 
$125/kWh by 2022 (USDOE, 2014). As the price of batteries decreases and the 
percentage of electricity from solar and wind energy generation increases, 
there will be more battery storage. Time of use prices provide incentives for 
energy storage in EV batteries and those in parking lots and other locations.

3.7  Business Models for SPCSs

Robinson et al. (2014) describe several business models for SPCSs. The Tesla 
model is to provide a needed infrastructure with free fast DC charging with 
the expectation that this will help sales of Tesla cars. As of May 2015, there 
were more than 400 Tesla Supercharger stations (Richard, 2015). A photo of a 
Tesla Supercharger station is shown in Figure 3.2. Many employers presently 

FIGURE 3.2
This Tesla Supercharger is an example of an SPCS. Solar panels are on the overhead structure 
with the charging station below. (Photographed by Tesla Press. Tesla Presskit. Tesla Motors. n.p., 
2015. Web. Jan. 14, 2016. https://teslamotors.app.box.com/pressfiles.)
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provide free parking for their employees. It is logical to extend this fringe 
benefit to free charging of EVs, and some employers have done this. If an 
employee drives 40 miles to get to work, the cost of charging the batteries 
at 12 cents per kWh would be about $1.60 for an efficiency of 3 miles/kWh. 
If the installation of the SPCS system costs $10,000/parking place, and it is 
used 250 days per year for 20 years, the cost per day is $2.00/day. If 16 kWh 
are generated and 13.3 are used to charge the vehicle, 2.7 kWh enter the grid. 
All 16 kWh enter the grid on days when there are no vehicles being charged.

The concept of free EV charging for employees while at work could be jus-
tified as an incentive to encourage EV purchases because of the importance 
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. For example, the federal government 
could add SPCSs to its parking lots and provide free charging in the lots.

In many cases the employer can make use of any electricity that flows into 
the company grid from the SPCSs. As the number of SPCSs increases, there 
may be a need to make provisions for electricity to flow into the electrical 
grid that is managed by the electric utilities. Presently, electricity that is gen-
erated by solar energy has above average value when time-of-use prices are 
considered. The lowest prices are at night, and the highest prices are in the 
late afternoon. On a normal working day, EV owners can plug in when they 
arrive at work. In the afternoon when most cars are charged, there will be 
power to flow to the grid from the SPCSs at an above average price if time-
of-use prices are used.

For workplace charging, Level 1 and Level 2 charging are sufficient for 
those workers who park their vehicle for 8 hours or more while they are 
at work. For those who have a 1-hour commute to work, the vehicle can be 
nearly completely charged during a full work day with Level 1 charging. For 
some company vehicles, there may be a need for fast charging if the vehicle 
is used for business purposes during the day.

In cities, there may be public parking lots where SPCSs can be added or 
installed when a new parking lot is constructed. There are several options 
for SPCSs in public parking lots. Where there is free parking, there can be 
free use of the charge stations as well. This can be paid for through a sales 
tax or the same source of funds that is used to maintain the free parking. 
Where there is metered parking, the cost of charging can be recovered from 
the meter income. In parking garages, the cost of charging can be included in 
the parking fees. Here the solar panels may be on top of the garage. Another 
alternative is to allow the local electric utility to construct and operate the 
SPCSs and collect income from use of the charge station. This may require 
the utility to work with the regulatory organization that determines their 
rates to approve a special rate for sale of electricity at SPCSs.

Volta (2015) is a company that sells advertising and provides free EV 
charging. The idea of using advertising income to help pay for SPCSs can 
be implemented in many locations and parking lots. The listed price for an 
SPCS marketed by EcoVantage with Level 2 charging, advertising panels, 
and LED lights is $17,445 (EcoVantage, 2015).
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Envision Solar (2015) markets a solar tree that has solar panels with a tree 
structure that is 35 feet × 35 feet and tracks the sun. It shades 6–8 park-
ing spaces and generates sufficient electricity for about 700 e-miles each day. 
It can be installed with or without grid connections, battery storage, and 
advertising space. Because it tracks the sun, it generates more electricity per 
unit area than a stationary system.

In some work environments, the employees may need to pay for the cost 
of the SPCSs. One approach to doing this is to make use of parking permits 
that allow the user to park in the shade of the SPCS and plug in to the EVSE. 
In this case, the income from the permits and the electricity that flows into 
the grid needs to be sufficient to pay for the SPCSs.

3.8  Life Cycle Analysis of SPCSs

Life cycle analysis (LCA) has been used to make comparisons that look at all 
aspects of a new process or product. Engholm et al. (2013) have completed an 
LCA of an SPCS. The LCA shows that the SPCS is a very good and appropri-
ate product when greenhouse gas emissions are considered. There is a need 
for electrical energy to produce the solar panels, but the amount is much 
smaller than the energy generated by the solar panels over their estimated 
life. If the electrical power that is needed to produce the solar panels comes 
from wind or solar energy, then the LCA is even more positive.

When there are new developments that result in modernization or replace-
ment of SPCSs, many parts of the SPCS can be recycled. During the next 
30 years, progress in solar energy development should lead to more efficient 
solar panels that make it appropriate to upgrade the SPCSs.

3.9  Conclusions

One way to have green electricity for EVs is to fill parking lots with SPCSs. 
There are social, environmental, and economic reasons for installing SPCSs 
and there are presently many SPCSs in the United States and some other 
countries. As prices of batteries come down, there will be more battery 
storage of electricity generated by SPCSs. The most popular locations for 
SPCSs are homes, places of employment, shopping malls, and along major 
highways.
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1
Environmental Impact and History of Modern
Transportation

The development of internal combustion (IC) engine vehicles, and especially automobiles, is
one of the greatest achievements of modern technology. Automobiles have made great con-
tributions to the growth of modern society by satisfying many of the needs for mobility in
everyday life. The rapid development of the automotive industry, unlike that of any other
industry, has prompted the progress of human beings from a primitive society to a highly
developed industrial one. The automobile industry and the other industries that serve it
constitute the backbone of the world’s economy and employ the greatest share of the
working population.
However, the large number of automobiles in use around the world has caused and con-

tinues to cause serious problems for the environment and human life. Air pollution, global
warming, and the rapid depletion of the Earth’s petroleum resources are now problems of
paramount concern.
In recent decades, the research and development activities related to transportation have

emphasized the development of high-efficiency, clean, and safe transportation. Electric
vehicles (EVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), and fuel cell vehicles have been typically
proposed to replace conventional vehicles in the near future.
This chapter reviews the problems of air pollution, gas emissions causing global warming,

and petroleum resource depletion. It also briefly reviews the history of EVs, HEVs, and fuel
cell technology.

1.1 Air Pollution

At present, all vehicles rely on the combustion of hydrocarbon (HC) fuels to derive the
energy necessary for their propulsion. Combustion is a reaction between the fuel and the
air that releases heat and combustion products. The heat is converted to mechanical
power by an engine, and the combustion products are released into the atmosphere.
An HC is a chemical compound with molecules made up of carbon and hydrogen
atoms. Ideally, the combustion of an HC yields only carbon dioxide and water, which
do not harm the environment. Indeed, green plants “digest” carbon dioxide by photo-
synthesis. Carbon dioxide is a necessary ingredient in vegetal life. Animals do not suffer
by breathing carbon dioxide unless its concentration in air is such that oxygen is
almost absent.
The combustion of HC fuel in combustion engines is never ideal. Besides carbon

dioxide and water, the combustion products contain a certain amount of nitrogen
oxides (NOx), carbon monoxides (CO), and unburned HCs, all of which are toxic to
human health.
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1.1.1 Nitrogen Oxides

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) result from the reaction between nitrogen in the air and oxygen. The-
oretically, nitrogen is an inert gas. However, the high temperatures and pressures in engines
create favorable conditions for the formation of nitrogen oxides. Temperature is by far the
most important parameter in nitrogen oxide formation. Themost commonly found nitrogen
oxide is nitric oxide (NO), although small amounts of nitric dioxide (NO2) and traces of
nitrous oxide (N2O) are present. Once released into the atmosphere, NO reacts with oxygen
to form NO2. This is later decomposed by the Sun’s ultraviolet radiation back to NO and
highly reactive oxygen atoms that attack the membranes of living cells. Nitrogen dioxide is
partly responsible for smog; its brownish color makes smog visible. It also reacts with atmo-
spheric water to form nitric acid (HNO3), which dilutes in rain. This phenomenon is referred
to as “acid rain” and is responsible for the destruction of forests in industrialized countries.1

Acid rain also contributes to the degradation of historical monuments made of marble.1

1.1.2 Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide results from the incomplete combustion of HCs due to a lack of oxygen.1

It is a poison to human beings and animals that inhale/breathe it. Once carbon monoxide
reaches blood cells, it attaches to the hemoglobin in place of oxygen, thereby diminishing
the quantity of oxygen that reaches the organs and reducing the physical and mental
abilities of the affected living beings.1 Dizziness is the first symptom of carbon monoxide
poisoning, which can rapidly lead to death. Carbonmonoxide bindsmore strongly to hemo-
globin than oxygen. The bonds are so strong that normal body functions cannot break them.
People intoxicated by carbonmonoxide must be treated in pressurized chambers, where the
pressure makes it easier to break the carbon monoxide–hemoglobin bonds.

1.1.3 Unburned HCs

Unburned HCs are a result of the incomplete combustion of HCs.1,2 Depending on their
nature, unburned HCs may be harmful to living beings.2 Some of these unburned HCs
may be direct poisons or carcinogenic chemicals such as particulates, benzene, or others.
Unburned HCs are also responsible for smog; the Sun’s ultraviolet radiation interacts with
the unburned HCs and NO in the atmosphere to form ozone and other products. Ozone is
a molecule formed by three oxygen atoms. It is colorless but very dangerous and poisonous
because it attacks themembranes of living cells, causing them to ageprematurely or die. Tod-
dlers, older people, and asthmatics suffer greatly from exposure to high ozone concentra-
tions. Annually, deaths from high ozone peaks in polluted cities have been reported.3

1.1.4 Other Pollutants

Impurities in fuels result in the emission of pollutants. The major impurity is sulfur, mostly
found in diesel and jet fuel but also in gasoline and natural gas.1 The combustion of sulfur (or
sulfur compounds such as hydrogen sulfide) with oxygen releases sulfur oxides (SOx). Sul-
fur dioxide (SO2) is themajor product of this combustion. On contact with air, it forms sulfur
trioxide, which later reacts with water to form sulfuric acid, a major component of acid rain.
It should be noted that sulfur oxide emissions originate from transportation sources but also
largely from the combustion of coal in power plants and steel factories. In addition, there is
debate over the exact contribution of natural sources such as volcanoes.
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Petroleum companies add chemical compounds to their fuels to improve the performance
or lifetime of engines.1 Tetraethyl lead, often referred to simply as “lead,” was used to
improve the knock resistance of gasoline and, thereby, produce better engine performance.
However, the combustion of this chemical releases lead metal, which is responsible for a
neurological disease called saturnism. Its use is now forbidden inmost developed countries,
and it has been replaced by other chemicals.1

1.2 Global Warming

Global warming is a result of the greenhouse effect induced by the presence of carbon diox-
ide and other gases, such as methane, in the atmosphere. These gases trap the Sun’s infrared
radiation reflected from the ground, thus retaining the energy in the atmosphere and
increasing the temperature. An increased Earth temperature results in major ecological
damage to ecosystems and in many natural disasters that affect human populations.2

Considering the ecological damage induced by global warming, the disappearance of
some endangered species is a concern because this destabilizes the natural resources that
feed some populations. There are also concerns about the migration of some species from
warm seas to previously colder northern seas, where they can potentially destroy indige-
nous species and the economies that live off those species. This may be happening in the
Mediterranean Sea, where barracudas from the Red Sea have been observed.
Natural disasters command our attention more than ecological disasters because of the

magnitude of the damage they cause. Global warming is believed to have induced meteo-
rological phenomena such as El Niño, which disturbs the South Pacific region and regularly
causes tornadoes, floods, and droughts. The melting of the polar icecaps, another major
result of global warming, raises the sea level and can cause the permanent inundation of
coastal regions and sometimes of entire countries.
Carbon dioxide is the result of the combustion of HCs and coal. Transportation accounts

for a large share (32% from 1980 to 1999) of carbon dioxide emissions. The distribution of
carbon dioxide emissions is shown in Figure 1.1.4
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34%
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FIGURE 1.1
Carbon dioxide emission distribution from 1980 to 1999.
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Figure 1.2 shows the trend in carbon dioxide emissions. The transportation sector is clearly
now the major contributor to carbon dioxide emissions. It should be noted that developing
countries are rapidly increasing their transportation sector, and these countries represent
a very large share of the world’s population. Further discussion of this issue is provided
in the next subsection.
The large amounts of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere by human activities are

believed to be largely responsible for the increase in the global temperature on Earth
observed in recent decades (Figure 1.3). It is important to note that carbon dioxide is indeed
digested by plants and sequestrated by oceans in the form of carbonates. However, these
natural assimilation processes are limited and cannot assimilate all emitted carbon dioxide,
resulting in an accumulation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
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1.3 Petroleum Resources

The vast majority of fuels for transportation are liquid fuels originating from petroleum.
Petroleum is a fossil fuel, resulting from the decomposition of living matter imprisoned mil-
lions of years ago (Ordovician, 600–400 million years ago) in geologically stable layers. The
process is roughly as follows: living matter (mostly plants) dies and is slowly covered by
sediments. Over time, these accumulating sediments form thick layers and transform in
to rock. The living matter is trapped in a closed space, where it encounters high pressures
and temperatures and slowly transforms into either HCs or coal, depending on its nature.
This process takes millions of years to accomplish. This is what makes the Earth’s fossil
fuel resources finite.
Proved reserves are “those quantities that geological and engineering information indi-

cates with reasonable certainty can be recovered in the future from known reservoirs under
existing economic and operating conditions.”5 Therefore, they do not constitute an indicator
of the Earth’s total reserves. The proved reserves, as they are given in the British Petroleum
2001 estimate,5 are given in billion tons in Table 1.1. TheR/P ratio is the number of years that
the proved reserves would last if production were to continue at its current level. This ratio
is also given in Table 1.1 for each region.5

The oil extracted today is the easily extractable oil that lies close to the surface, in regions
where the climate does not pose major problems. It is believed that far more oil lies under-
neath the Earth’s crust in regions such as Siberia or the American and Canadian Arctic. In
these regions, climate and ecological concerns are major obstacles to extracting or prospect-
ing for oil. The estimation of the Earth’s total reserves is a difficult task for political and tech-
nical reasons. A 2000 estimate of undiscovered oil resources by the U.S. Geological Survey is
given in Table 1.2.6

Although the R/P ratio does not include future discoveries, it is significant. Indeed, it is
based on proved reserves, which are easily accessible today. The amount of future oil dis-
coveries is hypothetical, and newly discovered oil will not be easily accessible. The R/P ratio
is also based on the hypothesis that production will remain constant. It is obvious, however,
that consumption (and therefore production) is increasing yearly to keep up with the
growth of developed and developing economies. Consumption is likely to increase in
gigantic proportions with the rapid development of some highly populated countries,

TABLE 1.1

Proved Petroleum Reserves in 2000

Region
Proved Reserves in
2000 in Billion Tons R=====P Ratio

North America 8.5 13.8

South and Central America 13.6 39.0

Europe 2.5 7.7

Africa 10.0 26.8

Middle East 92.5 83.6

Former USSR 9.0 22.7

Asia Pacific 6.0 15.9

Total world 142.1 39.9
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particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. Figure 1.4 shows the trend in oil consumption over
the last 20 years.7 Oil consumption is given in thousand barrels per day (one barrel is about
8 metric tons).
Despite the drop in oil consumption for Eastern Europe and the former USSR, the world

trend is clearly increasing, as shown in Figure 1.5. The fastest-growing region is the Asia
Pacific, where most of the world’s population lives. An explosion in oil consumption is to
be expected, with a proportional increase in pollutant emissions and CO2 emissions.

TABLE 1.2

U.S. Geological Survey Estimate of Undiscovered Oil in 2000

Region
Undiscovered Oil in
2000 in Billion Tons

North America 19.8

South and Central America 14.9

Europe 3.0

Sub-Saharan Africa and Antarctic 9.7

Middle East and North Africa 31.2

Former USSR 15.7

Asia Pacific 4.0

World (potential growth) 98.3 (91.5)
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1.4 Induced Costs

The problems associated with the frenetic combustion of fossil fuels are many, including
pollution, global warming, and foreseeable exhaustion of resources, among others.
Although difficult to estimate, the costs associated with these problems are huge and indi-
rect,8 and they may be financial, human, or both.
Costs induced by pollution include, but are not limited to, health expenses, the cost of

replanting forests devastated by acid rain, and the cost of cleaning and fixing monuments
corroded by acid rain. Health expenses probably represent the largest share of these costs,
especially in developed countries with socialized medicine or health-insured populations.
Costs associated with global warming are difficult to assess. They may include the cost of

the damage caused by hurricanes, lost crops due to dryness, damaged properties due to
floods, and international aid to relieve the affected populations. The amount is potentially
huge.
Most of the petroleum-producing countries are not the largest petroleum-consuming

countries. Most of the production is located in the Middle East, while most of the consump-
tion is located in Europe, North America, and Asia Pacific. As a result, consumers must
import their oil and depend on the producing countries. This issue is particularly sensitive
in the Middle East, where political turmoil affected oil delivery toWestern countries in 1973
and 1977. The Gulf War, the Iran–Iraq war, and the constant surveillance of the area by the
United States and allied forces come at a cost that is both human and financial. The depend-
ency of Western economies on a fluctuating oil supply is potentially expensive. Indeed, a
shortage in oil supply causes a serious slowdown of the economy, resulting in damaged
perishable goods, lost business opportunities, and the eventual impossibility of running
businesses.
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In searching for a solution to the problems associatedwith oil consumption, onemust take
into account those induced costs. This is difficult because the cost is not necessarily incurred
where it is generated. Many of the induced costs cannot be counted in asserting the benefits
of an eventual solution. The solution to these problemswill have to be economically sustain-
able and commercially viable without government subsidies to sustain itself in the long run.
Nevertheless, it remains clear that any solution to these problems—even if it is only a partial
solution—will indeed result in cost savings, which will benefit the payers.

1.5 Importance of Different Transportation Development Strategies to
Future Oil Supply

The number of years that oil resources can support our demand for oil completely depends
on the new discovery of oil reserves and cumulative oil production (as well as cumulative oil
consumption). Historical data show that the rate of new discoveries of oil reserves grows
slowly. On the other hand, consumption shows a high growth rate, as shown in Figure 1.6.
If oil discovery and consumption follow current trends, the world’s oil resources will be
used up by about 2038.9,10

It is becoming more and more difficult to discover new reserves of petroleum. Exploring
new oil fields is becoming an increasingly expensive venture. It is believed that the
scenario of oil supply will not change much if the consumption rate cannot be significantly
reduced.
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As shown in Figure 1.7, the transportation sector is the primary user of petroleum, con-
suming 49% of the oil used in the world in 1997. The patterns of consumption of industrial-
ized and developing countries are quite different, however. In the heat and power segments
of the markets in industrialized countries, nonpetroleum energy sources were able to com-
pete with and substitute for oil throughout the 1980s; by 1990, the oil consumption in other
sectors was less than that in the transportation sector.
Most of the gains in worldwide oil use occur in the transportation sector. Of the total

increase (11.4 million barrels per day) projected for industrialized countries from 1997 to
2020, 10.7million barrels per day are attributed to the transportation sector, where few alter-
natives are economical until late in the forecast.
In developing countries, the transportation sector also shows the fastest projected growth

in petroleum consumption, promising to rise nearly to the level of nontransportation energy
use by 2020. In the developingworld, however, unlike in industrialized countries, oil use for
purposes other than transportation is projected to contribute 42% of the total increase in
petroleum consumption. The growth in nontransportation petroleum consumption in
developing countries is caused in part by the substitution of petroleum products for non-
commercial fuels (such as wood burning for home heating and cooking).
Improving the fuel economy of vehicles has a crucial impact on oil supply. So far, the most

promising technologies are HEVs and fuel cell vehicles. Hybrid vehicles, using current IC
engines as their primary power source and batteries/electric motor as the peaking power
source, have a much higher operational efficiency than those powered by an IC engine
alone. The hardware and software of this technology are almost ready for industrial manu-
facturing. On the other hand, fuel cell vehicles, which are potentially more efficient and
cleaner than HEVs, are still in the laboratory stage, and it will take a long time to overcome
technical hurdles for commercialization.
Figure 1.8 shows the generalized annual fuel consumption of different development

strategies of next-generation vehicles. Curve a–b–c represents the annual fuel consumption
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trend of current vehicles, which is assumed to have a 1.3% annual growth rate. This annual
growth rate is assumed to be that of the total vehicle number. Curve a–d–e represents a
development strategy in which conventional vehicles gradually become hybrid vehicles
during the first 20 years, and after 20 years, all vehicles will be hybrids. In this strategy, it
is assumed that the hybrid vehicle is 25% more efficient than a current conventional vehicle
(25% less fuel consumption). Curve a–b–f–g represents a strategy in which, in the first 20
years, fuel cell vehicles are in a developing stage, while current conventional vehicles are still
on themarket. In the second 20 years, the fuel cell vehicles will gradually go tomarket, start-
ing from point b and becoming totally fuel cell powered at point f. In this strategy, it is
assumed that 50% less fuel will be consumed by fuel cell vehicles than by current conven-
tional vehicles. Curve a–d–f–g represents a strategy whereby vehicles become hybrid in
the first 20 years and fuel cell powered in the second 20 years.
Cumulative oil consumption is more meaningful because it involves annual consumption

and the time effect, and it is directly associatedwith the reduction of oil reserves, as shown in
Figure 1.6. Figure 1.9 shows the scenario of generalized cumulative oil consumption of the
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development strategies mentioned previously. Although fuel cell vehicles are more efficient
than hybrid vehicles, the cumulative fuel consumption by strategy a–b–f–g (a fuel cell vehi-
cle in the second 20 years) is higher than the strategy a–d–e (a hybrid vehicle in the first 20
years) within 45 years due to the time effect. From Figure 1.8 it is clear that strategy a–d–f–g
(a hybrid vehicle in the first 20 years and a fuel cell vehicle in the second 20 years) is the best.
Figures 1.6 and 1.9 reveal another important fact: fuel cell vehicles should not rely on oil
products because of the difficulty of future oil supply 45 years later. Thus, the best develop-
ment strategy of next-generation transportation would be to commercialize HEVs immedi-
ately and, at the same time, do the best to commercialize nonpetroleum fuel cell vehicles as
soon as possible.

1.6 History of EVs

The first EVwas built by Frenchman Gustave Trouvé in 1881. It was a tricycle powered by a
0.1-hp direct current (DC) motor fed by lead-acid batteries. The whole vehicle and its driver
weighed approximately 160 kg. A vehicle similar to this was built in 1883 by two British pro-
fessors.11 These early realizations did not attract much attention from the public because the
technology was not mature enough to compete with horse carriages. Speeds of 15 km/h and
a range of 16 km were nothing exciting for potential customers. The 1864 Paris-to-Rouen
race changed it all. The 1135-km race was run in 48 h and 53min at an average speed of
23.3 km/h. This speed was by far superior to that possible with horse-drawn carriages.
The public became interested in horseless carriages, or automobiles as these vehicles were
now called.
The following 20 years were an era during which EVs competed with their gasoline coun-

terparts. This was particularly true in the United States, where there were not many paved
roads outside a few cities. The limited range of EVs was not a problem. However, in Europe,
the rapidly increasing number of paved roads called for extended ranges, favoring gasoline
vehicles.11
The first commercial EV was Morris and Salom’s Electrobat. This vehicle was operated as

a taxi in New York City by a company created by its inventors. The Electrobat proved to be
more profitable than horse cabs despite a higher purchase price (around $3000 versus
$1200). It could be used for three shifts of 4 h with 90-min recharging periods in between.
It was powered by two 1.5-hp motors that allowed a maximum speed of 32 km/h and a
40-km range.11

The most significant technical advance of that era was the invention of regenerative
braking by Frenchman M. A. Darracq on his 1897 coupe. This method makes it possible
to recover the vehicle’s kinetic energy while braking and recharging the batteries, which
greatly enhances the driving range. It is one of the most significant contributions to electric
and HEV technology as it contributes to energy efficiency more than anything else in
urban driving.
In addition, among the most significant EVs of that era was the first vehicle ever to reach

100 km. It was “La Jamais Contente” built by Frenchman Camille Jenatzy. Note that Stude-
baker and Oldsmobile got started in business by building EVs.
As gasoline automobiles became more powerful, more flexible, and above all easier to

handle, EVs started to disappear. Their high cost did not help, but it was their limited driv-
ing range and performance that really hurt them versus their gasoline counterparts. The last
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commercially significant EVs were released around 1905. For nearly 60 years, the only EVs
sold were common golf carts and delivery vehicles.
In 1945, three researchers at Bell Laboratories invented a device that was meant to revo-

lutionize the world of electronics and electricity: the transistor. It quickly replaced vacuum
tubes for signal electronics, and soon the thyristor was invented, which made it possible to
switch high currents at high voltages. This made it possible to regulate the power fed to an
electric motor without the very inefficient rheostats, and it allowed the running of AC
motors at variable frequency. In 1966, General Motors (GM) built the Electrovan, which
was propelled by induction motors fed by inverters built with thyristors.
The most significant EV of that era was the Lunar Roving Vehicle, which the Apollo astro-

nauts used on the Moon. The vehicle itself weighed 209 kg and could carry a payload of 490
kg. The range was around 65 km. The design of this extraterrestrial vehicle, however, has
very little significance down on Earth. The absence of air and the lower gravity on the
Moon, as well as the low speed, made it easier for engineers to reach an extended range
with a limited technology.
During the 1960s and 1970s, concerns about the environment spurred research on EVs.

However, despite advances in battery technology and power electronics, their range and
performance remained obstacles.
The modern EV era culminated in the 1980s and early 1990s with the release of a few real-

istic vehicles by firms such as GM with the EV1 and Peugeot Société Anonyme (PSA) with
the 106 Electric. Although these vehicles represented a real achievement, especially com-
paredwith early realizations, it became clear during the early 1990s that electric automobiles
could never compete with gasoline automobiles for range and performance. The reason is
that in batteries the energy is stored in the metal of the electrodes, which weigh far more
than gasoline for the same energy content. The automotive industry abandoned the EV to
conduct research on HEVs. After a few years of development, these are far closer to the
assembly line for mass production than EVs have ever been.
In the context of the development of EVs, battery technology is the weakest, preventing

the EVs from making it to market. Great effort and investment have been put into battery
research, with the intention of improving performance to meet EV requirements. Unfortu-
nately, progress has been very limited. Performance lags far behind requirements, especially
energy storage capacity per unit weight and volume. This poor energy storage capability of
batteries limits EVs to specific applications, such as at airports, railroad stations, mail deliv-
ery routes, golf courses, and so on. In fact, basic study12 shows that the EVwill never be able
to challenge the liquid-fueled vehicle evenwith the optimistic value of battery energy capac-
ity. Thus, in recent years, advanced vehicle technology research has turned to HEVs as well
as fuel cell vehicles.

1.7 History of HEVs

Surprisingly, the concept of an HEV is almost as old as the automobile itself. The primary
purpose, however, was not so much to lower the fuel consumption but rather to assist
the IC engine in providing an acceptable level of performance. Indeed, in the early days,
IC engine engineering was less advanced than electric motor engineering.
The first hybrid vehicles reported were shown at the Paris Salon of 1899.13 These were

built by the Pieper establishments of Liège, Belgium and by the Vedovelli and Priestly
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Electric Carriage Company, France. The Pieper vehicle was a parallel hybrid with a small
air-cooled gasoline engine assisted by an electric motor and lead-acid batteries. It is reported
that the batteries were charged by the engine when the vehicle coasted or was at a standstill.
When the driving power required was greater than the engine rating, the electric motor pro-
vided additional power. In addition to being one of the first two hybrid vehicles and the first
parallel hybrid vehicle, the Pieper was undoubtedly the first electric starter.
The other hybrid vehicle introduced at the Paris Salon of 1899 was the first series HEV and

was derived from a pure EV commercially built by the French firm Vedovelli and Priestly.13

This vehicle was a tricycle, with the two rear wheels powered by independent motors. An
additional ¾-hp gasoline engine coupled to a 1.1-kW generator was mounted on a trailer
and could be towed behind the vehicle to extend the range by recharging the batteries. In
the French case, the hybrid design was used to extend its range by recharging the batteries.
Also, the hybrid design was used to extend the range of an EV, not to supply additional
power to a weak IC engine.
Frenchman Camille Jenatzy presented a parallel hybrid vehicle at the Paris Salon of 1903.

This vehicle combined a 6-hp gasoline engine with a 14-hp electric machine that could either
charge the batteries from the engine or assist them later. Another Frenchman, H. Krieger,
built the second reported series hybrid vehicle in 1902. His design used two independent
DC motors driving the front wheels. They drew their energy from 44 lead-acid cells that
were recharged by a 4.5-hp alcohol spark-ignited engine coupled to a shunt DC generator.
Other hybrid vehicles, both parallel and series type, were built during the period 1899–

1914. Although electric braking had been used in these early designs, there is no mention
of regenerative braking. It is likely that most, possibly even all, designs used dynamic brak-
ing by short circuiting or by placing a resistance in the armature of the traction motors. The
Lohner-Porsche vehicle of 1903 is a typical example of this approach.13 The frequent use of
magnetic clutches and magnetic couplings should be noted.
Early hybrid vehicles were built to assist the weak IC engines of that time or to improve

the range of EVs. They made use of the basic electric technologies that were then available.
Despite the great creativity that featured in their design, these early hybrid vehicles could no
longer compete with the greatly improved gasoline engines that came into use after World
War I. The gasoline engine made tremendous improvements in terms of power density, the
engines became smaller and more efficient, and there was no longer a need to assist them
with electric motors. The supplementary cost of having an electric motor and the hazards
associated with the lead-acid batteries were key factors in the disappearance of hybrid vehi-
cles from the market after World War I.
However, the greatest problem that these early designs had to copewithwas the difficulty

of controlling the electricmachine. Power electronics did not become available until themid-
1960s, and early electric motors were controlled by mechanical switches and resistors. They
had a limited operating range incompatible with efficient operation. Only with great diffi-
culty could they be made compatible with the operation of a hybrid vehicle.
Dr. Victor Wouk is recognized as the modern investigator of the HEV movement.13 In

1975, along with his colleagues, he built a parallel hybrid version of a Buick Skylark.13

The engine was a Mazda rotary engine coupled to a manual transmission. It was assisted
by a 15-hp, separately excited DC machine located in front of the transmission. Eight 12-V
automotive batteries were used for energy storage. A top speed of 129 km/h (80 mph) was
achieved, with acceleration from 0 to 60 mph in 16 s.
The series hybrid design was revived by Dr. Ernest H. Wakefield in 1967, when working

for Linear Alpha Inc. A small engine coupled to an AC generator, with an output of 3 kW,
was used to keep a battery pack charged. However, the experiments were quickly stopped
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because of technical problems. Other approaches used during the 1970s and early 1980s
used range extenders, similar in concept to the French Vedovelli and Priestly 1899 design.
These range extenders were intended to improve the range of EVs that never reached the
market. Other prototypes of hybrid vehicles were built by the Electric Auto Corporation
in 1982 and by the Briggs & Stratton Corporation in 1980. These were both parallel
hybrid vehicles.
Despite the two oil crises of 1973 and 1977, and despite growing environmental concerns,

no HEVmade it to the market. Researchers’ focus was on the EV, of whichmany prototypes
were built during the 1980s. The lack of interest in HEVs during this period may be attrib-
uted to the lack of practical power electronics, modern electric motor, and battery technol-
ogies. The 1980s witnessed a reduction in conventional IC engine-powered vehicle sizes, the
introduction of catalytic converters, and the generalization of fuel injection.
The HEV concept drew great interest during the 1990s when it became clear that EVs

would never achieve the objective of saving energy. The Ford Motor Company initiated
the Ford Hybrid Electric Vehicle Challenge, which drew efforts from universities to develop
hybrid versions of production automobiles.
Automobile manufacturers around the world built prototypes that achieved tremendous

improvements in fuel economy over their IC engine-powered counterparts. In the United
States, Dodge built the Intrepid ESX 1, 2, and 3. The ESX-1 was a series hybrid vehicle, pow-
ered by a small turbocharged three-cylinder diesel engine and a battery pack. Two 100-hp
electric motors were located in the rear wheels. The U.S. government launched the Partner-
ship for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), which included the goal of a midsize sedan
that could achieve 80mpg. The Ford Prodigy and GM Precept resulted from this effort. The
Prodigy and Precept vehicles were parallel HEVs powered by small turbocharged diesel
engines coupled to dry clutch manual transmissions. Both achieved the objective, but pro-
duction did not follow.
Efforts in Europe are represented by the French Renault Next, a small parallel hybrid vehi-

cle using a 750-cc spark-ignited engine and two electricmotors. This prototype achieved 29.4
km/L (70mpg) with maximum speed and acceleration performance comparable to conven-
tional vehicles. Volkswagen also built a prototype, the Chico. The base was a small EV, with
a nickel-metal hydride battery pack and a three-phase induction motor. A small two-cylin-
der gasoline engine was used to recharge the batteries and provide additional power for
high-speed cruising.
The most significant effort in the development and commercialization of HEVs was

made by Japanese manufacturers. In 1997, Toyota released the Prius sedan in Japan.
Honda also released its Insight and Civic Hybrid. These vehicles are now available through-
out the world. They achieve excellent figures of fuel consumption. Toyota’s Prius and
Honda’s Insight vehicles have historical value in that they are the first hybrid vehicles
commercialized in the modern era to respond to the problem of personal vehicle fuel
consumption.

1.8 History of Fuel Cell Vehicles

As early as 1839, Sir William Grove (often referred to as the “Father of the Fuel Cell”) dis-
covered that it may be possible to generate electricity by reversing the electrolysis of water.
It was not until 1889 that two researchers, Charles Langer and Ludwig Mond, coined the
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term “fuel cell” as they were trying to engineer the first practical fuel cell using air and coal
gas. Although further attempts were made in the early 1900s to develop fuel cells that could
convert coal or carbon into electricity, the advent of the IC engine temporarily quashed any
hopes of further development of the fledgling technology.
Francis Bacon developed what was perhaps the first successful fuel cell device in 1932,

with a hydrogen–oxygen cell using alkaline electrolytes and nickel electrodes—inexpensive
alternatives to the catalysts used byMond and Langer. Due to a substantial number of tech-
nical hurdles, it was not until 1959 that Bacon and company first demonstrated a practical 5-
kW fuel cell system. Harry Karl Ihrig presented his now-famous 20-hp fuel-cell-powered
tractor that same year.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) also began building com-

pact electric generators for use on space missions in the late 1950s. NASA soon came to
fund hundreds of research contracts involving fuel cell technology. Fuel cells now have a
proven role in the space program, having supplied electricity for several space missions.
In more recent decades, several manufacturers—including major automakers—and vari-

ous federal agencies have supported ongoing research into the development of fuel cell tech-
nology for use in fuel cell vehicles and other applications.14 Hydrogen production, storage,
and distribution are the biggest challenges. Truly, fuel-cell-powered vehicles still have a
long way to go to enter the market.
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